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ANALOGICAL KNOWLEDGE OF GOD
AND THE

VALUE OF MORAL ENDEAVOR
Patrick H. Byrne

Boston College
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167-3806

I. IN'I'RODUCTION

ONERGAN BEGINS THE chapter on "Religion,, in Method in
Theology with a section entitled "The Question of God.,,l In that
'section he raises a series of questions to which he Coes not pro-

vide an explicit, systematic reply either in Method itself or, as far as I
have been able to determine, anywhere else in his writings. of particu-
lar interest to me is the last set of questions in that series, which are as
follows:

To deliberate about "x" is to ask whether "x" is worth while. To
deliberate about deliberating is to ask whether any deliberating is
worth while. FIas "worth while" any ultimate meaning? Is moral
enterprise consonant with this world? ... is the universe on our
side, or are we just gamblers and, if we are gamblers, are we not
perhaps fools, individually struggling for authenticity and collec-
tively endeavoring to snatch progress from the ever mounting
welter of decline? The questions arise and, clearly, our attitudel
and our resoluteness may be profoundly affected by the answers.
Does there or does there not necessarily exist a transcendent, intel-
ligent ground of the universe? Is that ground or are we the

llonergatr, Methoil in Theology (New York: Herder and Herder, 1,gT2) l0l.

@ 1993 Patrick Bwne 103



104 Mr,ruoo: lournal of Lonergan Studies

primary instance of moral consciousness? Are cosmogenesis, bio-
logical evolution, historical process basically cognate to us as
moral beings or are they indifferent and so alien to us?2

The significance of 'deliberating about deliberating' in the fullest

sense is enormous. It is no mere hypothetical question, but one of ul-

timate existential import. It would seem that if 'worth while' has no ul-

timate meaning, if moral enterprise is incompatible with this universe,

then surely we are 'just gamblers and ... perhaps fools, individually

struggling for authenticity.' But if 'worth while' has no ultimate mean-

ing, then the struggle for authenticity is ultimately doomed - for what

meaning of authenticity could be applied to a fool? Once the universe

had been made to seem inhospitable to moral endeavor, the problem

of personal authenticity was bound to become acute. Such deliberating

intends an authentic response - but could it be that the only way to be

authentic is to oppose not only the structure of reality, but also to

oppose or to negate or to overcome oneself in the most radical way

possible? Such, I believe, are some of the fundamental problems

underlying the impasses of much of twentieth century thought.

These questions are especially significant in our time; they are the

questions grappled with by the great existentialist thinkers, as well as

thoughtful people everywhere. It is the negative answer- no, the

universe is not on the side of morally serious people - which seems

to have carried the day in our contemporary culture.

Yet it is clear enough to anyone even moderately familiar with

Lonergan's writings that he himself rejects the negative answer, hold-

ing instead that there is both a benevolent ground to the universe and

an ultimate worth to moral l iving. For this reason it is especially

lamentable that Lonergan did not himself employ the resources of his

theological method and elaborate his response to this set of questions.

Nevertheless, I believe that such a response can be worked out, and I

hope to do just that in this article. If I am successful, I hope to also have

shown, indirectly, something about the value of Lonergan's way of

conceiving of method in theology.

2l-otru.gun, Method 102-103.
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My approach to this problem proceeds in four steps: (1) a brief

summary of Lonergan's conception of the theological 'functional

specialq/ of Systematics, and its relation to the specialties Doctrines and

Foundations,3 (2) an attempt to fill in certain lacunae in Lonergan's
writings about the valuative or ethical structure of human conscious-
ness; (3) a use of key elements of that structure as the basis for an ana-
logical knowledge of God as valuing and loving; and (4) a Systematics
account of why human moral endeavor is of value, on the basis of
such analogical knowledge.

II. LONERGAN ON METHOD IN THEOLOGY

It is not my purpose in this article to engage in a critical investigation

of Lonergan's project of a 'method in theology' as an integrated series of

eight functional specialties. Rather than explaining, evaluating, or

defending that method, I propose simply to employ it. Nevertheless,
the reader has the right to expect at least a brief summary of the rele-
vant aspects of Lonergan's way of conceiving of method in theology.

Such is the purpose of this section.
The functional specialties most germane to the purpose of this

article are Foundations and Systematics. Now it is true that the ques-

tions which inspired this article- for example, whether any deliber-
ating is worth while- in the form in which Lonergan posed them

clearly intend judgments. As such, the functional specialty within
which these questions would be properly answered is Doctrines.4 How-

ever, for the purposes of this article I will presuppose affirmative
answers to these questions for judgment, for such affirmations do not

present the major problems under consideration here, for a couple of
reasons. (1) I think there is little doubt that many religious traditions,

Christianity included, affirm the worth of moral living in all sorts of

ways. The assurance for such affirmations flows from a transcultural

3Henceforth I shall capitalize terms such as 'systematics' or 'Foundations' in order
to designate the functional specialties in the precise sense intended by Lonergan.

4lonergat, Method 132.
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source which Lonergan identified as 'religious experience.'s Neverthe-

less, it is one thing to affirm the worth of moral endeavor, and quite

another to be able to answer further questions about that worth. (2) The

broader context of the passage quoted makes it clear that the questions

Lonergan poses arise from a very specific modern context: "Are cosmo-

genesis, biological evolution, historical process basically cognate to us

as moral beings or are they indifferent and so alien to us?"6 It is the

context in which the processes of the universe and their prolongation

into the human realm have been made to seem inhospitable to moral

endeavor. Thus, Lonergan is not simply asking whether moral

endeavor is worth while, but why or perhaps horo it can be affirmed to

be worth while.

As such, these questions are as much about how such affirmations

can be "reconciled [with other doctrines] and with the conclusions of

science, philosophy, history."T This type of reconciliation is, properly

speaking, the task of Systematics. While Doctrines is concerned with

the considerable problem of arriving at judgments of fact and value

which arises within religious traditions, a further difficulty arises with

regard to the meaning of the judgments of fact and value which result

from Doctrines. As Lonergan points out, the initial expression of a

doctrinal judgment

may be figurative or symbolic. It may be descriptive and based
ultimately on the meaning of words rather than on an under-
standing of realities. It may, if pressed, quickly become vague and
indefinite. It may seem, when examined, to be involved in incon-
sistenry or fallary.8

Thus, even if affirmation of the value of moral endeavor can be

presupposed, there remains need for a Systematics whose role Loner-

gan describes as follows:

rlonergan, Method 705tt.

6lonetgatr, Method 703.
7l-ot".gutr, Method 267.
8loterg"tr, Method 132.
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The functional specialty, lSlystematics, attemPts ... to work out
appropriate systems of conceptualization, to remove aPParent
inconsistencies, to move toward some grasp of spiritual matters
both from their own inner coherence and from the analogies
offered by more familiar human experience.9

The use of analogy will tend to be a fundamental procedure in

Systematics, especially when the 'spiritual matters' from which
'apparent inconsistencies' are to be removed surpass ordinary human

cognition. As lonergan puts it,

there is the intelligibility within the reach of the human mind,
and there is the intelligibility beyond it, and there iE the inter-
mediate, imperfect, analogous intelligibility that we can find in
the mysteries of faith.lo

Given Lonergan's way of approaching fundamental problems in

philosophy and theology, it is clear enough that when he spoke of
'more familiar human experiences' forming the basis for such analo-

gies, the familiar experiences he had in mind would be 'psychological.'

In other words, "the basic terms and relations of systematic theology
will be not metaphysical, as in medieval theology, but psychological."ll

glonergan, Method 132.

l0lotrergat, Method 339 .

llLonergan, Method 343. Although metaphysical terms and relations are not
primary in Lonergan's version of Systematics, neither are they to be banished from
use in Systematics. Rather, there is a reversal of priority between metaphysical terms
and terms derived from the analysis of consciousness. This reversal results in a
'critical metaphysics' which has the potential for eliminating the "vast arid wastes of
theological controversy" as well as "any authoritarian basis for method" (Method M3-
,14). Lonergan goes on to indicate that the metaphysics he has in mind is the dynamic
schema of 'generalized emergent probability' which he had worked out on the basis of
intentional operations in lnsight: A Study of Human Unilostaniling (revised edition,
New York: Philosophical Library, 1958; hereafter referred to as lnsight); Collected
Works of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 3 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992).
Technically speaking, Lonergan's own use of the phrase means a 'generalization' of
'emergent probability' to encompass things and developmental processes, as well as
systematic and non-systematic Processes (lnsight 462 = CWL 3:487). Nevertheless,
lacking any suitable alternative, I mean to extend the connotation of the term here to
also include both the 'bipolar' dialectical Processes of position and counterposition, as
well as the 'tripolar' dialectical Process that includes the supernatural agency of grace
(Insight 728 = CWL 3:749). These extensions are needed to concretely intend the
universal process in which human history is a real comPonent.
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Lonergan's use of the term 'psychological' is somewhat idiosyncratic.

By 'psychological' he means that which pertains to 'conscious and

intentional operations' of the human subject, including the basic acts of

cognitional structure,l2 acts pertaining to the 'fourth level of con-

sciousness,' and as well acts of conversion and acts differentiating

consciousness. That is to say, 'conscious and intentional operations' of

the human subject are the primary analogues by means of which mys-

teries are to be explored systematically.l3

Now it is with regard to 'the analogies offered by more familiar

human experience' that certain issues arise which pertain to neither

Systematics nor Doctrines, but to Foundations. The task of Foundations

is to formulate conscious operations and their structures in 'general

theological categories.'l4 First there is the task of formulating a 'basic

nest of terms and relations'15- that is, formulating the results of self-

appropriation or intentionality analysis. This basic task, according to

Lonergan, is then to be followed by formulating sets of interlocking

terms and relations' ('models') reflecting conversions, differentiations

and integrations of these operations as they concretely occur in various

subjects.l6

12The cognitional structure is of course that explicated in great detail in Insight,
and in a more succinct fashion in "Cognitional Structure," pp. 205-221 in Collection,
ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran, Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan,
vol. 4 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988). The relevant details are elaborated
in the next section of this article. For excellent critical evaluations, see Michael H.
McCarthy, The Crisis of Philosophy (Albany: SUNY Press, 1990) 227-290 and Stephen
W. Arndt, "The Justification of Lonergan's Cognitional and Volitional Process,"
American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly 65 (1991) 45-61.

l3lonergatr, Methoit 343. As it happens, the exercise in Systematics being under-
taken in the present article does not invoke any strictly supernatural, revealed truths
in its set of terms and relations, except perhaps the 'absolutely supernatural' character
of God's loving. Even so, Lonergan's manner of defining Systematics does not require
that the affirmations related in Systematics be strictly supernatural. In addition to the
relevant passages in Method, see also Philosophy of God, and Theology (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1973) 52-58.

14Of corrrse, Foundations is also concerned with the task of formulating 'special

theological categories' grounded in the experience of 'the dynamic state of other-
worldly love' (Method 289).

l5lo.,e.gat, Method 285-286.
l6lone.gan, Method 286-287 .
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The foray into Foundations in the next section of this article was
prompted by a need to fill in certain lacunae in Lonergan's own
account of certain aspects of the 'basic nest of terms and relations'
formulating the structure of human consciousness pertaining to the
process of deliberation. There are certain questions about the processes
of deliberating which I was not able to completely resolve on the basis
of Lonergan's texts alone. Moreover, certain of these ambiguities made
it difficult for me to develop an adequate set of analogous terms and
relations by means of which to answer why and how moral endeavor
is affirmed to have 'ultimate meaning.' Following my own attempt to
supplement Lonergan's formulation of these basic terms and relations
in the next section, I will then attempt to apply Lonergan's conception
of Systematic theological method to the problem of the analogous con-
ception of God as unrestricted act of valuing and loving, and finally
return to the questions about the worth of moral living.

III. SELF.APPROPRIATION OF THE STRUqTURE OF ETHICAL
INTENTIONALITY

By 'values' people usually mean abstract 'concepts' like the value of
life, liberty, respect for others, honesty, fair play, and the like. One then
takes up the difficult problem of trying to live according to these lofty
concepts. But Lonergan insists that 'value' refers to something utterly
concrete: "by the good is never meant some abstraction. Only the
concrete is good."tz While differing radically in his conclusions,
Lonergan's seriousness about the concreteness of values is reminiscent
of Friedrich Nietzsche's approach. For Nietzsche, a 'value' is referred to
the concrete felt-valuation of its proponent. For example, the value of

lTlone.gat, Method 36.
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'purity' can be either a 'noble' value or a ressentiment 'value,' depend-

ing upon the respective power or impotence of its advocate.lS

Similarly, Lonergan clarifies what he means by value as concrete

through reference to the actual structure of conscious intentionality in

which a subject's judgments of value and decisions emerge. Lonergan

took up some of the fine details of this structure relatively late in his

career and, as a result, never gave his results the polished presentation

he provided for cognitional structure. Nevertheless, the elements of

the structure of ethical intentionality are all present in his later

writings. Thus the Foundations project of this section is not so much to

identify 'conscious and intentional operations' Lonergan overlooked,

as to knit together his observations in a way that adequately represents

the structure of ethical intentionality itself. In my presentation, I shall

reverse Lonergan's usual procedure, and begin with the final act in the

structured series of acts, namely the act of deciding. For this reversal

there are two reasons. First, it is in acts of deciding, and only in acts of

deciding, that values are actualized. Second, I think this mode of

presentation best facilitates the objective Lonergan always stressed -

self-appropriation of the structure of the reader's own conscious

intentionality.l9
(A) First, then, values are only realized fully in decisions. The

justification for this assertion will be provided toward the end of this

section. For the present, however, let me simply describe deciding as

the conscious act of choosing, of personally committing oneself to a

course of action.20 As Lonergan puts it, "Value ... is what is intended in

questions for deliberatton,"2T and deliberation terminates in decision.

18Fri"d.i"h Nietzsche, The Basic Writings of Nietzsche, trans. and ed. Walter
Kaufmann (New York: The Modern Library, 1968) 468. I have taken up certain
problems regarding Christian values posed by Nietzsche in a related article,
"Ressentimenf and the Preferential Option for the Poor," Theological Studies 54
(1999 213-24LHence, my occasional references to Nietzsche, which are developed in a
more thorough and critical fashion in that article.

lgl-onergan, Insighl xviii-xix = CWL 3:1,2-1,3; Method 7-9.
20For a more technical specification, see lnsight 612-6lg = CWL 3:636-637. It

should be noted that the words I have used to characterize 'deciding' above are, in
Lonergan's own terminology, merely 'descriptive.' A fully rigorous account, freed of
ambiguities, would be what Lonergan called an 'explanatory' definition of deciding.
However, an explanatory definition is one where the term is 'implicitly defined' by
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(B) Second, decisions do not come out of the blue; deciding is an

act which completes a process of deliberating. Ordinarily people have a

more heightened awareness of the fact that they are deliberating than
of the decisions which result from their deliberating. In Aeschylus's

Suppliants as well as in Shakespeare's Hnmlet, we have forceful
presentations of the drama of one person trying to arrive at one
decision. Existentialist writers from Kierkegaard through Dostoevsky to

Camus and Sartre have written extensively on the complexities, even

the agony, of reaching a decision in the post-modern period. The force-

fulness of such dramatic accounts attest, I believe, to the intensity of
awareness which often accompanies the process called 'deliberating.'

While people also deliberate in routine ways which lack such intensity,

I believe that most human beings come to recognize themselves as

deliberators out of such experiences of intensity.
Yet it is one thing to have an intensified awareness that one is

deliberating about a choice to be made, and it is quite another to formu-

late an explanatory account of that process of deliberating. Let me begin
my attempt at such a formulation by claiming that deliberating is not
just a single act or operation of consciousness, but a structured
sequence of conscious operations. Thus, to explain what deliberating is

consists in providing an account of the operations and their structure
in that sequence.

(C) Next, I believe that the single act which is most focally and
forcefully present in the consciousness of the deliberator is the ques-
tion, Shall I do it? It is experience of the tension intrinsic to such
questions that gives deliberating its intensity. Moreover, such a ques-

tion 'intends{ an act of deciding. Hence, an act of deciding can be more

means of its explanatory relations to other terms (Inslgftl 1G13 = CWL 3:35-37). In the
case of 'deciding,' the other terms are those referring to other acts of consciousness to
which the act of deciding is related in the actual structure of consciousness. A fully
explanatory definition would be: deciding is the terminal conscious operation in a
process of deliberation. Since it is the purpose of the remainder of this section to
outline the further acts and relations which constitute the meaning of the phrase,
'process of deliberation,' I must begin with a preliminary, descriptive definition of
'deciding.'

2llonergan, Method 34.
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precisely defined as an act of either consenting or refusing22 which

brings final resolution to a question, Shall I do it?
(D) People are frequently so preoccupied with the question, Shall I

do it?, that they fail to notice the other acts which inevitably accom-

pany it. These other acts can, however, be detected with some effort and

care. Among these, and next in ease of detection, is the act indirectly

referred to by the pronoun, 'it.' What does 'it' refer to in 'Shall I do it?'?

I suggest that the 'it' which deliberation reflects upon is a possible

course of action which, in turn, comes to awareness as the content of

what Lonergan calls a 'practical insight.'23 The practical insight is an act

of intelligence by means of which a person comes up with some idea

about what she or he might do. Clearly, the practical insight, which

gives a subject awareness of a possible course of action, precedes and is

presupposed by the question, Shall I do it?

As the process of deliberation presupposes a practical insight, so

also practical insights presuppose processes or structures of conscious

activities that result in practical insights. It is a process Lonergan inves-

tigated extensively in his writings, especially lnsight. That process

begins in experiencing - usually experiencing both the data of sense

and the data of consciousness, since most practical insights have to do

with human af.fairs.za That process proceeds as experiencing gives rise

to a series of questions about the situation: "What is going on?' 'How do

they manage to accomplish that?' ,I//hy do they do it that way?' and so

on. Parallel to these questions there is a dynamic flow of presenta-

tions25 consisting of selected sensations, memories and constructed

images. Some of the contents (phantasms) of this dynamic flow, when

suitable, give rise to insights which 'release the tension' exnerienced by

the subject who is raising these questions.26

22lonergun, lnsight 672 = CWL 3:636.
23lotrerg"t, lnsight 6w = CWL 3:532-633.
24see, fo. example, Lonergan's remarks about the need to take into consideration

both the data of sense and the data of consciousness when endeavoring to compre-
hend the human 'milieu' (Insight 243-244 = CWL 3:26f-269).

25This is what Lonergan means by a 'pattem of experience' (Insight 181-82 = CWL
3:2B-20il.

26lor,e.g".,, lnsight 3-5 = CWL 3:28-29.
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These sorts of insights are not yet 'practical insights' in the sense of

consciousness of a possible course of action for oneself. These are

merely insights a subject comes to as he or she 'sizes up' the situation.
But merely having insights does not by itself constitute a correct

assessment of a situation. For these assessing insights in turn give rise

to questions for judgments of fach 'Is my idea of what is going on, in
fact what is going on?' Is my idea of the way they manage to accom-

plish that correct?' Tlave I correctly understood why do they do it that

way?' And so on. These further questions intend still other distinct acts

of consciousness- either acts of affirming or of denying, acts of
judgment.

Yet no one is content in either affirming or denying (in response
to an 'Is it so?' question) without first knowing that they have suf-
ficient reason for doing so. Sufficient reason provides the sole satis-
factory motive for going ahead with an act of judgment. According to
Lonergan, knowledge of sufficient reason for affirming or denying is
had in yet another, subtle but distinct conscious operation, which he

calls 'reflective understanding.'27 Reflective understanding consists in a

grasp of the judgment under consideration as 'virtually uncon-

ditioned.' Only in light of such an act of reflective understanding does a
judgment have its properly reasonable ground and motivation.

Now a great deal in Lonergan's work rests upon this notion of an

act of reflective understanding which 'grasps a prospective judgment as

an instance of the virtually unconditioned.' By this Lonergan means

that a

prospective judgment will be virtually unconditioned if (1) it is
the conditioned, (2) its conditions are known, and, (3) the condi-
tions are fulfilled.2s

Do acts of reflective understanding ever occur? Are all of the requisite

conditions for any one judgment ever fulfilled? How can one know if
acts of reflective understanding do occur? It would take us too far afield

to scrutinize Lonergan's analysis of such acts in this article. Suffice it to

2TLonergan, lnsight 279 = CWL 3:304.
28lon".gutr, Insight 280 = CWL 3:305.
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say that there is no single, universal formula for determining when a

given proposition is grasped as virtually unconditioned. Different

conditioned judgments demand different kinds of fulfilling conditions:

Aristotle noted that certain propositions are only 'known in the

unqualified sense' when one possesses a scientific demonstration of

them, while other propositions are immediate (amesos) and cannot be

so known.29 ln the former case, immediate propositions will fulfill the

conditions for the conditioned conclusion; in the latter case something

other than immediate propositions is required to fulfill the conditions.

Lonergan sets forth a complex analysis of different kinds of con-

ditioned judgments - culminating in the judgment of self-affirma-

tion - in lnsight. 30 The case most relevant for purposes of this article

is that of the judgment of the correctness of an insight. There he argues

that, when there are no further insights which could modify or correct

a specified insight, it is 'invulnerable.' Again, he claims that no further

correcting or modifying insights can arise if there are no further per-

tinent questions, that is, questions that lead to further insights that

correct or complement the insight being scrutinized for correctness. It

follows, therefore, that if there are no longer any such questions, then

the conditions for the judgment, 'this insight is correct' are fulfilled.3l

Why? Because an insight that is incapable of further correction is

incapable precisely because it is correct.32

Of course it is one thing to work out a formal criterion for the cor-

rectness of insights, such as there being no further pertinent questions.

It is quite another to dedicate oneself to the enormous, personal strug-

gle required in order to develop the self-awareness and honesty needed

for discerning whether or not there are lurking questions one has over-

looked or fears one must face. Most frequently, of course, one's initial

29Aristotle, Posterior Analytics 77blg, 72b19-25.
3kee ZSt-a:Z = CWL 3:306-357.
3llotrergun, lnsight 2M-85 = CWL 3:309.
32lonergan emphasizes that the criterion is not that 'no further questions occur

to me,' but rather that 'there are no further pertinent questions' Qnsight 284 = CWL
3:309-310). Various strategies of biases may block one's awareness of further pertinent
questions which, if entertained and answered, would indeed lead to a partial or total
correction of the insight under consideration.
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insight is not invulnerable, but on the contrary very vulnerable. In that

case further pertinent questions will tend to occur to a Person, and the

further insights which ensue from these further questions will lead

one to modify and qualify his or her original idea. Be that as it may,

Lonergan holds that at least sometimes this 'self-correcting' 
Process

does indeed reach a limit (the exercise of self-affirmation provides a

paradigmatic instance), and in such cases reflective understanding

grasps that there is sufficient reason for affirming the insight as correct.
(E) In this fashion a Person comes to understanding and

knowledge of a concrete situation. It is against the background of this

assessment of the concrete situation that one might raise the question,

"What can I do?' These 'practical questions' extend a Process of coming

to know a situation into a process of practical response to the situation

as known. Once this occurs, additional insights ('practical insights')

respond to 'What can I do?' questions; once again, as with insights

which assess, practical insights emerge from the dynamic flow of sensa-

tions, memories and images that happen to come into the particular

subject's awareness. These practical insights deliver the 'it' to the delib-

erative process of whether one should do 'it.' Practical insights, there-

fore, culminate a series of conscious and intentional operations which

constitute a reasonable assessment of a situation and awareness of

possible courses of action. This series, in turn, spontaneously gives rise

to questions for deliberation such as 'Shall I do it?'
(F) Thus, questions for deliberation such as 'Shall I do it?' arise out

of a prior process which supplies the 'ifl which the deliberator ponders.

In turn, such questions initiate the process of deliberation.
Lonergan claims that the Process of deliberation itself is struc-

turally similar to, but not completely identical with, the process of

reflection which leads to judgments of fact.33 It is similar, for several

reasons. First, the question, 'Shall I do it?,' like the question 'Is it so?,'

intends one or the other of a mutually exclusive pair of conscious

operations: in this case, affirming or denying the value or worth of

doing 'it.' Again, the process of deliberation is similar to reflection, for

just as judgments of fact will be reasonable only insofar as they are

33l-otr".gan, Method 37.
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motivated by reflective understanding of the virtually unconditioned

as ground for affirming or denying, so also judgments of value will be

responsible only in so far as they are motivated by an act of reflective

understanding which grasps the possible course of action as virtually

unconditional value. Likewise, just as a reasonable judgment of the

correctness of an insight rests upon the insight as virtually uncon-

ditioned because invulnerable, so also responsible affirmation of a

possible course of action as aaluable emanates from grasp of the practi-

cal insight as virtual unconditioned ('there being no further pertinent

questions').

Yet to these structural similarities there is need to add two or three

qualifications. First, processes of reflection reach their natural end in

judgments of fact. On the other hand, processes of deliberation do not

reach their natural end in judgments of value. ]udgments of value

provide but an ' init ial thrust towards moral self-transcendence.' 3 4

fudgments of value are completed only in acts of deciding - consent-

ing or refusing. |ust as judgments (whether of fact or of value) are

motivated by reflective understanding of the virtually unconditioned,

so also acts of deciding are motivated by judgments of value. Any

hiatus between a judgment of value and the appropriately correspond-

ing decision has the effect of prolonging the deliberative process-
'Why can't I do this when I know I should?,' and so on- unti l a

decision is finally made.

Second, while all cognitional acts are constitutive of the subject,

decisions are constitutive in the most profound and thoroughgoing

way. Compilation of acts of experiencing constitute one as increasingly

awarei accumulation of insights constitute one as learned and, when

they combine with judgments which they ground, one is constituted as

wise. But it is decisions that constitute the kind of being one is to be.

Decisions constitute one as authentic or inauthentic - a real, genuine

being-oneself or a falling into the habits of das Man or bad faith. That is

to say, decisions most often bring to actualization two things simul-

taneously: a reality independent of oneself realized through one's

course of action, and the being one becomes through such a course of

34lor,ergan, Method 38; emphasis added.
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action. Now through much of a person's life, he or she may be focused
almost exclusively on the 'external' value to be realized by his or her
decisions - whether it be a tidy apartment, a loving family, a thriving
business, an inspiring speech, a shelter for the homeless, a book or a
successful artistic performance, or a relationship reconciled through an
act of forgiveness. Yet whether one recognizes it or not, one is also, at
the very same time, constituting oneself by those decisions as a certain
kind of person. If and when one does recognize this fact, there is a dras-
tically altered 'assessment of the situation' which now encompasses a
certain knowledge of oneself. Such a discovery raises the stakes
involved in making decisions, and indeed confronts one with a radi-
cally different kind of decision. As Lonergan puts it:

Finally, the development of knowledge and the development of
moral feeling head to the existential discovery, the discovery of
oneself as a moral being, the realization that one not only chooses
between courses of action but also thereby makes oneself an
authentic human being or an inauthentic one.35

One has to have found out for oneself that one has to decide for
oneself what one is to make of oneself; one has to have proved
oneself equal to that moment of existential decision; and one has
to have kept on proving it in all subsequent decisions, if one is to
be an authentic human person.36

Yet while existential decisions are most profound, I would stress what
Lonergan makes evident: such decisions also arise from accumulated
knowledge of situations, and from the questions 'What can I do?' and
'Shall I do it?' put to such situations. The dramatic shift has to do with
the fact that the situation is now known to include one's self and one's
destiny as well.

Third, although feelings are immanent and operative in the
process of reaching commonsense judgments of fact, their role is
heightened in deliberation, and this forces upon us a somewhat
detailed discussion of the role of feelings in deliberation.

3slonergutr, Method 38, emphasis added; see also Insight 601 = CWL 3:624425.
35lonergan, Method 721.
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(G) Lonergan claims that feelings (that is, 'intentional responses

to value') are 'intermediate' between judgments of fact and judgments

of value.37 This seems to suggest that feelings play no role whatsoever

in the processes of arriving at judgments of fact- which seems

contrary to the realities of human cognition. It also seems to suggest a

temporal order: experiencing, understanding, factual judging, feeling,
value judging. I do not believe Lonergan intended either of these read-

ings. Rather, I believe, his remark has to be interpreted as drawing

attention to a greater prominence of feelings in deliberation, rather
than as excluding feelings from the processes of human knowing or as
isolating them in specific moments in intentional process. My interpre-

tation rests on a fundamental distinction between, on the one hand,
feelings about what is agreeable or disagreeable, satisfying or dissatis-
fying3s which Lonergan also refers to as 'self-regarding feelings'39 and,
on the other hand, self-transcending or 'disinterested' feelings. I shall
endeavor to elaborate on this distinction in the remainder of this
section.

Feelings about what is agreeable and disagreeable, satisfying and
dissatisfying, are intensely self-regarding feelings. They take the subject
as he or she is; they regard the already achieved, de facto constitution of
the subject and dwell upon it. Unfortunately, as Lonergan points out, a
feeling which responds to

the agreeable or disagreeable is ambiguous. What is agreeable may
very well be what also is a true good. But it also happens that what
is a true good may be disagreeable. Most good men have to accept
unpleasant work, privations, pain, and their virtue is a matter of
doing so without excessive self-centered lamentation.40

Although feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction are self-
centered, Lonergan's remarks indicate that there are also other feelings
which, by way of contrast, are self-transcending. These are the kind of

37lo.,e.gu.,, Method 37.
3Slonetgut, Method 31.
39lotergan, A Third Collection (New York: Paulist Press, lg85D 17?,
40lone.gan, Method 37.
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feelings that Lonergan called 'intentional responses' to value.al This

kind of felt, intentional response to value "both carries us toward self-

transcendence and selects an object for the sake of whom or which we

transcend ourselves."42 These feelings, like questions, 'break in' like an
'other' upon the self as constituted. A person following the call of what

is agreeable and refraining from what is disagreeable to her or him can

end up as a 'couch potato.' By way of contrast, a Person can feel the

value of vitality and, so to speak, be pulled out of herself or himself -

the self as thus far constituted. Such a felt response to the value of

vitality can lead to a regimen of physical exercises initially felt as dis-

agreeable. Eventually, of course, what was originally felt as disagreeable

comes to be felt as agreeable, and this is as true of exercises which lead

to refined aesthetic appreciation, intellectual acumen, moral virtue, or

reverent worship as it is of those leading to physical vitality. This

change in satisfying and dissatisfying values is a result of the change in

the subject- there is a different person whom such feelings self-

regard.43 Furthermore, the felt responses to value exhibit a natural,

self-transcending hierarchical 'scale of preference' ranging from "vital

[to] social, cultural, personal and religious values in an ascending

order,"44
Now I believe that the role of feelings in deliberation can be clari-

fied through a contrast: In reaching commonsense judgments of fact,

the pertinence of further questions is dictated by whether their answers

will yield an "immediate difference to me."45 By way of contrast, there

is also the criterion of pertinence of further questions as it pertains to

correct explanatory insights: will the further question lead to a differ-

ence in my understanding of 'how things relate to one another?'
If we shift from the process of reflection to that of deliberation, we

may ask, What determines the pertinence of a further question? The

answer, I believe, is feelings which are intentional responses. Such

41lote.gan, Methoil 30-32, 37-38.
42lone.gat, Method 31.
43This is why Lonergan speaks of the agreeable or disagreeable as 'ambiguous.'

44lone.gatr, Method 3'1.
4slonergan, Insight 226, 285-293 = CWL 3:251, 31G318.
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feelings 'select an object for the sake of whom or which' we deliberate.

That value or 'object,' made present to the subject in and through

intentional feelings, functions in a way that is analogous to the way
'immediate difference to me' functions in commonsense judgments of

fact or 'difference in my understanding of how things relate to one

another' functions in explanatory judgments. If the 'object' made

present through feeling is myself as already constituted, my feelings are

self-regarding. That is to say, the sorts of questions of concern to the

self-regarding subject's reflection are questions about the sorts of things

which are likely to bring proximate satisfaction or dissatisfaction, and

these are matters determined by his or her feelings. However, if the

feelings are self-transcending, then I am oriented by -y affectivity

toward some value which transcends my limited constitution. When

this happens, it is because self-transcending feelings have displaced the
narrower concerns of the self-regarding feelings of agreeableness and

disagreeableness, of satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

In either case, the feelings which have become prominent will

guide and control the flow of my deliberations. When self-transcend-

ing feelings do emerge and are allowed their full measure, their

guidance and governance of the process of deliberation amounts to

what Lonergan calls 'moral self-transcendence.' Such feelings control

the selection of presentations, memories, and images employed in the

process of reaching insights,46 both those hitting upon the original

possible courses of action, as well as those which will complement and

correct the idea as originally posed. In particular, such feelings deter-

mine what questions are, and what questions are not, taken to be
'pertinent' as the subject seeks a virtually unconditioned value as

ground for assenting or dissenting to a possible course of action. In the

deliberative process, therefore, pertinence is fixed by the subject's actual

feelings of intentional response to value.

Thus self-transcending feelings as intentional responses to values

provide a kind of 'model' of the value, the 'end,' which the morally

46See, for example, Lonergan's comments on 'connation, interest, attention,
purpose/ as the 'organizing control' responsible for selection of the actual contents of
the flow or pattern of experience (Insight 182ff = CWL 3:205ff).
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authentic subject concretely is intending to realize. Yet this 'model' is

in no way analogous to anything like the content of a picture or

diagram nor some sensible image, nor is it the content of some concePt

or combination of concepts into a conceptual scheme. The end is
'modeled' in and by feeling as such. As Lonergan writes:

We have feelings about other persons, we feel for them, we feel
with them. We have feelings about our respective situations,
about the past, about the future, about evils to be lamented or
remedied, about the good that can, might, must be accom-

Plished.aT

Thus, in self-transcending feelings about Persons and situations we are

drawn out of ourselves toward what we are not - at least, not yet. In

feeling 'about evils to be lamented or remedied, about the Sood that

can, might, must be accomplished,' we feel how things could be. It is by

means of our intentional resPonses that we not so much 'envision' as
'en-feel' the ends, the values which could be realized if we so chose.

From whence do self-transcending feeling resPonses to values

originate? Such feelings, like insights, tend to arise spontaneously from
'phantasms.'48 Such phantasms can be the contents of sense perceptions

arising from nature, or our own memories or images constructed in

our own imaginations; more commonly, they are symbolic expressions

or artistic works others have constructed. Viktor Frankl, for example,

described an incident from his imprisonment in the Nazi

concentration camps. One day a fellow prisoner exhorted him and

other prisoners to come outside to see a beautiful sunset. Frankl writes:

Standing outside we saw sinister clouds glowing in the west and
the whole sky alive with clouds of ever-changing shapes and
colors, from steel blue to blood red. The desolate Sray mud huts
provided sharp contrast, while the puddles on the muddy ground
ieflected the glowing sky. Then, after minutes of moving silence,

4Tlotrergan, Method 31.
48see fot example Method 64f f.
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one prisoner said to another, "How beautiful the world could
be!"49

Frankl's companion was expressing a felt intentional response to value
which, for a time at least, affected his whole pattern of experiencing in
a way that made him want to bring into being a world of ineffable
beauty.

While it is commonly the case that intentional feelings arise from
phantasms, this is not always so. For one thing, such intentional
feelings may also arise in response to contents of insights or judg-

ments. For instance, a feeling of ecstasy may accompany an insight
especially long in coming, or a feeling of horror may arise in response
to the judgment that something terrible has happened. For another
thing, Ignatius of Loyola spoke of consolations that have no cause, and
other great mystics have used similar language. Nor are such feelings
necessarily the sole possession of mystics; in acknowledging this fact,
Lonergan modified the scholastic saying, Nihil amatum nisi praecogni-
tum by noting a minor and a major exception: people fall in love both
with one another and with God in ways that are totally disproportion-
ate to anything that went before.So

In addition to this 'modeling' or teleological function of self-
transcending intentional feelings, there is also their determinative
function. De facto, such feelings determine the contents of the dynamic
flow of sensations, memories, and images. How one is actually feeling
determines what phantasms one will elicit or suppress during delibera-
tion. Feelings can make one more serious and sober, enabling one to
bring to light data one previously overlooked and thereby to raise
further questions and form more nuanced judgments about the
concrete situation. Or they can make one more impetuous, apt to
ignore even judgments of fact one has already made. Since a person
can have questions and insights only out of the phantasms he or she
actually entertains, any critique of one's comprehension of the actual
situation, any modification of a possible course of acti.rn, and any

49viktor E. Frankl, Man's Search for Meaning (New york: Simon and Schuster,
lnc., '1971'1 63.

s0lo.r"rgun, Method 722.
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consideration of alternatives will be at the mercy of this flow. Hence,
feelings determine pertinence of further questions in deliberation.

This means, of course, that we can be only as responsible and
authentic as our feelings permit. (Moreover, whenever ressentiment is
present, it poses a powerful distortion of deliberation and responsible
self-transcendence. ) 51 This feature of ethical intentionality implies the
need for a maturation and refinement of a person's feeling life to bring
it into harmony with what Lonergan calls the 'transcendental notion of
value.' By this he means the dimension of consciousness from which
springs all questions about what one ought to do and whether one
ought to do so. This transcendental notion of value has its ultimate
source in what Lonergan calls the human subject's unrestricted desire
to know and love. Precisely because there is such an unrestricted
dimension to consciousness, a person's felt intentional responses to
values, including even ressentiments, are not ultimate. It is this last
qualification which principally distinguishes what Lonergan meant by
'value' from what Nietzsche meant.

(H) Finally, every act of deciding is an actualization of value. This
means that it is a bringing to realization the intelligible content pro-
posed in the original practical insight.52 Or more commonly, the

slMy acco,rnt might seem to imply a certain fatalism about morality: Since
feelings determine the flow of images, and since images are the sources of self-
transcending feelings, it might seem that a consciousness patterned by self-regarding
feelings is doomed to remain so forever, screening out any image which could elicit a
self-transcending feeling. No doubt there are individuals who approximate to such a
living hell. However, the determinative role of feelings is not absolute. In addition to
the selectivity of consciousness, there are the pre<onscious sources of phantasms to
be selected in one's neurophysiology and physical environment. Moreover, if Loner-
gan is correct about the ontological objectivity of the non-systematic component to the
universe (see, for example, Insight 52-3, 87, 93, 96 = CWL 3:76; ll0-7ll, 717, 120), one
can expect that sooner or later physical stimuli will give rise to images beyond the sys-
tematic control of any person's patterning of experience. No pattern of experience is so
total or systematic that it can screen out every disconcerting image. Hence the uni-
verse, through its 'non-systematic' dimension has a fertile capacity, or perhaps even a
conspiratorial tendency, to provide even the most 'tight' personality with images
which can elicit self-transcending feelings. Moreover, God's grace is immediate and
can subvert the control of self-regarding feelings in an even more radical way.

52Recall that 'the intelligible content proposed in the original practical insight'
includes what the subject becomes by so deciding, and especially in the case of
'existential decisions.'
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responsible decider chooses, not the crude intelligibility of his or her

original practical insight, but rather the corrected and more nuanced

intelligibility that is achieved as deliberation modifies the originally

insight aia further 'correcting' insights. Thus aalue is concretely

realized intelligibility - intelligibility which there is 'good reason' to

bring about. Any such intelligibility for which there is good reason to

bring about is virtually unconditional value.

Concretely this always means, as Kenneth Melchin has pointed

out, that aalue is the realization of a 'scheme of recurrence' in some

concrete 'good of order.'53 What one is to do, what one in fact actually

decides upon, virtually always amounts to either to joining in with

some actually functioning natural or human scheme of recurrence, or

modifying it through acting on one's new practical insight, or adding a

new scheme of recurrence to those human and natural schemes

already functioning.
(I) Let me recapitulate this lengthy section by reversing the order

of the preceding presentation. (1) First, then, any human subject 'finds'

him or herself at any point in their life with a formation and flow of

sense experiencings which arise from his or her immediate situation.

By 'formation' I mean the contents and habituations which have

resulted from conscious and intentional operations (sense experiences,

memories, insights, judgments of facts and values, and intentional

feelings) which the subject has already performed prior to this

moment. (2) From such sense experiencings, questions for under-

standing the situation and questions about the correctness of the

resultant understandings arise spontaneously. If requisite phantasms

manage to enter the flow of experiencing, the subject wil l have

insights, reflective understandings, and judgments which constitute

the assessment or knowledge of his or her situation. (Usually the great

multitude of 'fulf i l l ing conditions' wil l be supplied from the

memories, insights and judgments constituting the subject's prior

formation.) (3) Out of this assessment, there will spontaneously arise

53Kenneth R. Melchin, "Ethics in Insight," in Fred Lawrence, ed., Lonergan
WorkshopS (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press 1990) 145. On the technical specification of
schemes of recurrence, see /nsrgftl 118-28 = CWL 3:141-151; on the gooci of order, 213-
25 = CWL 3:238-250 and Methotl 49-52.
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wonderment about nVhat can I do?' Again, to the extent that it is open,
images will enter into the flow of experiencing and some practical
insights about possible courses of action will occur. (a) The question,
'Shall I do it?' follows from such practical insights, and sets off the
process of deliberation. (5) The process of deliberation seeks to establish
the practical insight about a possible course of action as an invulnera-
ble, unconditioned value. In so doing it operates under the sway of one
or more intentional feelings. These feelings directly 'control' the sense
experiences, memories and constructed images that may enter
consciousness. They also indirectly control the 'further pertinent ques-
tions,' the modifying insights, the possible recognition of errors in
previous judgments of fact, and ultimately the judgments of value.
This complex, ordered series of intentional acts is what is meant by the
'process of deliberating.' (6) In light of a judgment of value about a prac-
tical insight, the subject decides - consents or refuses to commit him
or herself to bringing the value to realization.

IV. ANALOGICAL KNOWLEDGE
AND A SYSTEMATICS OF THE 'VALUE OF VALUING'

With this Foundational clarification of the phenomenon of human
deliberating as my background, I shall now turn to a Systematics which
responds directly to the questions posed in the introduction - namely,
'whether deliberating is worthwhile,' or equivalently, whether deliber-
ating is ot' oalue. As we have seen, values are correctly understood as
the resultants of a three-fold process of knowing, deliberating, and
deciding - a unified process of aaluing. Hence, to ask about the oalue
of values is to ask about the oalue of aaluing.S4 I would emphasize that
this is not a question about what valuing is - a question of the correct
understanding of the process of valuing. That is a question finitely
answerable through what Lonergan called 'intentionality analysis' and
toward which I endeavored to make a contribution in the previous
section. Rather, the question of the value of valuing is a question about

54This was also Nietzsche's foundational question. See Basic Writings of
Nietzsche 456.
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whether it is good (whether it is of value) to live authentically in

response to the questions for deliberation which arise from the

concrete historical circumstances in which one 'finds' oneself. This is a

question about what is to be achieved thereby - a question about the

future of humankind, which was likewise Nietzsche's greatest

concern.55

Lonergan claims that the question of the value of valuing is a

question about God, that is, a question about God as "intelligent ground

of the universe" and as "ground of moral consciousness."56 What

Lonergan had in mind, I think, is that the process of human valuing

does not occur in a vacuum; it occurs within, as Part of, the process

which the universe is. Lonergan analyzed that process as 'generalized

emergent probabil ity. ' Values are realized resultants of valuing;

valuing is a conscious process which emerges from experiencing. But

human experiencing itself arises from concrete situations which, in

turn, result from the interplay between pre-human natural processes/

and the specifically human processes of 'apprehension and choice.'57

Thus, answering the question about the value of valuing requires that

valuing be linked to the all inclusive process of the universe in which

valuing itself is but a part. Hence, the question of the value of valuing

is included in the question about the goodness of the universe in

which human deliberating and valuing occur.

The question about the worth of the universe is a question about

God, according to Lonergan, because it is a question which cannot be

answered 'within' the universe. All acts of human valuing are based

upon no more than the de facto, the airtual unconditionality of judg-

ments of value. It is not necessarily that there are no more further

pertinent questions in concrete situations; only that, in considering this

or that concrete course of action, in fact there are no further pertinent

questions. To seek an intra-universal reason, x, why further questions

55See also the subtitle of Beyond Good and Eail: "Prelude to a Philosophy of the
Future."

56lonergatr, Method 103.
STBernard Lonergan, unpublished lectures on education, given at Xavier College,

Cincinnati, Ohio, summer 1959, 26.
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pertinent to value y de facto terminate, is to seek a value, x, within the
universe in virtue of which further questions about y become irrele-
vant. Of course such values can be found; these rs are the 'ends' in
relation to which the ys take on the role of 'means.' For example, it is
valuable to apply the Heimlich maneuver to this person here and now
(y) in order to preserve her life (r). gut if the rs are intra-universal,
they too are only virtually unconditioned, and the question of the
value of the universe itself - the question of the ultimate terminal
value - is not reached. Hence, the question of the value of values
turns out to be a question intending a transcendent end - God.58

The question of what, if anything, can be known about God and
God's relationship to other things is of course an enormous and com-
plex one. As one might expect, Lonergan does not begin his own
approach to this complex problem with the issue of the value of the
universe. Rather, he begins more modestly with the problem of
forming an adequatg albeit analogous, conception of God. It was from
such a conception that he proceeded to the question of the value of the
universe. Here I intend to summarize the relevant aspects of Loner-
gan's treatment of those issues, and to show how the extended account
of human deliberating adds certain nuances to that treatment.

(A) Lonergan's way of taking up the question of knowledge of
God, and God's relation to the finite universe and its processes, is
analogous. That is, Lonergan works out an analogous conception of
God as the unrestricted act of understanding that understands every-
thing about everything.se In this conception God is not understood
'directly' because to do so would require nothing less than understand-
ing everything about everything. Rather, God is understood
'analogously' which is to say, God is understood only by means of the
relation of X to the other terms in the analogy:

concrete question : insight which releases its tension :: unrestricted desire to know : X.

58This particular way of approaching the question of the value of values was, of
course, closed off to Nietzsche by the historical phenomenon characteristic of
modernity which he called 'the death of God.'

sglotergutr, Insight 64243 = CWL 3:665-666.
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The X defined in this precise manner Lonergan calls the unrestricted

act of understanding. It is understanding because it bears the same

relationship to the unrestricted desire to know as a finite human act of

understanding bears to a finite question. It is unrestricled because it

answers to an unrestricted desire to know. From this analogous

concept, a number of propositions can be derived - the most basic and

salient of which are (1) that the unrestricted act of understanding is

truly unrestricted (transcendent), and (2) that in the unrestricted act of

understanding, all questions would be answered.5o

Lonergan goes on to show that the unrestricted act of understand-

ing, so conceived, exists. Schematically, his argument proceeds as

follows: First, there are contingent matters of fact, and primary among

them is the mere facticity, the mere virtual unconditionedness, of

one's own existence as a self - a 'unity, identity, whole' characterized

by the activities and structures of intentional consciousness.5l Second,

Lonergan argues that being is completely intelligible52 so that mere

matters of fact which have no ulterior, intell igible 'reason why' are

excluded.53 Lonergan then argues that these two premises, affirmed on

independent grounds, can be reconciled only if there is a being which is

"not contingent in any respect" and which also "must be capable of

grounding the [intelligible] explanation of everything about everything

else."54 Finally, Lonergan argues that the unrestricted act of under-

standing meets both qualifications completely.65

Olone.gatr, Insight 642-643 = CWL 3:665-656.
6llonergan, lnsight 319 = CWL 3:343.
52l-or,e.gan, lnsight 499-500, 672-673 = CWL 3:522-524, 695-696.
53l-o.,ergun, lnsight 655-657 = CWL 3:678-680.
&Lonergan, lnsight 655 = CWL 3:678.
65lo.re.gan, lnsight 656-661 = CWL 3:678-684. The foregoing assertions are,

admittedly, great stumbling blocks for many readers of Lonergan's work. It would
take us too far afield from the main topic of this article to argue rigorously the coher-
ence of Lonergan's claim. I would, however, like to briefly expand Lonergan's argu-
ment that the 'primary being' can "ground all possible universes [not justl as objects of
thought but [also] as realities" because otherwise it would be 'imperfect' Unsight 6t =
CWL 3:583-684) in the following way: the unrestricted act of understanding would not
be unrestricted if it only understood all possible universes but did not understand
how to make them actual. But understanding how to make them actual is included in
understanding everything about everything, which is its being. Hence the power to
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Now, since according to Lonergan being is completely intelligible

and the universe is not ultimately contingent, then its reason for being

is not 'arbitrary' but is a 'value.' Humanly realized values proceed from

acts of reflective understanding which grasP the possible choices as

having virtually unconditional value. 'Virtually unconditional value'

here means that there are no further pertinent questions as to why this

value is to be chosen. But an unrestricted act of understanding under-

stands the answers to all questions, including the questions as to why a

possible universal process should be chosen.55 Thus the universe as a

whole, and its component processes of human valuing, are true
realizations of value. In other words, there ls a value of valuing. But
just what is the value of valuing in such a universe, is known only in

the unrestricted act of understanding. To know just what that value is

one would have to understand everything about everything, just as

God understands.
(B) Finally, I propose to go beyond what Ionergan explicitly wrote

to a development of what is implicit in his writings. Hence, just as

Lonergan distinguished a 'primary and a secondary component' in the
idea of being,67 so also I contend that there is a primary and secondary
component in the unrestricted value, for the following reasons:

(1) Lonergan defines the 'idea of being' as the content of (that is, as

what is known in) the unrestricted act of understanding.5s
(2) He goes on to show that there is a primary and a secondary

component in the idea of being. Since the unrestricted act of under-

standing understands everything about everything, it understands

what it is to be an unrestricted act of understanding - otherwise it

make contingent beings actual is true of the unrestricted act of understanding. It
might be objected that I might understand how to make an automobile without
possessing the power to do so; but this really amounts to not understanding how to
assemble the elements and circumstances which would put my idea into effect.
Hence, the distinction between understanding and power in the human case turns
out to be due to limitations in understanding - limitations which are absent from an
unrestricted act of understanding.

6lote.gan, Insight 656457 = CWL 3:679-580.

6Tlonergan, lnsight &6f f = CWL 3:669f f .

6lote.gat, lnsight 544 = CWL 3:667 .
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would not understand eoerything about eoerything. Hence, the
'primary component' in the idea of being is the self-understanding of

God as unrestricted act of understanding. There is identity between the

primary component in the idea of being and the unrestricted act which

understands it. Yet there is a secondary comPonent in the idea of being,

for the unrestricted act of understanding understands everything about

everything else "inasmuch as the primary comPonent is grasped."5e

That is, when the unrestricted act of understanding understands

the unrestricted act [of understanding,J it must understand its

content, otherwise the understanding of the unrestricted act
would be restricted; but the content of the unrestricted act is the
idea of being, and so if the unrestricted act understands itself, it

thereby also understands everything else.7O

In other words, the self-understanding of the unrestricted act of under-

standing would be incomplete if there were something about the

content of unrestricted understanding which it overlooked. But then it

would not have complete self-understanding, and neither would it be

an unrestricted act of understanding. Hence, the unrestricted act of

understanding would understand eaerything about eaerything else

through its own self-understanding.
(3) The unrestricted act of understanding would be identical with

an unconditioned act of reflective understanding of trdth. Human

insights are not automatically invulnerable; they are merely con-

ditioned. They give rise to further pertinent questions. Only when all

further pertinent questions are answered - when de facto there are no

further pertinent questions - is the directly understood insight reflec'

tiaely understood as an understanding of what is so. This confor-

mity - between the corrected (and hence correct) insight and what is

so - is what, according to Lonergan, is meant by truth.71

Now the unrestricted act of understanding is what answers the

unrestricted desire to know. It answers not just the further questions

69lotergan, Insight 646 = CWL 3:669.
70l-or,ergur,, lnsight 648 = CWL 3:571 .
TlLotrerg"tr, lnsight 552 = CWL 3:575.
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pertinent to this or that topic, but all questions whatever. Hence there
is no 'second level' reflective process in the unrestricted act of under-
standing. The unrestricted act of understanding is, because unrestricted,
a grasp of the unconditioned - not iust a grasp of this or that virtually
unconditioned, but a grasp of the 'formally unconditioned.' Again,
human judgments answer to the further question, Is it so? But in the
unrestricted act of understanding no further questions arise; there is
simply the pure, unlimited grasp of being. Here, then, there is complete
and unlimited conformity and identity of understanding and being.
Hence, the unrestricted act of understanding is identically the affirma-
tion of truth.72

(4) Unconditional truth is identically unconditionally truth of
what is so as well as unconditionally truth of value. In human
consciousness, 'What shall I do?' and 'Shall I do it?' follow upon
concrete judgments of fact. Even true knowledge of what concretely is
so does not settle the further question of what one is to make of oneself
in response to such knowledge. Yet in an unrestricted act of under-
standing there are no further questions. The question of what the
unrestricted act of understanding is to do in response to knowledge of
being is identically answered in one and the same unrestricted act, and
so the question does not arise. It follows, then, that the unrestricted act
of understanding is also identically an affirmation of what truly is and
of what is truly valuable.

(5) Just as the unrestricted act of understanding divides into a
primary and a secondary component, so also does the unrestricted act
of value judgment.

(a) There is a primary component insofar as the unrestricted act of
value judgment affirms its own unrestricted value. The unrestricted
act of understanding is of value, because it is intelligible. As we have
seen (SIII.H above), every finite value realized through human choice
is the intelligible content of an insight, deliberately made actual
through human choice because such choice was grasped as uncon-
ditionally valuable. Now the unrestricted act of understa.nding is not
only intelligible, but the primary exemplar of intelligibility. Hence it

T2Lonergan, Insight 6s8 = CWL 3:581.
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has the 'right stuff' for value. Again, it is actual intelligibility, for as

Lonergan argues, it exists. Again, the unrestricted act of understanding

knows why it exists; it knows its raison d'Atre. Moreover, in an unre-

stricted act, the reason for its existence is identical with its value. There'

fore, the unrestricted act knows, affirms, its value. Finally, its value is

unrestricted, otherwise one could ask, What would make it better? But

if something could make it better, then that 'something' would be

absent from its understanding - and there would be something it did

not understand. But it is an unrestricted act. Flence, the primary com-

ponent in the unrestricted act of value judgment is its own self-valua-

tion. God is, therefore, truth itself and value itself.

(b) There is a secondary comPonent to the act of value judgment,

because the unrestricted act affirms the value of everything else of

value. It affirms the value of everything else, for it knows everything

about everything. In particular, it knows the value of this universe.

Recall that, by the Foundations analysis of the structure of ethical

intentionality in $III, 
'value' always means a concretely realized intelli-

gibility. Lonergan argues that the process of generalized emergent

probability is the immanent intelligibility of this universe,T3 which

would clearly qualify it as a value. Again, since the unrestricted act of

understanding is an unrestricted affirmation of value, it would affirm

the value which the process of the universe is.

More especially, it knows the value of the process of human

valuing, for human valuing is an intrinsic component in the process

of the universe. Hence the unrestricted act of understanding knows the

value of human valuing because it knows everything about everything

having to do with the universe's process. Moreover, through its own

unrestricted valuation, the unrestricted act of understanding knows

everything else as conditioned, and therefore as conditioned by itself.

Therefore it knows the value of all values through its own self-

va luat ion.

Thus, the self-valuation of God is the ultimate answer to the ques-

tion of the value of human valuing. Nevertheless, to rePeat, just what

the value of values is, is known only in the unrestricted act of under-

73lotr".gurl, Insight 128, 510 = CWL 3:151, 533-534.
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standing. To insist that the 'value of values' must be answered in
immanently human terms results in a distortion of the value of
values.74

(5) Finally, the unrestricted act of understanding is also identically
an unrestricted act of loving, which also has a primary and secondary
component.

(a) The unrestricted act of understanding is identically an
unrestricted act of deciding. For the content of the unrestricted act of
understanding is unrestricted value, as shown in (5) above. Now a
human being can ask, 'Shall I choose it?' because his or her self-consti-
tution is not complete and, in so questioning, seeks the further comple-
tion. That further completion results from the act of self-transcendence
in responsibly consenting or responsibly refusing the possibility
presented by intelligence. But in the unrestricted act of understanding,
no further completion or self-transcendence is to be achieved. It is
perfection and transcendence itself. Were it not, it would grasp what
was missingTs - in which case it would not be missing. Hence, the
unrestricted act of understanding is identically an unrestricted act of
deciding to accept its unrestricted value.

(b) To choose the value of a person is to become one with that
person. For if in understanding one becomes intelligently identical
with the understood,T5 so much more so is there identity in the real
self-transcendence of choosing whereby one really becomes the intelli-
gibility one knows as unconditionally valuable, whereby one deter-
mines "what it would be worthwhile to make of oneself .,'77 One
'embraces' that person by becoming one with her or his value. Thus,

_ 
T4lncidentally, this, I believe, is the proper systematic exposition of the dignity of

the human person,' a concept so fundamental in contemporary Roman cattrbtic
social iustice discourse. Human dignity, then, is the value God values in the structure
of human valuing; it is what Lonergan calls 'originating value, (Method 51; however,
for a transposition of the meaning of 'originating value,, see 115).

Tslonergan, lnsight 658 = CWL 3:681.
T6Bernard Lonergan, Verbum: Word and Iilea in Aquinas, ed. David B. Burrell

(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 7967) l8g,
T7Lonergan, Method 40; emphasis added.
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"to will the lvalue] of a person is to Iove the person."78 Yet God, the

unrestricted act of understanding, is "a person, for [the unrestricted act

of understandingl is intelligent and free."79 Hence God's self-choosing

is God's self-love. Since God's unrestricted act of understanding is

identical with God's self-love, the primary component in God's act of

lov ing is  God's sel f - love-  is  the unrestr ic ted lov ing of  the

unrestricted loving that is the very being of God.

(c) In choosing God's own self which is unrestricted loving, God

chooses all the values that God unrestrictedly understands to be

unconditionally valuable. Hence God makes actual all values through

one and the same act of unrestrictedly Ioving God's own being as

unrestrictedly loving. In so far as some of those values are persons/

God's choice of their value is a loving of their value. Hence, God loves

all persons with the one, indivisible unrestricted act of loving which

God is.

V. CONCLUSION

I began this article with the intention of investigating a question

Lonergan poses in Method in Theology, but does not answer explicitly.

That question is whether deliberating is worthwhile. In the second

section I briefly sketched the relationship between Foundations and

systematics as Lonergan conceived of it. In the third section, I synthe-

sized Lonergan's reflections on ethical intentionality into a unified

account of the Foundational reality of the conscious structure of delib-

erating. In the fourth section, I took up the elements in that structure

as the basis for a Systematic, analogous knowledge about God as

unrestricted act of valuing and loving'

Lonergan claimed that the question about the worth of deliber-

ating is, in fact, a question about God, about whether there is 'a

transcendent, intell igent ground of the universe.' I have endeavored,

first, to show the plausibil i ty of Lonergan's claim. Thus, reflective

understanding of virtually unconditioned value stands at the core of

78lo.'e.ga., Insight 698 = CWL 3:720.
79lon".gan, Insight 698 = CWL 3:720.
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all human ethical activity. Ethical deliberation leads up to such acts of
reflective understanding of value; ethical living flows from them. Acts
of reflective understanding of value are primarily matters of arriving
at particular practical insights for which there are, merely as a matter of
fact, 'no further pertinent questions.' Thus all ethical endeavor is
radically contingent. Furthermore, I endeavored to show that ethical
intentionality always arises within, and is a prolongation of, the world-
process Lonergan called 'generalized emergent probabiiity.' To ask
about the worth of any human being's deliberating apart from his or
her actual, concrete setting is not to ask about it in all its reality. From
this, I argued that to know the value of deliberating one must know
the value of generalized emergent probability. That is to say,
knowledge of the value of deliberating means asking whether or not
the process of the universe has any worth.

I argued further that no intra-universal value is capable of
grounding the value of the universe itself, and that therefore the
universe, and all deliberating which is part of it, can only have worth if
there is a transcendent act of valuing and loving. Up to this point, I
believe, I was merely explicating positions Lonergan himself had
already developed in lnsight. However, I believe I have also extended
Lonergan's analysis in proposing the notions of 'primary and secondary
components' in God as unrestricted act of valuing and as unrestricted
act of loving.

While these conclusions may seem to be of mere speculative
interest, I believe they have consequences for the ways in which one
may address vexing issues in contemporary philosophical and theo-
logical disputes. In particular, I believe they have consequences for the
Nietzschean critique of Christian morality in general, and the Christian
concern for the oppressed and the poor in particular. This I have
endeavored to show elsewhere.
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NSIGHT, LoNERGAN TEACHES, is mysterious. A common thread in
the numerous accounts of path-breaking discoveries that have
come down to us over the centuries is a professed inability to

explain the breakthrough in question, accompanied by an insistence
that it was not achieved by logical, systematic, processes of induction or
deduction. The stories all resemble the one that Lonergan recounts
with such gusto in the opening pages of Insight- the tale of how
Archimedes became discouraged while trying to devise a method for
measuring the proportion of gold in a crown, and betook himself to the
public baths.l There, as legend has it, he was idly noting the displace-
ment of water by his body, when he had a flash of understanding so
powerful that he ran naked into the street proclaiming his discovery
with a "Eureka" that has echoed through the centuries.

Arthur Koestler has collected several modern accounts of scien-
tific and artistic insights in a fascinating book called The Act of
Creation. A typical instance is Karl Friedrich Gauss's description, in a
letter to a friend, of how he discovered the solution of a mathematical
problem that had resisted four years of struggle: "At last ... I succeeded,
not by dint of painful effort, but so to speak by the grace of God. As a

lBernard j. F. Lonergan, lnsight: A Study of Human lJnilastandilg (New york:
Harper & Row, 1,957) 34; Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, rol. 3 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, '1992) 27-31.
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sudden flash of light, the enigma was solved ... For my part I am unable

to name the nature of the thread which connected what I previously

knew with that which made my success possible."2 A common element

in these discovery stories is that though the breakthrough could not be

forced, it was usually preceded by intense and laborious effort. As Louis

Pasteur put it, "Fortune favors the prepared mind."3

Lonergan, of course, situates creativity within the dynamic struc-

ture of human cognition: the recurrent and cumulative processes of

experiencing, understanding, deliberating, and deciding. That process

regularly generates insights, not only on rare occasions in the minds of

great geniuses, but in the minds of all men and women every day in

the course of our ongoing mental operations. Wondering about

insight, it is natural to wonder about the conditions that may affect the

frequency and quality of creative mental activity, in individuals or

grouPS.

Thomas Kuhn took up that subject in a little essay titled, "The

Essential Tension: Tradition and Innovation in Scientific Research."4

Addressing himself mainly to educators, Kuhn contended that the

history of science shows that significant advances in the sciences have

generally been made by people who combined the traits of traditional-

ists and iconoclasts: researchers like Charles Darwin who were fully

immersed in the 'normal science' of their times, yet daring enough to

break with it. Kuhn stresses, as Lonergan did, the importance of the

community of specialized knowers. More often than not, it is the pro-

fessional group rather than any single individual, that displays the

traits of traditionalism and innovativeness simultaneously. Within

any community of knowers, some individuals will be more tradition-

bound, while others will be more inclined to challenge the tradition.

This sets up the 'essential tension' which pulls all members of the

2Arth.rr Koestler, The Act of Creation: A Study ot' the Conscious and lJnconscious
Processes of Humor, Scientific Discoaery, and Art (New York: Macmillan, 1964) 717.

3Koestler, Act of Creation 113.
4The essay appears in Thomas Kuhn, Ifte Essential Tension: Selected Studies in

Scientit'ic Tradition and Change (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977) 225.
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Soup in both directions. That tension, Kuhn believes, plays an impor-

tant role in fostering creativity.
Explaining why immersion in normal science tends to Promote

the kind of insight that eventually transforms the tradition from

which it emerges, Kuhn says that "no other sort of work is nearly so

well suited to isolate for continuing and concentrated attention those

loci of trouble or causes of crisis upon whose recognition the most

fundamental advances in basic science depend."S The tyPical prelude to

an important discovery is "not ignorance, but the recognition that

something has gone wrong with existing knowledge and beliefs."5 An

indispensable precondition for insight, then, according to Kuhn, is

rigorous training in the system of thought that represents the reigning

paradigm, the normal science, of the time.

Can any more light be shed on the mystery of how and why

insight comes to well-prepared minds, engaged in a vital tradition of

collaborative pursuit of knowledge? The subject fascinated Arthur

Koestler, whose studies of humor and of scientific and artistic creativity

led him to believe that creativity was sparked by what he called
'bisociation.' Bisociation was his name for what happens when two or

more well-developed matrices of thought and experience come into

contact.T Such encounters, according to Koestler, can set in motion a

fruitful process of uncovering, selecting, re-shuffling, combining, and

synthesizing data, ideas, and skills.s As a comparative lawyer who has

regularly experienced the opening up of productive new avenues of

inquiry after examining the treatment of various problems in different

legal systems, I am inclined to think that Koestler was on to something.

But why should such encounters be productive of insights? This essay

consists in some reflections on that question within the context of

comparative law.
I first became aware of the way in which comparative law can

provoke significant cognitive restructuring in the fall of 1969 when, as

sKuhn, Essential Tension 234.

6Kuhn, Essential Tension 235.

TKoestler, Act of Creation 35tt.

8Koestler, Act of Creation 108-109, 120.
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a beginning law professor, I attended the annual meeting of the
German comparative law society in Regensburg. During a session
devoted to the legal treatment of the surviving spouse in various legal
systems, I heard a striking presentation by a Swedish law professor,

|acob Sundberg. What he said seemed so peculiar that I thought
perhaps I had not heard him correctly. Upon my return to Boston I
wrote him to inquire whether he had really meant to say that Swedish
family law was 'marked by the positive disappearance of marriage as an
institution,' and whether it was really the case that the Swedish
government had ordained that 'future legislation should be so drafted
as not to favor in any way the institution of marriage over other forms
of cohabitation.' In his reply, he not only assured me that I had under-
stood him correctly, but he furnished me with a full set of materials on
Swedish family law, which at that time was unique in many ways. He
included some of his own writ ings in which he traced similarit ies
between Swedish family law and the law of ancient Rome. I began to
see developments in American law in a new light. But why does
confrontation/ comparison of separate legal discourses increase the
probability of productive developments?

Legal sociologist and systems theorist Gunther Teubner theorizes
that the encounter between two separate spheres of meaning some-
times serves as a 'shock' that can lead to 'perturbations' that in turn can
promote transformative restructuring.9 The matter may be as simple as
that. The material Sundberg sent me surprised me; it shook up the
categories within which I was accustomed to work: marriage/non-
marriage; private law/public law; civil law/common law. It had an
effect similar to the effect sometimes produced by humor. Both
Koestler and Lonergan take humor very seriously in connection with
cognition. In Insight, Lonergan points out how humor breaks in on
our routines, entering "not by argument but by laughter.,,l0 Its signifi-
cance is profound: "[P]roofless, purposeless laughter can dissolve
honoured pretense; it can disrupt conventional humbug; it can disillu-

9Gunther Teubner, "The Two Faces of Janus: Rethinking Legal pluralism,,, 13
Carilozo ltw Reuiew 1443, 1453-56 (1992).

lolor,ergan, lnsight 626 = CWL 3:549.
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sion man of his most cherished illusions ... " It can oPen the door to

the "detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to know." The effect on

me of the material I received from Sundberg was not so much to teach

me about Sweden as - like a Gary Larson sight-gag cartoon - to startle

me into a new perspective on my own system.

Comparative law, then, is, among other things, an interesting

source of 'perturbation,' potentially leading to cognitive restructuring.

Cross-national legal comparisons not only assist us in seeing what

remains invisible to us because we know it so well, but can sometimes

aid lawyers in overcoming thorny problems. Comparative study, for

example, reveals a historically conditioned weakness in the ability of

the continental European systems to deal with case law, and a corre-

sponding deficiency in the common-law systems where the interpreta-

tion of enacted law is concerned. These methodological weaknesses are

of more than academic interest, for they have created serious problems

of justice in modern legal systems.

1.. Classical legal theory in modern regulatory states

As Max Weber pointed out in his sociology of law, different legal sys-

tems have historically fostered the development of somewhat different

arrays of professional skills.l1 Accordingly, traditional comparative

analyses emphasize the centrality of court decisions (with accomPany-

ing elaborate techniques for dealing with precedent) to the common

law, and of civil codes (with accompanying refined methods of inter-

pretation) to the Romano-Germanic legal systems. For nearly a century,

however, the relative predominance of the various sources of law in

practice has been quite markedly at variance with the classical common

and civil law descriptions.l2 Indeed, the nature of both legislation and

7lSee Max Weber on Law in Economy anil Society, ed. Max Rheinstein
(cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1954), especially ch. 7. see also l\4ax Rhein-

stein's rehections on this subject in a lecture delivered at the same Regensburg

meeting where sundberg spoke in 
'1,969, 

"Rechtshonoratioren," 34 RabelsZeitschrif t 1

{197D.
l2see Mary Ann Glendon, "The Sources of Law in a Changing Legal Order," 17

Creighton Law Rmieu 663 (19841'
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case law have been transformed as liberal states evolved into liberal,
regulatory, social welfare states.

The principal changes can be briefly summarized. Beginning in
the late nineteenth century, a new kind of legislation began to rival the
importance both of judge-made common law in England and the
United States, and of civil codes in continental Europe. Factory legisla-
tion, workmen's compensation laws, rudimentary social legislation,
and laws regulating everything from employment contracts to com-
merce and public utilities, removed large areas wholly or partially from
the coverage of judge-made law in the Anglo-American systems, and
from the civil codes in civil- law systems. As the twentieth century
wore on, the administrative apparatus of the modern state took shape:
each country began to attend systematically to the needs of its most
disadvantaged citizens, to lay down the main lines of its legal treat-
ment of industrial relations, and to extend the reach of its regulatory
powers. At the present time, one can say that England and the United
States have evolved from legal systems dominated by court decisions,
to systems in which enacted law has become the primary source of law.
In a parallel development in the civil law countries, the ever-growing
body of "special legislation" reinforces the traditional pre. eminence of
enacted law, but diminishes the coverage of the codes themselves.

2. Ciuil law methodology and case law

In this new legal environment, civil-law lawyers would seem to have a
methodoiogical advantage, since their traditional strengths have been
in dealing with enacted law. The process of adaptation has not been a
simple one, though, for the techniques developed for code interpreta-
tion are not particularly well-suited to deal with statutes that possess
neither the same level of generality, not the same degree of conceptual
and terminological consistency as the great codifications.l3

What has received less attention from continental Europeans is
the continuing relative weakness of civil-law methodology where case-

13see Rodolfo Sacco, "La Codification: Forme D6pass6e de L6gislation?,' ltalian
National Reports to the XI International Congress ot' Comparatiae Law (Milan:
Giuffre, 7982\ 65, 67.
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law is concerned. The increased volume of enacted law of all sorts in

modern legal systems has actually led to increased production of court

decisions, and has therefore intensified the need for case'law analysis.

Yet civil-law judges, hobbled by the traditional dogmatic view of their

role as strictly limited to deciding the particular dispute at hand, have

never developed techniques as refined as those of common-law judges

for the reasoned elaboration of precedent. In France, moreover, the

traditional narrow conception of the judge's role plus revolutionary

hostility to the judiciary led to the early adoption of a cryptic judicial

opinion style which has further hampered legal development.

It does not seem accidental that those European legal scholars who

have called attention to this problem have been comParatists. In 1'974'

Touffait and Tunc called for more fully reasoned judicial opinions in

France.14 A recent comparative study by a Swiss scholar exposes the

serious problems entailed by an inadequately developed theory and

practice of precedent: a loss of predictability (Recft tssicherheit) and an

unacceptably high frequency of violations of the principle that like

cases ought to be treated alike. Thomas Probst's conclusions to that

effect are based on his meticulous analysis of over-ruling decisions

handed down by the United States Supreme Court over a two-

hundred-year period, and of changes in direction by the Swiss Bundes-

gericht from 1875 to 1990.15 Probst demonstrates in detail how the

traditional conception that a single case has no bindir.g effect has

hindered the development of sophisticated techniques for judicial

opinion writing and scholarly case-law analysis in civil-law countries,

with the practical consequence that similarly situated parties often

receive unequal treatment. Moreover, these methodological failings

have impeded the integration of case-law into the Swiss legal system, a

l4Adolphe Touffait and Andr6 Tunc, "Pour une motivation plus explicite des

ddcisions de just ice notamment cel les de la cour de cassation," 1974 Reoue

trimutrielle du droit cirtil 487.

75 Die Anderung der Rechtsprechung - Eine rechtsoergleichende , methodolo-

gische lJntersuchung zum Phiinomen der hochsrichterl ichen Rechtsprechungs-

iinilerung in der Schweiz und den Veteinigten Staaten (Basel: Helbing & Lichten-

hahn, 1993).
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problem that grows each passing year with the mounting accumulation
of court decisions.

Probst has called, therefore, for a rethinking of the position of
precedent in the civil law systems in the light of the principle of
treating like cases alike. The time has come, he argues, for civil-law
scholars and judges to bring the same level of skill and attention to the
study of case law that they have traditionally brought to interpretation
of enacted law. Like Touffait and runc, Probst would like to see fuller
exposure of the reasoning process and grounds for judicial decisions.
He exhorts legal scholars, for their part, to develop methodologies that
would help to promote more coherence in judicial practice as well as in
the materials of legal reasoning as a whole. He doubts, however, that
American models could be of much assistance in such a process of
reorganizing civil-law methods. The relevance of American law to his
masterful study seems to be mainly this: intense study of the foreign
system administered a 'shock' to his usual way of looking at things
which in turn engendered a scheme for creative restructuring without
borrowing.

3. Common law methodology and enacted law

The American legal system furnishes a kind of counterpoint to probst's

demonstration.l5 If civil-law lawyers, with their great sophistication in
drafting and construing enacted law are not, in general, as adept as
common-law lawyers in dealing with case law, common-law iawyers
traditionally have had a corresponding deficit where codes, statutes and
regulations are concerned. |ust as his study of American law shocked
Probst into heightened awareness of some weak points in his home
system, encounters with the civil law have alerted some American
scholars to our generally inept ways with statutes. Thus Roscoe pound

observed long ago:

[T]he common law has never been at its best in administering
justice from written texts. It has an excellent technique of findin[

16See Mary Ann Glendon, "The Common Law and the Written Law,,, in The
Supreme Court and the Constitution (Washington, D.C.: Ethics and public policy
Center, forthcoming).
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the grounds of decision of particular cases in reported decisions of

othe'r cases in the past. It hls always, in comparison with the civil

law, been awkward and none too effective in deciding on the basis
of legislative texts.l7

pound correctly surmised that attitudes and practices formed by

such 'long-taught traditions' would not easily be dislodged' Karl

Llewellyn, the chief draftsman of the Uniform Commercial Code (who

had studied and taught in Germany), pointed out the 'unevenness, the

jerkiness' of American work with statutes as contrasted with case law.18

Comparing American lawyers unfavorably in this resPect to their civil-

law counterparts, he wrote:

It is indeed both sobering and saddening to match our boisterous
ways with a statutory teit against the watchmaker's delicacy and
carL of a ... continental legal craftsman, or even of a good Ameri-
can lawyer when the language he is operating with is that not of a

statute but of a document.l9

The reasons for these deficiencies reside, in large part, in profes-

sional history. It was judges and practitioners who took the lead in

developing English law, while the civil law was developed in impor-

tant respects by university scholars, and was rationalized and system-

atized at a crucial stage by comprehensive legislative codifications.20

one might say that Anglo-American and continental lawyers are like

athletes, who as a result of playing different sPorts have developed

muscular strength in different parts of their bodies. For centuries, so

lTRoscoe Pound, "The Formative Era of American Law," in The Life of the Law,

ed. fohn Honnold (London: Collier-MacMillan, 1954) 60.

l8Karl N. Llewellyn, The Common law Trailition (Boston: Little, Brown, 1950)

379. As a legislative iraftsman, Llewellyn borrowed fr_eely from German models.

Herman, "Ll"ewellyn the civilian: speculations on the Contribution of Continental

Experience to the iJniform Commercial Code," 56 Tulane Iaw Rniew ]125, 1130 n. 20

(1982).

l9llewellyn, Common l-aw Tradition 380.

20sundberg has written: "[T]he art of codification was attended by the art of con-

struing and ap-plying a code: the Civilians learned how to work with a code as well as

how i-o write one.; Cioil law, Common Inw, anil the Scandinaoians 790' See also

Mary Ann Glendon, Michael Gordon, and christopher osakwe, comparatiae Legal

Trailitions (St. Paul, MN: West Publishing Co., 1985) 44-54.
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long as American and English lawyers worked sitting at the common

law bench, they did not need their spindly statutory legs. They had a

simple set of tools that were adequate for dealing with pre-modern

English statutes - statutes which typically did not purport, as Euro-
pean codes did, to be complete new sets of authoritative starting points

for legal reasoning.2l English judges, traditionally, treated statutes as a
kind of overlay against the background of the common law, and tried

where possible to construe them so as to blend them into the case law.

Those crude techniques worked well enough until the late nine-

teenth century. Before the Civil War, according to Pound, an American
lawyer could number on his fingers the statutes with an enduring

effect on private law.22 As late as 7875, nearly half the Sup:eme Court's
case load was still pure common-law litigation.2a But as the turn of the

century approached, there was not only a great increase in legislation,

but legislation of a type that did not blend easily with the pre-industrial
common 1aw.24 By 1925, the pure common-law portion of the Supreme

Court's docket had shrunk to only five percent.2s

Once it becomes clear that enacted law of various sorts had
acquired a prominent and permanent place among the materials of
legal reasoning, the question arises: why did American lawyers not
systematically attend to the study of legislative drafting, and to the
development of more differentiated techniques for interpreting the
new and more complex types of statutes? In point of fact, many emi-
nent legal figures, including Roscoe Pound,25 Benjamin N. Cardozo,2T

21See generally Glendon, Sources of l^aw 666-673.
ZPound, "Formative Era" 59.
23Frankfurter, "Some Reflections on the Reading of Statutes," 47 Columbia Law

Reoiew 527 1J947).
24Glendon, Sources of Law 657.
25Frankfurter, "Some Reflections" 527.
25Pound, "Common Law and Legislation," 21 Haroard Law Reoiew 383 (1908).
2TCardozo, "A Ministry of Justice," 35 Haruard Iaw Reaiew 113 (1921).
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fames M. Landis,28 Felix Frankfurter,29 and Karl Llewellyn,3o did send
out early warnings that traditional legal skills urgently required
upgrading. In the cases of Pound, Cardozo, and Llewellyn, awareness of
European contrasts seems to have prompted commentary. Cardozo's
essay, with its title borrowed from the continent ("A Ministry of
fustice"), called for the establishment of permanent commissions to
draft laws and to keep the operation of all parts of the legal system
under study.

The cry was raised again by Henry Hart and Albert Sacks, who
wrote in the 1950s, "The hard truth of the matter is that American
courts have no inteUigible, generally accepted, and consistently applied
theory of statutory interpretation."3l And yet again by |. Willard Hurst
in 7982.32 Nevertheless, in the spring of 7992, a Harvard Law School
curriculum committee reported that Harvard (like most other law
schools) was still teaching the basic required first-year program "almost
without regard to the coming of the regulatory state, and without
recognition that statutes and regulations have become the predomi-
nant legal sources of our time."33 It is not for lack of teaching materi-
als34 that the field of legislation has remained "a scholarly backwater."3s

28landis, "statutes and the Sources of Law," Harztaril Legal Essays (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1934) 213.

29Frankfurter, "Some Reflections" 527.
3oKarl N. Llewellyn, The Bramble Bush, 3rd, ed. (Dobbs Ferry, Ny: Oceana, 1960)

78-81. See also Llewellyn, The Common Law Tradition 379.
31Henry Hart and Albert Sacks, The Legal Process: Basic Problems in the Making

anil Application of law (Cambridge: tentative ed., 1958) 1201. Recent articles on
statutory interpretation run the gamut from treating statutes as 'markets' to natural-
law theories to postmodernist deconstruction.

32"Statute law is a pervasive element of twentieth-century legal order in the
United States ... Yet the schools, the legal literature, and the legal profession have
given remarkably little attention to the legislative process." f. Willard Hurst, Dealing
with Statuta (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982) 1.

33Report of the Harvard Law School Comprehensive Curricular Assessment
Committee, 5 May '1,992, 4 (on file with the author).

34Reed Dickerson was long a lone pioneer with his books and manuals on
legislative drafting and interpretation. See especially, The Fundamentals of Legal
Drafting, 2nd ed. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1980; The Intopretation and Application ot'
Statutes (Boston: Little, Brown, 1975). Recentln William N. Eskridge, |r. and philip p.
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How, then, can one explain that, to this very day, American law

schools have paid so little heed to calls from some of the century's

leading legal thinkers to tool up for the modern legal world?

At one time, it must have seemed that legal education would take

a different direction. Beginning at the turn of the century, the National

Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Law, the American

Bar Association, and the American Law Institute undertook ambitious

drafting and lobbying projects. In the New Deal era and during World

War II, many of the nation's most talented lawyers were engaged in

drafting legislation and regulations. In the 1950s and 1960s, however, it

was constitutional law, not legislation or regulation, that became the

glamor subject in the academy. Old practices and attitudes toward

enacted law continue to cast their spell over courts and commentators

as they deal with the form of enacted law that now dominates the

American legal imagination: the Constitution. Craft traditions are an

important but neglected part of the explanation for the state of affairs

that led one Ieading American constitutional scholar to make the

remarkable admission in 1991 that "our understanding of consti-

tutional interpretation remains in a primitive state."35

Interestingly, foreign students in American law schools are struck

immediately by their American counterParts: the typical constitutional

law course begins, not with a study of the text, structure, and design of

the Constitution, but with a case - usually Marbury a. Madison where

the Supreme Court first claimed the power of judicial review.37 Their

surprise turns to genuine puzzlement when, as the typical course Soes
on, the professor pays scant attention to the Constitution. American

Frickey have entered the field with their Cases and Materials on Legislation: Statutes
anil the Creation ol Public Policy (St. Paul, MN: West, 1988).

35Su" Patrick J. Kelley, "Advice from the Consummate Draftsman: Reed Dicker-
son on Statutory Interpretation," 16 Southern lllinois ltw lournal 59'1, 592 (199D.

36Cass R. Sunstein, review of On Reading the Constitution, by Laurence H. Tribe
and Michael C. Dorf, New Republic 11 March '1991', 35.

37s U. S. (l Cranch) 137 (1803). It was not always thus. According to Paul Caning-
ton, students in early American law schools were required to have a detailed
knowledge of the Constitution, and The Federalist was often used as a basic text.
Carrington, "Butterfly Effects: The Possibilities of Law Teaching in a Democracy," 41
Duke Iaw lournal 747, 759 (1992).
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lawyers, for their part, are accustomed to the fact that not even a
minimal consensus exists on the techniques to be used for construing
their basic law. They find it hard to comprehend that in continental
Europe substantial consensus does exist (across a wide political
spectrum) on the outlines of a general approach to constitutional
interpretation.3s

Yet there is a sense in which Americans in practice, more often
than not, do bring a common approach (or, more precisely, a common
set of habits) to constitutional interpretation. For the sake of clarity, I
will describe that approach first in a form that is perhaps too stark: in
practice, American courts and commentators tend to approach the
constitution in precisely the same awkward way that Anglo-American
lawyers have always dealt with all other forms of enacted law; and the
same disarray that has long characterized their efforts at statutory
interpretation is now replicated in the chaos of constitutional interpre-
tation. A less tendentious way of putting the point is that historical
happenstance-in the form of certain traditional professional
strengths and weaknesses - has had a greater influence on constitu-
tional interpretation, in the United states and Europe, than is generally
recognized.

with hindsight, this state of affairs seems almost inevitable. At
the time of the Founding, the American framers were torn "between a
global rejection of any and all methods of constitutional construction
and a willingness to interpret the constitutional text in accordance with
the common law principles that had been used to construe statutes.,, In
the early years of the republic, that problem was temporarily resolved

. 
38t1at approach essentially consists of adapting to constitutional interpretation

the traditional set of techniques that lawyers in-civil-law systems had devel,oped for
dealing with their civil codes and later adapted to special legislation. Needless to say,
consensus o-n a general approach does not prectude vigorous controversy about how
the approach is to be applied. on this point, I have benefited greatly from works-in-
progress by Professor winfried Brugger of Heidelberg University: Ligal Interpretation,
schools of lurispruilence, anil Anthropology and Is There somltnin"g to be Learneil
from German Constitutional Laa.'? (manuscripts on file with the a"uthor). See also
Ii{.i"9 -Bllgger , Runilt'unkf r eiheit un d v er t'assungsin terpreta tior (Heiderberg:
Mtiller, 1991) 50-50.
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when a consensus developed on "original intent."39 That consensus,

however, did not endure, and original intent became but one of many

fiercely defended approaches to the problem of constitutional interpre-

tation.40 At the turn of the twentieth century, the United States

Supreme Court embarked on its first sustained adventure with judicial

review- the power it had claimed in 1803, but had up to then rarely

exercised.4l Today it is commonplace to describe the behavior of

American courts a century ago in striking down much economic and

social legislation as showing the degree to which the judlciary was in

the service of the economically dominant classes.42 But there is more to

the story. The fact is that when American judges entered the relatively

uncharted areas of  in terpret ing these new types of  s tatutes and

reviewing them for conformity to the Constitution, they did not know

quite how to handle the situation. Quite naturally, most judges during

those years of transition proceeded in the way they knew best'

When turn-of-the-century judges encountered gaPS or ambiguities

in the written law, their tendency was to fill them with the common

39H. J"ff".rot Powell, "The Original Understanding of Original Intent," 98 Har-
oard Law Rniew 885, 887 (1985).

40To an American lawyer, it is fascinating to see how continental theory treats
,original intent' as receding in significancc with the age of a code or constitution. Thus
Freich iurists regard the idcas and intentions of the drafters of the Civil Code of 1804
as almost irrelcvant to the decision of present day cases. Ricg, "Judicial InterPrctation

of Written Rules," in Clendon, Gordon, and Osakwe, Comparatioe Legal Traditions

22g-2g0. The German Fedcral Constitutional Court, following the same practice,

declincd rn 7977 to accord decisive weight to evidence of the intent ot the framers of

the 1949 Basic Law. See Donald Kommers, The Constitutional lurisptudence of the

Federal consti tut ional Court of Germany (Durham, N.c.: Dukc university Press,

1989)316.
4lThough the supreme Court claimed the power to have the last word on the

meaning of the constitutional text in Marbury rt' Madison, it generally avoided dircct

confrontation with other branches of government until the late ninctcenth century.

see Lawrence Friedman, A History of American Law, 2nd ed. (New York: Simon &

Schuster, 'l98il 122-723, 345.
In the first sevcnty-five years, only two federal laws were held unconstitu-

tional (one was the Missouri compromise in Dred Scott o. Sandt'ord, 60 U.S. (19 How.)

393 (1857). In the decade of the 1880s alone, however, the court struck down five

federal and forty-eight state laws. James Q. Wilson, American Goaernment: Institu-

tions anil Policies, 5th ed. (Lexington, MA: D.C' Heath, '1992) 398.

42See Grant Gilmore, The Ages of American Lazl (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1977) 66. See also Fricdman, History of Amuican l-aw 358-362-
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law, rather than to search first for principles in the structure and design
of the instrument. They fell back on the time-honored practice of
construing enacted law (including the constitution) in such a way as to
blend in with, rather than displace, the common law background - a
background where protection of property rights and freedom of con-
tract were ensconced at the time as leading principles. As Roscoe pound
astutely put it, "[The common-law lawyer] thinks of the constitutional
checks upon legislation as enacting common-law limitations, and
systematically develops those checks in terms of the common law.,'43
oliver wendell Holmes |r. and others insisted vigorously that the
constitution was not just an overlay on the private law of property and
contract.44 But that point seldom got across until the 1930s, and even
then it was not fully absorbed.

In the 1950s and 1,960s, the preference for judge-made over enacted
law that had been so evident in constitutional interpretation from the
beginning of the century to the New Deal, enjoyed an Indian summer
as the supreme Court embarked on a second exciting adventure with
judicial review. And that same reflexive preference persists today
among many American teachers of constitutional law who treat the
various provisions of the Constitution as mere discrete starting points
for free-wheeling judicial elaboration - as if that document had not
established a regime which places important limits on both iudicial
and legislative law making.

When the American Supreme Court first began regularly to
review legislation for conformity to constitutional norms, it was an
interesting theoretical question whether judicial review itself made it
inevitable that the text and structure of the Constitution would be
thrust into the background by case law. At a time when hardly any
country besides the United states had judicial review, Ernst Freund
theorized that this would indeed be the necessary consequence of

43Pound, "Formative Era" 61.

.. 
44see, 

. for example- Lochner o . New york, r98 u.s. 45, 74-26 (rgo5) (Hormes, f.,
dissenting); Adkins o. Children's Hospital, 261 u.s. s2s, szo (1923) (Holmes, J., dissenF
ing); Truax o. Conigan, 257 U.S. 312, 344 (1921) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
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giving such power to courts.4s But now that systems of judicial review

have been operating for several decades in other liberal democracies,

we can see that the text need not be thrust so deeply into the back-

ground as it has been in the United States.a5 While recognizing that

constitutions are more political and more open-ended than codes,

continental courts and scholars have found it natural to approach

them by taking the text seriously, and proceeding from close textual

analysis in the light of overall structure, to consideration of purpose

both in the light of history, and in the light of circumstances as they

exist at the time of interpretation.4T

What has been lost through neglect of text and structure in

American constitutional interpretation is far from negligible' The

constitutional jurisprudence of the Supreme Court is laden with

extreme and a-textual outcomes that do not even stand up to the

criteria by which common-law lawyers have traditionally judged their

own work - treating like cases alike, and assuring predictability and

stabil ity without foreclosing adaptation to changing social and

economic circumstances. Happily, a growing grouP of American legal

scholars-  such as Akhi l  Amar,48 ]ohn Hart  Ely ,ae Michael

McConnell,S0 and Geoffrey Miller,sl to name a few - are beginning to

45Ernst Freund, "Constitutional Law" in Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, vol.
4 (New York: MacMillan, 1937) 248-249.

46see, for example, the decisions of the German constitutional court collected in
Kommers, The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the Federal Constitutional Court of
Germany; but Brugger (above n. 38), makes the important point that the United States
Constitution is much older than other single-document constitutions, and much less
specific than, say, the German Basic law of 1,949.

47 Again, I am indebted to Brugger (above n. 38).
48Amar, "The Bill of Rights as a Constitution," 100 Yale Law lournal 7131 (1997\'

See also Amar, "The Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment," 'l'01 Yale Inw
lournal 1793 Q992).

49;ehn Hart Ely, Demouacy and Distrust (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1980) 88-101.

S0McConnell, "Federalism: Evaluating the Founders' Design," 54 Uniaersity of
Chicago l-aw Rniew 1484 $987).

51Mill"., "Rights and Structure in Constitutional Theory," 8 Social Philosophy
and Policu 196 (1991).
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take up the challenge of 'constitutional architecture.'s2 These scholars
are exploring the relationship between our system of limited govern-
ment and the system of rights that has been at the forefront of constitu-
tional theory in recent years. And they are approaching interpretive
problems by attending to the overall design of the Constitution and the
mutually conditioning relationships among its provisions. Without
neglecting the rights tradition or the principles embodied in two
centuries of precedent, they are attempting to restore separation of
powers, federalism, and constitutional text and structure to "a central
and appropriate place" in constitutional theory.s3

Mainstream theory and practice, however, are still far from
wholeheartedly embracing holistic or structural approaches to the
Constitution. As for the long-neglected, but equally important, task of
the study of legislation, practically everything remains to be done. And,
regrettably, it seems likely that that work will go forward, if at all, with-
out the salutary impetus to cognitive restructuring that might be
provided by study of other models.

If, as Koestler suggested, creativity is often sparked through
encounters between well-developed but autonomous matrices of
thought and experience, European transnational courts, rvhere judges
with common law and civil law backgrounds now sit side.by-side, may
well be the places to watch. Beginning with Tocqueville, many
observers have speculated about why the United States, which has pro-
duced so many inventive persons like Thomas Edison, has contributed
'notoriously' little to the ranks of basic scientists.s4 No doubt there are
many reasons, but persistent American insularity, as arrogant as it is
ignorant, must figure prominently among them.

52See Paul Bator, "The Constitution as Architecture: Legislative and Administra-
tive Courts Under Article llI," 65 lndiana Law lournal 233 (1990).

S3Miiler, "Rights and Structure" 198.
54Krrhr,, "Essential Tension" 225, 23g. Alexis de Tocqueville, Demouacy in

America, trans. George Lawrence (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor, 1969) 429,
459465.
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LONERGAN AND ANALYTICAL
PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY

Andrew Beards

Ushaw College
Durham DH7 gRH

HE ENTERPRISE OF philosophical communications is no easy
endeavor. Philosophers like Richard Rorty place great emphasis
on conversation and dialogue between the partners constitutive of

our cultural tradition, but, in the cold light of day, one realizes how rare
are instances of genuine dialogue in which there is an openness to
personal transformation. Dialogue that is genuine cannot avoid the painful
issues of intellectual, moral and religious conversion. However, if such
dialogue is to begin at all a perhaps felicitous point of departure would be
the small scale problems that are of interest to both parties. The invitation
to conversion, to reverse the counterpositions involved in one's horizon, is
one that can become increasingly compelling the more one partner sees
the explanatory efficacy of the other's overall position. Nor is philo-
sophical communication a one-way affair. Indeed, throughout Insight
Lonergan himself elucidates his position through the method of clarifi-
cation by contrast. If one recalls that it is not only counterpositions that
invite reversal, but positions that invite development, then it is evident
that it is often through philosophical dialogue that one witnesses a
development of the positions themselves.l

1 So, while the responses Lonergan gave to papers both supportive and critical of his
views at the Florida Conference in 1970 do not show a substantial development of the
positions, still they are fine examples of the way critical dialogue serves to clarify and
develop the implications of those positions. See "Bernard Lonergan Responds," in Philip

@1993 Andrew Beards 155
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The present paper is intended as an exercise in such philosophical
communication. My intention is to compare and contrast some aspects of
Lonergan's philosophy of history with recent work on the philosophy of
history within the analytical tradition. Further, my hope is that such an
exercise in comparison and contrast will serve not only to make apparent
the explanatory efficacy of Ionergan's approach, but will also be of assis-
tance in appreciating points made in chapters 8 and 9 of Method in
Theology.

In the short essay "Reality, Myth, Symbol" Lonergan remarks that
from writing on the issues of 'evolution and historical process' in Insight
he moved on to extend his theory of knowledge to include 'critical history'
in Method.2 This movement from a discussion of the philosophy of history
to an 'epistemology' of historical knowing is, I think, illuminating when
one examines the heuristic of historical inquiry Lonergan provides in
Method. One of the points I wish to highlight in this discussion is the way
Lonergan's identification of the objective of the historian's inquiry as a
knowledge of "what was going forward in the past"3 is not only descrip-
tive but, in some sense, prescriptive. For the notion of emergent proba-
bility, as deployed in Lonergan's philosophy of history, is operative in his
account of historical knowing. Kenneth Melchin has drawn attention to
the way Lonergan's work has bearing on the recent debates over meta-
history that have arisen within the analytical tradition.a And one of the
questions to concern us below will be the implications of Lonergan's work
for the problems highlighted by Hayden White, Peter Munz, Haskell Fain,
and Louis Mink.s

McShane, ed., Foundations of Theology (Dublin and London: Gill and Macmillan, 1977), and
Iangwge, Truth and Meaning (Dublin and London: Gill and Macmillan, 1972).

2Alan Olson, ed., Myth, Symbol and Realify (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre
Dame Press, 1980), 3l-37 , quotation at 35.

3Bernard Lonergan, Method in Theology (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1972),
178.

4Kenneth Melchin, History , Ethics anil Emagent Probability (New York: University of
America Press, 1,987), 174-77 .

Sworks representative of the positions taken by this group are: Hayden White,
Metahistory (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1973); Tropics of Discourse
(Baltimore: fohn Hopkins University Press, 1978); The Content and the Form (Baltimore:

John Hopkins University Press, 1987); Peter Munz, The Shapa of Time: A New Look at the
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It can be said that analytical philosophy of history has its origins with

the work of Maurice Mandelbaum in the 1930s and W. H. Walsh in the

1940s and '50s.5 Walsh's book, An lntroduction to the Philonphy of History,

of 1951 was decisive in setting the tone of the discussions to follow. It has

been said that one of the main objectives of Walsh's book was to mediate
R. G. Collingwood's work to philosophers educated in the tradition of
Russell, Moore, and Wittgenstein. For such philosophers reflection on

history could be made reasonable and athactive if it were presented as a

reflection on the tasks of the practicing historian, and not as something
concerned with the grand scheme of things, I la Hegel. Collingwood's
analysis of historical practice, separated from his idealist speculations,
would, then, provide a basic model for the kind of investigations to follow.
However, the need to address further questions and wider philosophical

issues has time and again manifested itself in analytical debates on histori-
cal inquiry. The dominant issue in discussions of the 1960s was the
'covering-law' question. On one side, Carl Hempel and Karl Popper urged
that historical understanding, in order to be as 'objective' as scientific
understanding, should be seen as involving the application of general
laws to particular instances. There were differences between the

approaches of Hempel and Popper in this regard. Hempel was insistent

that, even if historical inquiry did not at present always manifest a concern

with the verification of general laws, it ought to be reformed in order to do

so. The opposition to this thesis was led by philosophers such as William

Dray and W. B. Gallie, who insisted that historical explanation and
description was narrative in character, but was no less objective for being

Philosophy of Hbtory (Middletown CT: Wesleyan University Press, 7977); Louis Mink,
Historical Unilnstanding, ed. B. Fay, E. Golob, and R. Vann (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1987); "\larrative Form as a Cognitive Instrument," in R. Canary and H. Koziki,
eds., The Writing of History: Literary Form anil Historical Unilerstaniling (Wisconsin:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1978); Haskell Fain, Between Philosophy and History,
(Princeton: University of Princeton Press, 1970).

6See Mandelbaum, The Anatomy of Historical Knowledge (Baltimore: fohn Hopkins
University Press, 1977); Walsh, Ar lntroiluction to the Philosophy of History (London:
Hutchinson, 1951).
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so.7 Clearly, in such debates wider issues concerning scientific method-

ology and the worldview modern science suggests were at stake. Another

debatq surrounding the 'methodological individualism' espoused by I. W.

N. Watkins, also brought up questions to do with the ontological status of

the entities referred to in claims made by historians and social scientists.

Watkins held that statements about institutions and movements were

statements about fictional epiphenomena that ought to be reinterpreted as

statements concerning individual human beings.s

I think it is the merit of the work of the Metahistorians to have

concentrated explicitly on these larger ontological issues, which repeat-

edly emerged in analytical discussions but which, even when acknowl-

edged, were usually put aside as intractable. Where I think important

work of lasting value has been done within the analytical tradition is in

the area of the practice of the historian. The journal History and Theory

founded in 1961 under the editorial direction of analytical philosophers

such as Dray, Isaiah Berlin, |ohn Passmore, and A. C. Danto has published

work not only by professional philosophers but by historians with an

interest in the methodological aspects of their work. It has also been signif-

icant as an organ of 'philosophical ecumenism,' publishing articles on

thinkers like Foucault and Ricouer before the work of Richard Rorty and

Richard Bernstein encouraged dialogue between the analytical and conti-

nental traditions.

However, while much of the work done on the practice of historical

inquiry has been impressive, the way problems concerning historical

objectivity have been tackled in a piecemeal fashion has also led to some-

thing of an impasse. Even with disavowals of positivism, the positivist

image of physical science as the paradigm of rational and objective inquiry

has been influential, such that treatments of the objectivity of historical

inquiry tended to revolve around the question as to how like or unlike

history is to science. While the defense of the objectivity of historical

TSce William Dray, Iaws and Explanation in History (London: Oxford University Press,
'1957); IN. B. Callie, The Nature of Historical Understanding (London: Chatto and Windus,
19&\.

8Fo. ar, account of Watkins's views, and a critique of the empiricist epistemology
they presupposc, see William Dray, Perspectiztes on History (London: Routledgc and
Keegan Paul, 1980), chapter 3.
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inquiry which indicates the similarity between procedures in both science

and history- is, no doubt, helpful, given the present condition of the

philosophy of science appeals to 'scientific objectivity' can ring hollow.e In

so far as discussions of historical objectivity among analytical philoso-

phers failed to address the larger issues concerning the objectivity of

human knowing they invited the relativist and subjectivist response of the
metahistory group.

In this artide, by comparison and contrast, I will have something to

say on the issues raised by the Metahistorians. But before turning to the

topic of Metahistory' I will examine some of Lonergan's other contribu-

tions to the understanding of historical inquiry in the light of the work

done in this area by philosophers within the analytical tradition.

PERSPECTIVISM

1. . The finitude of the Historian

It is repugnant to me to place astrology and astronomy, alchemy and
chemistry, legend and history, hypothesis and fact, on exactly the
same footing. I am not content with theories, however brilliantly
coherent, but insist on raising the further question, Are they true?lo

Some of the principal achievements of lnsighf were the adumbration

of an explanatory account of cognitional structure, the provision of a criti-

cal vindication of that structure in self-affirmation, and the unfolding of

the implications of such a vindication for the epistemological problem of

objectivity. To have argued that objective knowledge is attainable is not to
have shown in which areas of investigation such knowledge is possible.
To show that knowledge of reality is within our reach, as Lonergan does

9So Charles Beard's worries over the objectivity of historical iudgments were largely
to do with the ways history is and is not like science (see his "Written History as an Act of
Faith," American Hbtorical Raiew 39 Q934) 219-29). fohn Passmore's generally excellent
treatment of the problems of historical objectivity also manifests a dependence on the
scientific paradigm of objectivity ('The Obiectivity of History," in The Philosophy of
History, ed. P. Gardiner (London: Oxford University Press, 7974'), 745-57).

l0Bernard Lonergan, lnsight: A Study of Human lJnilerstaniling (San Francisco and
London: Harper and Row, 1978) 323; Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 3
(Toronto: Universitv of Toronto Press, '199D 348.
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in Insight, is not to have immediately decided for the claims of chemistry

against those of alchemy or of history as opposed to legend. However, it is

to have sketched out in brief the general criteria involved in deciding

between such disciplines. That which is the case, or is probably the case, is

that which is known to be so through attention to data, intelligent inquiry

and formulation of hypotheses regarding the data, and reasonable judg-

ment regarding one's hypotheses on the basis of the sufficiency of

evidence - which will involve appeal to data as providing the fulfillment

of the truth-conditions of the relevant propositions. But to descend from

such general criteria to the various domains of human cognitive endeavor

involves the raising of further questions regarding the possibility and

actuality of objective knowledge within those domains.

The answer to the question as to whether objective knowledge is

attainable in historical inquiry will, clearly, be conditioned by one's

position on human knowledge in general. So, we can observe that Loner-

gan's epistemological position, which he terms 'critical realist,' is opposed

to naive realism, empiricism, and the forms of representationalism that

Richard Rorty has so eloquently attacked. While Lonergan's solution is not

the fallibilism of Rorty, and the inevitable relativism to which it leads, his

is a position equally opposed to positivist or empiricist views of historical

objectivity. Historical knowledge is not a matter of training a camera on

the past and 'letting the facts speak for themselves.' It is a matter of

putting questions to the data available, coming up with hypotheses to

explain the data, and reaching reasonable judgment as to the probable

truth of the hypotheses. Historical inquiry is inevitably selective. Far from

enhancing the probability of success in that inquiry by emptying his head

of all previous cognitive and evaluative acquisitions, in order to stare in a

unprejudiced way at the 'bare facts,' the more informed and historically

cultivated the historian is, the greater the chances of his coming up with a

fruitful explanatory hypothesis. Objective historical knowledge is the fruit

of the intelligent selections the historian makes, it is not acquired in spite

of them. In this regard Lonergan would be in agreement with ]ohn Pass-

more's critique of the criteria for objectivity history put foiward by the
Mach-inspired positivists.ll

11See Passmore's article cited above.
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While there are some limitations on the historian's ability to come to
know the past which are shared with both the natural and the social
scientist, there are others that are peculiar to his craft. Lonergan writes:

as in natural science, so too in critical history the positive content of
judgment aspires to be no more than the best available opinion. This
is evident as long as an historical investigation is in process, for later
discoveries may force a correction and revision of earlier ones. But
what is true of investigations in process, has to be extended to inves-
tigations that to all intents and purposes are completed.l2

As in the natural and social sciences, so in history judgments are at best
probable, and one favors one rather than another in terms of such proba-
bility. But there are ways in which historical judgments are probable or
revisable that differ from revisability in scientific theory. Revision can
occur through shifts in perspective as history moves on. Lonergan
mentions this source of historical revision and it is one which has been
highlighted in the work of A. C. Danto.13 The point is that as time moves
on our perspectives on what was of significance in the past change. Thus,
to people living in England in 7874, the birth of a child to the Churchill
family, whom that family named Winston, did not appear a particularly
important event for world history. It is only in the light of the impact that
this person had on world history at a later date that we note this date as
being of historical significance.

Flowever, Lonergan argues that such forms of revision do not neces-
sarily mean that previous views on history need be radically overthrown.
He quotes with approval the historian Karl Heussi's remark that while our
opinions on Schleiermacher may be expected to undergo revision, our
views on Frederick William III of Prussia are not so likely to be radically
overhauled.la Given the difficulty of interpreting Schleiermacher's
writing, and of assessing his significance in European thought, it is likely
that opinions on his contribution will be more varied than those con-
cerning the place of Frederick William III in Prussian history. This is no

T2Method tgt-92.
l3Method 192; A. C. Danto, The Analytiul Philosophy o/ History (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1965), chapter 8.
l4Mahod 191,.
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less the case with estimations of the historical significance of large scale

historical trends and decisive events. Historians of later generations may

give explanations and accounts of the changes Gorbachev brought about

in Russia, of the disparity in wealth between first and third worlds, and of

the Gulf War, that are different from those current today. But it is unlikely

that they will judge such events and phenomena to have been of no

historical significance at all in understanding twentieth-century history.

This, of course, does not preclude the possibility of a new weighting being

given to the importance of this or that factor operative in the past. This is

very much at issue between the various 'schools' of historical writing: how

important were the political machinations of monarchs as opposed to

demographic or economic factors in shaping the course of the history of

some region in some period? But these different approaches need not be

irreconcilable. So, in his work Europe in Crisis: L598-1648, Geoffrey Parker

gives cautious support to Le Roy Ladurie's thesis of a mini ice-age as

being an important factor in early seventh-century Europe (it altered the

growing season and diminished crop production). Flowever, this does not

lead Parker to underestimate the influence which religious disputes in

England or the Thirty Years War on the Continent had on the develop-

ment of seventeenth-century Europe.15

Lonergan uses the term 'perspectivism' to designate a class of condi-

tions and limitations on historical knowledge which have to do with what

he terms 'the finitude of the historian,' or the limitations peculiar to the

historian's craft. The term 'perspectivism' has often been used as a

synonym for relativism or subjectivism when applied to historical inquiry.

This is certainly not Lonergan's use of the term. His view is that, with all

the conditions and limitations taken into consideration, still objective

judgments in history are not only possible, but in all prot.ability occur

very often. His stance is similar to that taken by Carl Becker. Becker's early

work no doubt tended towards subjectivism and relativisrn. However,

later in his career, when responding to comments made by Maurice

Mandelbaum, Becker insisted that, with all the limitations upon and

rrG. Parker, Europe in Crisb: 
'1598-1648 (Brighton: Harvester Press and Fontana, 1980).
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conditions of historical inquiry, that inquiry was, nevertheless, increasing
our knowledge of the past.l5

While perspectivism concerns the limitations on historical inquiry
which result in differing but not irreconcilable histories, there are ,gross

differences' between classes of historians which are irreconcilable on the
level of historical research itself. Since these differences pertain to the
presence or absence of intellectual, moral, and religious conversion as
constitutive of the interpretative horizon of the historian they are not
revisable on the basis of historical evidence. They are, therefore, to be
identified and, if possible, resolved on the level of the hermeneutic special-
ization of Dialectic. It appears to me that Lonergan's distinction between
two jnterrelated specializations of History and Dialectic is crucial when
one comes to tackle the vexed issues concerning value-judgments in
history. This differentiation of two distinct yet interrelated tasks does
justice both to the concern of those who, like Isaiah Berlin, insist that
historians contribute to our moral education, and those like Herbert
Butterfield who argued, against Berliry that value-judgment is not intrinsic
to the work of the historian.lT

Clearly, if one believes, as Lonergan does, that one can reach some
definite conclusions on epistemological, metaphysical, and ethical ques-
tions then it is reasonable to hold that one can offer a critique of historical
judgments conditioned by such factors. Ernest Nagel recognized some of
the problems for historical objectivity that have to do with disparate
perspectives and suggested that

students operating within different social perspectives can obtain
objectivity in a "roundabout fashion" by construing their inevitable

16C. W. Smith, Carl Becker: On History and the Climate of OVinion (Cornell University
Press, 1955) 97.

17see Isaiah Berlin, Hislorrcal Innitabitity (London: oxford University press, 1955);
Herbert Butterfield, Man on Hb Past (London: cambridge University press, 1955).
Lonergan feels that writers on hermeneutics like H. G. Gadamer and E. Betti attempt to
treat too many questions in a global and compact fashion (Method 153), and his solution is
the differentiation of distinct but interrelated hermeneutical tasks. One may also note a
sensitivity to larger hermeneutical issues in analytical work on history. so a theme
highlighted in Michael stanford's work is the way our understanding of history
conditions our present understanding of ourselves; see his The Nature ilnistoricit
Knowleilge (Oxford: Blackwell, 1986).
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differences in the light of the differences in the structure of their
perspectives.l8

Nagel's observation is important and helpful if one is considering prob-

lems which arise from differing perspectives, in Lonergan's sense of the

term 'perspective'; that is, histories emerging from diverse but not incom-

patible viewpoints. However, it appears that Nagel is not sensitive to the

distinct issue of incompatible interpretative horizons that have to do with

the differing and opposed Weltanshauungen within which historians live

their lives. Thus, while the task of identifying the roots of such incompati-

ble differences is in itself a difficult operation, it is still the necessary but

not sufficient condition for achieving the hermeneutic of suspicion and

recovery required on the level of Dialectic.

2. The criterion of selection

This division of tasks implies, then, that Lonergan has a particular

approach to the question of value-judgments and the way they play a part

in historical understanding. As regards value-judgments in history Loner-

gan's view is that one should distinguish three separate issues: (a) The

historian, just as the scientist, does what he does for a reason: he goes into

history because he thinks it worthwhile to do so; a value-judgment is

involved. (b) The historian's matter includes the value-judgments of

others. History involves the description of human choices as an important

part of its account of why things happened. We meet here further philo-

sophical issues. Some would hold that if value-judgments are epiphenom-

enal then historical judgments concerning them cannot be objective.

Naturally, on Lonergan's view such mental acts really occur. (c) It would

be totally counterproductive to request that the historian assiduously

avoid any 'value-laden' Ianguage in what he writes. However, that being

said, it must be recognized, on Lonergan's view, that value-judgments are

not the objective of historical investigation. Thus, while it would be

counterproductive to ask historians to remove all value-judgments from

their work, it can be recognized that the value issues which come up in

18 E. Nagel, "The Logic of Historical Analysis," in H. Meyendorf f, 'fhe Philosophy ol
History in Our Time (New York: Ann Arbor. 1959) 213.
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that work may be questioned by philosophers without these latter making
a category mistake in treating historical issues as philosophical ones.le

A number of analytical philosophers have had problems with the
idea that value-judgments are not intrinsic to the task performed by the
historian. As indicated above, I think some of these problems are solved if
we adopt Lonergan's view of the distinct but interrelated hermeneutic
specializations of History and Dialectic. But other questions remain. A. C.
Danto and William Dray argue that ultimately the historian's criterion of
significant selection has to do with value.judgments. They argue that in
the course of an historical inquiry the criterion of significant selection
employed by the historian has to do with what best explains event X in
terms of previous events. But one's selection of which historical trend or
sequence to investigate will depend on a value-judgment.20 In this regard
Dray agrees with a point made by Walsh, in some of his more recent work,
that a value.judgment has been involved in the shift of interest away from
history of the ruling classes to an investigation of the history of ordinary
folk.2l I think Danto and Dray overlook distinctions which Lonergan's
work highlights and considerable confusion results.

In F. R. Atkinson's work, on the other hand, one firrds nuanced
distinctions similar to some of those made by Lonergan. Atkinson makes a
distinction between factors which are external and those which are
internal to a cognitive discipline, both of which may play a role in struc-
turing study.22 Such a distinction is important in the present context.
While it is true that shifts in the cultural, ethical milieu of the historian will
structure his selective choices in a profound way, I suggest that Loner-
gan's position leads one to see this as an external, not an internal factor in
investigative structuring. His very selections will be evaluated by the
community of historians in the light of the criterion operative within, and
internal to, historical inquiry: the understanding of what was going

T9Method 232-233.
20Danto, The Anatytical Philosophy of Hbtory 111; Dray, On History anl Philosophas of

History9l.
27Dr ay, Qn History anil Philosophas of History 78.
22F. R. Atkinson, Knowleilge anil Erplanation in History, (Ithaca: Cornell University

Press, 1978) 193.
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forward in the past. Some of the important implications of this identifica-

tion of the heuristic of historical inquiry will concern us below. However,

its bearing upon the issue of value'judgments can be brought out in the

following manner. One can say that 'historical wonder' has to do with the

basic question why things in the human world are as they are, just as
'scientific wonder' has to do with the question why things in the physical

universe are as they are. As one's historical wonder leads one into critical

history one attempts to understand what was going forward in the past

such that, eventually, things arrived at their Present state. No doubt one's

moral, aesthetic, and religious interests can lead one into a study of the

past and structure one's approaches in that study. But as far as the special-

ization History is concerned one's contributions will be evaluated in terms

of how well they help us understand what was going forward in the past;

such is the basic criterion of significant selection in history.

One may be attracted into mathematics or physics because of the

aesthetic beauty of the theorems and theories involved, but this does not

mean that one's criterion of what is of explanatory importance or signifi-

cance within these disciplines will depend on aesthetic considerations; as

Popper observes, 'importance' may imply moral or aesthetic importance,

or it may imply explanatory importance. Similarly in history, one may be

stimulated to go into the history of women because of the moral climate of

opinion in which there is prevalent the view that marginalized groups

have been neglected in the past. However, professional historians, such as

Olwen Hufton, who investigate the role of women in eighteenth-century

European society continue to do so because they find that, indeed, social

trends among women were important and influential factors in which was

going forward in society in that period.23 A historian who, say, devoted

his life to tracing the history of his family because he considered its

members to be just as morally valuable as the next group of people, would

not be considered by his professional colleagues to be pursuing history,

unless this history of a family were a real contribution to our knowledge

of some general trend during a certain period, or the history of a family

that was in some way influential. The research programs suggested to the

23see Ol*".r Hufton, Women anil the Limits ot' Citizenship in the French Reoolution
(Toronto: Universitv of Toronto Press, 1992).
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historical community by the contemporary climate of opinion can be
considered as ideal types. Such ideal types are assessed by the historical
community, not in terms of their moral attractiveness, but in terms of the
contribution they make to the descriptive and explanatory account of what
was going forward in the human past.24

Under the rubric of perspectivism one may indude the various forms
of bias to which human beings and groups are prone. It is tr,re, of course,
that individual and group bias can affect and infect the work of the scien-
tist, and the general bias of common sense can put pressure on the direc-
tion scientific research takes. One can think, not only of the more
egregious examples of such bias operative in Nazi Germany and else-
where, but of recent studies of cases in which personal ambition has been
at work even within the citadels of the scientific establishment. However,
given the structure and language within which scientific work occurs and
its results are manifested, it is difficult, in the long run, to hide tamperings
with the evidence. This is not the case with history. The absence of a tech-
nical language means that the role of value-judgments in structuring
results is not so evident. Further, the fact that historians, like social
scientists but unlike physicists, may be involved in investigating the
origins and development of the social group to which they belong exposes
them to the danger of group bias. Examples of "Whiggish' histories written
by the winners are all too familiar, and Michel Foucault's wo;k has helped
to make us sensitive to such phenomena.

3. Ordinary language

An important conditioning factor which Lonergan includes in his analysis
of perspectivism has to do with the fact that the historian, unlike the

24Dtay also appears to hold that in accounting for a development in terms of the
relative freedom, or lack of freedom of agents in the past, the historian's work becomes
bound up with 'subiective' value-judgments (see the essay "Value-fudgement and
Historical Causes," in Dray, On History and Philosophia of History.) On Lonergan's view
the confusion here would result from failing to distinguish between the historian's
iudgments of fact about the values and freedom for action that conditioned an agent's
acting, on the one hand, and any valuejudgments the historian may make on the agent's
action, on the other. Dray's paper is also a good example of the way a rather
impoverished view of causality, restricted to efficient causality, can play havoc in the
attempt to make sense of historical explanation.
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mathematician, logician, or scientist, does not work with a technical

language. fohn Passmore and R. F. Atkinson also draw attention to the

importance of this factor.2s For Lonergan, Passmore, and Atkinson it is

significant that history, normally and for the most part, is written in

ordinary language. Of course the contemporary historian may use analy-

ses and terms drawn from the social sciences, and may become acquainted

with the techniques of archaeology, statistical analysis, or some other

science, in the process of his investigations. Passmore suggests that

because historians work in the medium of ordinary language there may

arise a certain ambiguity regarding what an historian is really 'bringing to

the test,' in proposing some theory. He writes:

it is characteristic of science that it uses expressions we can bring to
"the test", i.e. allowing that there is always the risk of misunder-
standing, we can be given explanations which will enable us to see
how to crit icize statements the scientist makes. History could
certainly not be conducted objectively if its statements were not
criticizable. ... It will, I should say, be a sign of a good historian, that
he avoids ex parte assertions like "Lincoln was a great man", unless
this is meant as a summary way of referring to a number of charac-
teristics to which he has drawn attention; or that he makes clear to us
how, if at all, "paying rent" differs from what we now understand by
that same expression. So far as we can safely talk about degrees of
open texture, I think we should have to admit that historical state-
ments are "more open" than chemical statements; but this does not
entitle us to dismiss them dS "subjective".25

As Lonergan points out, the process of verification in history usually

takes the form of the historian or historian's colleagues retracing the steps

of his initial investigation. If the initial expression in which that investiga-

tion was cast appears ambiguous to fellow historians, then the task of

corroboration will be affected. For Lonergan the issue has to do with a

technical distinction he makes in his account of cognition between insight,

on the one hand, and conceptual formulation, on the other. In modern

mathematics, formal logic, and science the attempt is made, through the

25Passmore, "The Objectivity of History" 150; F. R. Atkinson, Knowledge and
Explanatbn in History (Ithaca: Comell University Press, 1978) 193.

25Passmo.e, 'The Objectivity of History" 150.
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use of a technical language, to control the meanings expressed, to formu-
late explicitly the underlying insights, so that when such meanings are
trought to the tesy the results are not so ambiguous as they otherwise
might be. This is not the case with the meanings expressed in ordinary
language, nor, therefore, is it the case with history. It is true that the
historian must be gradually initiated into the current procedures and
methods prevalent in the professional community, but no attempt is made
systematically to express the accumulated insights and attitudes the
historian has prior to and after his professional initiation, in some com-
monly understood technical language.

We have noted above R. F. Atkinson's distinction between the
external and internal influences operative in the case of the sciences and
history. Atkinson observes the way these factors operate differently in
history and science, given the absence of a technical language in the
former and its presence in the latter. He writes that the sciences,

as they progress in the development of laws and theories, acquire a
structure, by reference to which a sharper distinction can be made
between external and internal influences than is possible in history,
which is innocent of systematic aspiration. ... Physics has to be learnt
in a certain order, whereas history can be entered at any point, and
the starting point cannot but have an influence on the perspective
within which a student works. Individual preferences, external
values, may thus structure study. In physics on the other hand,
external influences which bring people to the subject remain
external.2T

h a similar vein Lonergan argues that because of their differences in
starting points and perspectives historians will show variety in their
differing accounts. Some may take for granted what others labor to prove,
and when individual historians succeed, if possible, in surmounting such
factors as personal bias this will affect their work in ways which will be
peculiar to the development of the individual concerned. Lonergan writes
that

the historian selects. The process of selecting has its main element in
a common sense, spontaneous development of understanding...In

2TAtkinson, Knowledge and Explanation in History 193.
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turn this process is conditioned by the whole earlier process that can
be objectified in its results but not in its actual occurrence. In turn,
this process is conditioned by the whole earlier process of the his-
torian's development and attainments; and this development is not
an object of complete information and complete explanation. In brief,
the process of selection is not subject to objectified controls either in
itself or in its initial conditions.

... we can expect processes of selection and their initial coirditions to
be variables. For historians are historical beings, immersed in the
ongoing process in which situations change and meanings shift and
different individuals respond each in his own way.28

The result of these factors, which condition the work of the individual his-

torian and which the community of historians does not labor to make

explicit and systematic, is that

the historical process itself and, within it, the personal development
of the historian give rise to a series of different standpoints. The
different standpoints give rise to different selective processes. The
different selective processes give rise to different histories that are
1) not contradictory, 2) not complete information and not complete
explanation, but 3) incomplete and approximate portrayals of an
enormously complex reality.zr

An example of what Lonergan, Passmore, and Atkinson have in

mind here may, I think, be found in the case of the debate between A. I. P.

Taylor and his critics over the origins of the Second World War. This

debate has been subjected to careful analysis by William Dray, and some

of the ways in which Dray depicts the participants in this debate 'talking

past' each other are good illustrations of how ambiguous expression can

lead to confusion when historians are trying to bring issues 'to the test.'30

A. I. P. Taylor was, of course, celebrated in his lifetime for his

capacity to infuriate his professional colleagues and thereby endear him-

self to the non-academic public. His style is often rhetorical and provoca-

tive. However, this does not imply that he is frivolous in his revisionist

account of the origins of the Second World War. In his work Taylor was

2SMethod 218.
29Method 218-rg .
3oDray, Perspectiues in Hbtory (London: Routledge and Keegan Paul, 1980), chapter 4.
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understood to be arguing for a view which seemed to go against the

orthodox position that pretty much laid the blame for the beginning of the

war at the feet of one man, Adolf Hitler. Of course, any sophisticated

account of the origins of the war had to include the various factors to do

with the rise of Fascism and Nazism, and the movement towards war as

this developed through the 1930s. But Taylor appeared to argue that
(a) other people, Chamberlain, Beck, and Daladier, for instance, were more

to blame for the outbreak of the war than Hitler was; and (b) that we can-

not say that Hitler intended to start a war for world conquest. Critics such

as Hugh Trevor-Roper and Allan Bullock, to name but two of many,

attacked these controversial theses.

What is interesting to observe, for our PurPoses, is the way in which

Dray attempts to sort out what some of the particiPants in the debate did

or did not mean by the terms and expressions used in their arguments;

such meanings, he points out, often aPPear oPaque at crucial moments in

the debate. Some of the problems which emerge concern what might be

meant by 'someone's intention to do something.' Of course it would be

comical to imagine Hitler declaring war in 1939 with the intention that it

should run in accord with a textbook of the 1990s, ending with his defeat

and death in 1945. But short of this extreme, what is one to say Hitler

intended? Did he intend a localized European conflict to settle the issue

with Poland, or did he have more far-reaching intentions in mind? At

what stage did these further intentions come to the 'forefront of his mind'?

Now these are indeed interesting questions for the historians, but Dray

finds that the participants involved in the debate vary in their ability to

articulate what they mean or do not mean by 'Hitler's intentions.' Further,

ambiguity hovers around the use of such expressions as 'to blame'

employed in the debate. As Dray says, Taylor often writes as if Hitler were

a determinate non-responsible force, which other European politicians

were to blame for not preventing or stoPPing. Does Taylor really mean

this or does he not? With regard to this part of the debate, then, there is the

further confusion evident in the use of the term tlame': does one imply by

it that Hitler was morally responsible for the war, or simply that he was

the main cause, as in the expression 'the weather is to blame for my being

late'? Dray shows, convincingly , I feel, the way such ambiguity regarding

terms and meanings can dog the process of verifying a particular historical
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account. From the viewpoint of Lonergan's philosophy, Dray's
'interrogation' of the participants is a nice example of that frustrating, and
usually frustrated, Socratic endeavor to pin down insights in clear,
conceptual formulation.

However, that such problems of ambiguous expression do not prove
an insuperable barrier to the achievement of objective historical judgments
is witnessed to by Dray's own efforts to make explicit insights and
assumptions operative in the debate. With some good will and effort it
may be possible to make thematic the previously unthematized insights
that are present in the argument of an historian.

DATA AND FACTS

The pervasive influence of empiricist and naive realist models of knowing

in the analytical tradition has, naturally, caused considerable confusion in

discussions of historical facts, and the relation between data and facts.

This is the case despite the fact that rnany philosophers writing on history

within the analytic tradition have been critical of crude empiricism and

positivism, and have tried to disassociate their own accounts from at least

the cruder versions of such positions. B. C. Hurst, in an article which, I

think, very much complements Lonergan's approach to the relation

between data and facts, makes the ironic observation that the Metahistori-

ans, for all their 'subjectivism,' work with the same model of 'atomic' or
'discrete' facts as do their empiricist opponents.3l Thus, Louis Mink insists

that basic, atomic facts are what constitute the objective 'chronicle' of
events/ but the historian inserts these 'objective ingredients' into the

subjective soup of his narrative.32 On the other hand, from the perspective

of a philosophy still avowedly empiricist, Behan McCullagh argues that
the basic facts about the past can be known to be true or false, but that

318. C. Hurst, "The Myth of the Evidence," History and Theory 20 (1981 )277-2900, at
277.

32louis Mink, "Narrative Form as a Cognitive instrument," in Can.rry and Koziki,
The Writing of Hbtory 1.32.
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historical narratives can be said to be neither true nor false, but only more

or less 'adequate.'33

A way of introducing Lonergan's approach to data and facts in

historical knowing is to turn to what he has to say on the relationship

between history and the prior functional specialization of Interpretation.

Lonergan writes:

In a previous section on Interpretation we spoke of understanding
the author, but there the ulterior aim was to understand what he
meant. In history we also seek to understand the authors of sources,
but now the ulterior aim is to understand what they were up to and
how they did it. It is this understanding that grounds the critical use
of sources, the fine discrimination that distinguishes an author's
strengths and weaknesses and uses him accordingly. Once this is
achieved, one is able to shift one's attention to one's main objective,
namely, to understanding the process referred to in one's sources.34

We may note that Lonergan identifies here two types of inquiry the

historian is engaged in: the inquiry concerning the reliability of his sources
and the inquiry which uses those interpreted sources in th.e attempt to

understand what was going forward in the past. For Lonergan a fact is

that which is known in a judgment as to what is the case. Data are what

play a part as evidence for the judgment made; and in general data may be

described as anything which has the potential of becoming evidence for a
judgment of fact. The claim that there is an object lying in a field is a
judgment of fact, supported by the evidence provided by the experience of

the situation. Similarly the claim that this object is an artifact of possible

relevance to the historian is a judgment of fact. However, we may say that

the facts the historian feels he has established during his research into

sources play the role of data in the further inquiry as to what was going

forward in the past; they are potential or actual pieces of evidence for

these historical judgments.

33Behan McCullagh, lustifying Historical Destiptions (Cambridge: Cambridge
University press, 1984) 1-14. A similar view is taken by A. Kuzminski in his attack on the
'subjectivism' of the metahistorians; see his, "Defending Realism," Hbtory and Theory l8
(7979' 31649 .

3{Method t8g.
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It is important to understand the generality of this distinction. Not
only are artifacts from the ardraeological dig, or the results of manuscript
research and interpretation such data for the further level of historical
inquiry, but all human historical experience is potentially such data. What
is meant here is something which has been said in various ways by writers
on history: historical experience is not the same as the explanatory
knowledge sought by the historian. So a soldier has experience of a battle,
and his memories of the battle constitute evidence for the further historical
inquiry into the nature and significance of the battle as a whole. But his
own experience and knowledge of his particular situation is not such
historical knowledge. This is, of course, the thrust of Collingwood's obser-
vation about the way modern history critically uses its sources. The
evidence provided by soldiers' letters home may support a historical
thesis regarding conditions in an army which led to mutiny, or general
political, social or religious attitudes of the day, but it may not have been
the intention of the letter writers at the time to convey that information. It
is interesting to observe, in this regard, that Karl Popper appears to have
ignored this important aspect of critical history in his comments on the
way history fails to reach the objectivity of science. Popper believes that,
since all the data the historian has are already primed by human interpre-
tation, the historian is never in the position, which the scientist hopes to
find himself in, of being able to 'falsify' a theory on the basis of fresh
evidence.3s For in science such fresh evidence, data, is not already primed
by human interpretation. But as B. T. Wilkins points out, this objection
fails precisely in its oversight of the way the historian critically interro-
gates his sources/ using them as data to support interpretations or theories
which may not reflect the direct concerns of the persons who have left us
these data on their historical experiences.%

3sPopper, The Open Society and lts Enemia (London: Routledge and Keegan Paul,
1945) 266.

358. T. Wilkins , Has History Any Meaning? A Critique ot' Poppu 's Philosophy of Hbtory
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1978). Wilkins notes some rather disconcerting
inconsistencies in what Popper has to say on historical objectivity. There are passages in
The Opn Society anil lts Enemis in which Popper states that one historical theory is just as
good as another; there is no way to arrive at critical judgment. There are other passages
which suggest criteria for such critical judgement, whether, for exampte, the theory is
supported by the records. But then a further problem arises. For, as Wilkins argues,
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Historical txperience' is naturally the womb from which critical

history is born. As Lonergan observes, history grows out of history, for

one already inherits the historical structuring which one's community
gives to its pasg a structuring which selects what is of historical signifi

cance. Lonergan writes:

What starts the process is the question for historical intelligence.
With regard to some defined situation in the Past one wants to
understand what was going forward. Clearly, any such question
presupposes some historical knowledge. Without it, one would not
know of the situation in question, nor would one know what was
meant by "going forward." History, then, grows out of history.3T

As one moves out of this original matrix into critical history, one may

revise, refine, correct, or reject the received view. The circuit of correction,
refinement, and revision that is thus initiated also means that there is a

two'way relation between the historical inquiry as to the understanding of

sources and the inquiry which utilizes the sources as evidence for its
judgments as to the facts of what was going forward; one's general histori-

cal view may lead one to reevaluate the nature or trustworthiness of the

sources. This process has been described in exemplary fashion by B. C.
Hurst in his article 'The Myth of the Evidence."38 Hurst, using notions
from Lakatos's work on research programs, outlines the reciprocal inter-

play between interpretation of data and the use of that data to support

theories evoked in historical description and explanation So, a letter

which appears to be by Napoleon, written from Rome in 1800, is, despite

some evidence in its favor, judged not to be authentic because our general

picture of Napoleon's movements is inconsistent with his being in the city
at that date. However, if opinions start to shift on the general picture of
Napoleon's movements, the estimation of the authenticity of the letter

may change, and then it would become a piece of evidence supportive of
an alteration in the general theory.

Poppe/s view is that the better theory, the more falsifiable theory, is the one that will go
far beyond the support offered by the records! And in light of this Popper recommends
his own daring interpretation of Plato (Wilkins, Has Hrstory any Muning 75, f36, 92-9!.

37 Method 1,Bz .
38Hbtory and Theory 2o,( 7981) 277-90.
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The self-correcting process of learning in the case of historical

inquiry, then, involves a complex interplay between judgments about the
significance of data and judgments regarding historical fact invoking such
evaluated data. There is an interplay between lines of inquiry as data are
promoted from potential, formal, and actual evidence on the level of
Research, then on the level of Interpretation, and then on the level of
History; such promotion occurring in accord with the questions appro-
priate to each level. Lonergan observes the way the to-and-fro movement

between datum and question manifests the ecstatic nature of historical
inquiry. The image of the historian foisting some aprioristic categories on
the mute data is just not an adequate reflection of the canons of responsi-
ble historical inquiry with which the community of historians work. As
Lonergan expresses it,

if one is on the right track long enough, there occurs a shift in the
manner of one's questioning for, more and more, the further
questions come from the data rather than from images based on
surmises. One still has to do the questioning. One still has to be alert.
But one has moved out of the assumptions and perspectives one had
prior to one's investigation. One has attained sufficient insight into
the object of one's inquiry to grasp something of the assumptions
and perspectives proper to that object.3e

The historian E. H. Carr also draws attention to something of this
'dialogue' between the historian and the data. He writes:

As any working historian knows, if he stops to reflect on what he is
doing as he thinks and writes, the historian is engaged on a continu-
ous process of molding his facts to his interpretation and his interpre-
tation to his facts. It impossible to assign primacy to one over the
other.

The historian starts with a provisional selection of facts, and a
provisional interpretation in light of which that selection has been
made - by others as well as himself. As he works, both the interpre-
tation and the selection and ordering of facts undergo subtle and
perhaps partly unconscious changes, through the reciprocal action of
one on the other. And this reciprocal action also involves reciprocity

39Method l1z .
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between present and past, since the historian is part of the present
and the facts belong to the past.4o

One point to note in what Carr says is the way the historian begins
his inquiry with an inherited interpretation and selection of historical
facts. This is equivalent to Lonergan's point about history growing out of
history, and it is one that is important when one comes to evaluate the
rather static contrast which writers like Hayden White and Louis Mink

make between 'chronicle' and historical narrative. For v,'riters in the
Metahistory group, the real, 'hard' facts of history are what constitute
'chronicle,' whereas the narrative of the historian is a subjective ordering,
emplofrnent, or prefiguration of these facts according to tacitly assumed
evaluative and/or aesthetic criteria.4l

I noted above that the epistemological assumptions with which the
metahistorians appear to operate are heavily indebted to naive realism
and empiricism. There are problems of a general philosophical nature,
then, with the views of writers on historical inquiry such as Hayden
White. For instance, White's relativism and subjectivism become involved

in counterpositional incoherence. Both Kenneth Melchin and A. Kuz-
minski have noted the self-defeating nature of White's denial of the objec-
tivity of historical inquiry which itself takes place within the context of his

study of the work of nineteenth-century historians; clearly, he intends his

own historical judgments concerning these historians as objective claims.42
Paul Ricoeur has observed that White's remarks on the fictional aspects of
history and the factual aspects of fiction appear promising as avenues of
hermeneutical inquiry. Flowever, Ricoeur also notes that, since White fails
to provide criteria to decide between fiction and fact in historical writing
and indeed suggests that the distinction is problematic, his invitation to

tl0E. H. Carr, Whnt b History? (London: Pelican Books, 1951) 29-30. Although some of
the expressions Carr employs here might, from the viewpoint of Lonergan's position,
require modification, I think that, in general, this striking piece of introspection' on the
part of an eminent practitioner of history is an eloquent confirmation of many of the
points Lonergan brings out; particularly if one substitutes the notion of non-formulated
insight for what Carr refers to as 'unconscious' process.

41what is meant by 'chronicle' here is illustrated by an example White provides for
us: the First World War (White, Tropics of Dbcourse 108-113).

42Melchin, History, Ethics and Emergent Probabitity 77G77; Ku,zminski, "Defending
Realism" 324-25.
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reflect on the interconnections between fact and fiction is rather hollow.a3

One may note, further, the inconsistency involved in White's critique of A.

|. P. Taylor's views on the history of inter-war Germany. White claims to

separate Taylor's ethical and aesthetic prefigurations from the real facts,

the 'chronicle' of events in this period of German history.aa But one is left
wondering how White accounts for the transcendental access to such
historical facts he allows for himself but denies to Taylor.

One can, then, offer a critique of some of the views put forward by

the metahistorians on the basis of general philosophical positions. But if

one turns to the image of the practice of historians which such views

suggest, one can detect further problems. The contrast drawn between
chronicle, on the one hand, and historical narrative, on the other, ignores

the point Lonergan makes that history grows out of history. Naturally,
such constructs as 'the First World War' are already constructs of histori-

cal intelligence. They are already selections of facts made on the basis of
an evaluation of what is of explanatory significance in a narrative of what
was going forward. That such accounts itemize such events as the assassi-
nation at Sarajevo, the Battles of Mons, Ypres, Caporetto, and so on, rather

than the way people tied their shoelaces in Colombia on 4 August 1974, is

due to the selections made by historical intelligence. The reporting of
current events in the media always presupposes such an ordering; if one
suffers amnesia one will make no sense of headlines that go on about a
man called Bill Clinton. The historian, and the community of historians,

begin with such received interpretations as they enter upon the task of the
critical evaluation of these explanatory structures.

Naturally, an empiricist attitude to fact would lead one to make a
contrast between 'fact,' on the one hand, and the knitting together of fact
in narrative, on the other. So Louis Mink informs us that 'chronicle' is
characterized by simple parataxis, the items are linked by a repetition of
'and.'45 But the sort of narrative we find in medieval chronicle. for

43Paul Ricoeur, The Reality of the Historical Past (Milwaukee: Marquette University
Press,1984) 5G51.

44white, Tropics 108-:'3.
45Mink, "Narrative Form as a Cognitive instrument," in Koziki and Canary, T/re

Writing of Hbtory 132.
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example, is a matter of the selections made by historical intelligence.
Indeed, it is very difficult to find examples of such pure 'chronicle' in
human discourse. Even shopping lists and washing bills are lists of things
selected in a purposeful way. If one tells a story to a two-year old it will
not be an instance of such purposeless itemization. One may say, 'and

then we went to the store, and then we went to the park,' but there is an
implicit reference to factors already understood by the child: 'we like
going to the park,' 'we need to get food from the store.' fust a listing of
unrelated items would either bore the child or would, perhaps, be taken as
some kind of naming game.

I think that historians would take it as odd if they were told to refrain
from calling their partial or more large-scale explanatory or descriptive
accounts ' f.acts,' and that they should rather refer to them as 'more or less'
adequate hypotheses covering the 'hard facts' of history. The resemblance
between such a position and that of the sixteenth-century sages who
insisted that Copernicus's theory could only be regarded as, at best, a
'useful fiction' is no mere appearance. Practicing historians make claims
such as 'it is a fact that rural riots increased in eighteenth-century southern
England as a result of increased grain demand from London,' or 'it is a fact
that Italian unification was not the result of a popular movement so much
as the political alliance between Lombardese industrialists and the House
of Savoy.' And I think it would appear to them totally artificial to suggest
that these claims should not be regarded as factual. No doubt, they would
admit that such opinions are not absolute certainties but are probable
judgments as to what is so. But that simply puts them in the same class as
most of our other judgments in which we claim to know the facts.6

45Against the Metahistorians Dray also urges that the search for 'bare historical facts'
is chimerical. However, he does admit that there may be cases of 'discrete' historical facts
such as 'George Washington was born in 1732' (Dray, On History anil Philosophers of
History 59). But the contrast he suggests here between 'discrete' and 'non-discrete'

Nstorical facts is, I think, a confusion. Again, the selection of the birth of this pa.rticular
American colonist, rather than that of his fellows, is due to the historical significance
aftributed to this person.
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METAHISTORY

In the introduction to this article I observed that Lonergan's examination

of critical history in chapters 8 and 9 of Method in Theology demonstrates a

dependence his work on the philosophy of history adumbrated rn Insight

and other earlier writings. In Method Lonergan observes that the historian

may have recourse to 'philosophies of history' to be employed as ideal

types in his investigation. Such ideal types, however, will be handled with

caution, and will be evaluated according to the canons of critical history,

not in terms of their claims to explain ih an a priori manner. Lonergan also

allows the possibility that the historian's work can be illuminated by

correct philosophical positions.4T And, further, the contributions of a

correct philosophy are to be effective at the level of Dialectic, where the

work of historians is to be critically evaluated in terms of the presence or

absence of intellectual, moral, and religious conversion. Flowever, I want

to suggest here that there is an interconnection between Lonergan's work

on philosophy of history and critical history that is intrinsic to the treat-

ment of critical history, or the 'epistemology' of history in chapters 8 and 9

of Method. What I have in mind here is the way the prior work on the

philosophy of history enters into the formulation of the heuristic of histor-

ical inquiry: the understanding of what was going forward in the human

past. I also noted above, the way in which this heuriStic, proposed by

Lonergan as descriptive of the practice of historians, can also manifest its

prescriptive force. To that point I shall return in what follows.

On Lonergan's view, the practice of history is neither doing social

science nor is it writing biography for its own sake. He makes clear what

he means by the phrase 'what was going forward' when he describes the

move from writing simple biography to writing history.

While in biography the 'times' are a subordinate clarification of the
'life' in history this perspective is reversed. Attention is centered on
the common field that, in part, is explored in each of the biographies
that are or might be written. StiU this common field is not just an area
in which biographies might overlap. There is social and cultural
process. It is not just a sum of individual words or deeds. There
exists a developing and/or deteriorating unity constituted by

47 M"thod 228-29 .
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cooperations, by institutions, by personal relations. ... Within such
processes we live out our lives. About them each one of us ordinarily
is content to learn enough to attend to his own affairs and perform
his public duties. To seek a view of the actual functioning of the
whole or a notable part over a significant period of time is the task of
the historian.€

In the 1980 essay "Reality, Myth, Symbol," Lonergan used the
expression 'historical process' when describing what his philosophy of
history sought to understand. Such usage serves to draw our attention to
the connection between his references to 'social and cultural process' in
the chapters on history in Method, and the work on human history in
lnsight. In the earlier book we find passages that'clearly complement and
expand the remarks on historical process we have quoted from Method.
For example, Lonergan writes:

As in the fields of physics, chemistry and biology, so in the field of
human events and relationships there are cladical and statistical
laws that combine concretely in cumulating sets of schemes of recur-
rences. For the advent of man does not abrogate the rule of emergent
probability. Human actions are recurrenq their recurrence is regular;
and the regularity is the functioning of a scheme, of a patterned set of
relations... Inventions outlive their inventors and the memorv of their
origin. Capital is capital because its utility lies not in itself but in the
acceleration it imparts to the stream of useful things. The political
machinery of agreement and decision is the permanent yet self-
adapting source of an indefinite series of agreements and decisions.ag

The position on emergent probability in human affairs also provides the
explanatory background to the position Lonergan takes in I Iethod on the
difference between history and social science. He writes:

To their study [i.e. that of the social sciences] the historian leaves all
that is the repetition of routine in human speech and action and all
that is universal in the genesis, development, breakdown of
routines.5o

4SMethod rB4.
49 Insipht 209 = CWL 3:234-235.
SoMethod t8o.
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The prior philosophical position on the philosophy of history is, then,

very much operative in the identification of the heuristic of historical

inquiry as the understanding of 'what is going forward,' which we find in

Method. My own experience of attempting to explain and defend Loner-

gan's notion of 'what was going forward' led me to see the importance of

underlining the link between the position in Method and the earlier work

Insight. In discussing Lonergan's heuristic of historical inquiry with both a

philosopher and an historian unfamiliar with his work, I found that one

needed to situate the heuristic notion within the context of emergent

probability in order to avoid any impression of Whiggish,' liberal, moral

progress such as that phrase could be taken to imply.sl

What, then, of the prescriptive force of the identification of the

heuristic of historical inquiry as understanding 'what was going forward'?

The basic strategy Lonergan employs in philosophy is the raising and

answering of the three questions: What am I doing when I am knowing?

Why is doing that knowing? What do I know when I do that? The answer-

ing of these questions results in a critically validated cognitional theory,

epistemology, and metaphysics. In order to investigate human under-

standing Lonergan analyzes the cognitive practices of sciettce, common

sense, and mathematics in the first part of lnsight. With regard to physical

science Lonergan follows Einstein's celebrated advice, to note not so much

what scientists say about what they do, but rather what they do. But, of

course, this descriptive task in Insight did not imply that Lonergan's

adumbration of basic positions was without revisionary or prescriptive

import. Although Lonergan saw physics as basically 'in orde/ as it is, he

nevertheless warned against the picture-thinking that scientists could go

in for when popularizing their results. What is the case with the cognitive

discipline of history? I would suggest that Lonergan's views on the

heuristic of historical inquiry, as the understanding of 'what was going

forward,' could appear more or less controversial depending on a histori-

an's commitments regarding the various styles of historiography which

are current. In general I do not think that the community of historians

suffer from the temptations to reductionism or representationalism which,

51The philosopher and historian were, respectively, Prof. Kai Nielsen and Dr.
Timothy Travers.
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according to Philip McShane, still beset those who work in botany or
zoology .s2 Such tendencies are manifest in our culture not only because of
the influence of 'scientism' and materialism since the seventeenth-century,
but because of the underlying polymorphism of human consciousness
which, in part, explains the rise of those cultural influences. Historians as a
community have not tended to go in for wholesale anthropological reduc-
tionism, even where, until recently, they worked in political regimes
committed to dialectical materialism. The tacit trumanism' of historical
studies has, rather, been something of a cultural counteractive to the
impulses of reductionism and materialism. Flowever, precisely because
physics has been the dominant paradigm of cognitive normativity in our
culture, practitioners of history have been affected by its magnetism. This
has probably not been so marked in the case of history as in the social
sciences, but it is in the years since the Second World War that we have
witnessed the rise of historiographic styles manifesting a desire to render
history more 'scientific.'53 Some have argued that such scientific
respectability could be achieved by assimilating history to the social
sciences. Lonergan's analysis of the heuristic operative within historical
inquiry can, I believe, make important contributions to these debates on
historiography.sn

The identification of the heuristic of historical inquiry which Loner-
gan provides might appear to be something which is quite obvious, even
trivial. But it is interesting to observe how difficult it is to hii on quite the
right formula here. Thus Collingwood describes the goal of the historian
when he writes: 'What kind of things does the historian find out? I answer
res gestae; actions of human beings that have been done in the past."55

s2Philip McShane, The Shaping of the Foundations: Being at Home in Transcenilental
Method (Washington, D.C.: University Press of America, 192), chapters 1 and 3.

53It is t^e that the 'scientific' style of Marxist historiography pre-dates the Second
World War, but it aPPears that it was in the after war years that professional historians in
the West began to take Marxist approaches seriously.

54A useful anthology of papers highlighting the interrelation between philosophical
inquiries into critical history and the debates among historians concerning
historiographic method is william Dray and David carr, eds., Ia Philosophic de I'Hbtoiie
Practique Historienne il ' Aujouril'hui (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1982).

55R. G. Collingwood,, The ldea of History (Oxford: Clarendon press, 1946) 9.
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This is, of course, all very well as a description of what historians do,

but it is not sufficiently precise. Neither Collingwood's emphasis on

history as the history of the 'inner action' of thought, nor Popper's desig-

nation of the historian's task as an understanding of the 'logic of an indi-

vidual's situation' takes us far enough. For we can observe that the

selection of , say, |ulius Caesar's thought and actions for attention is

conditioned by the prior assumption that this man played an important

role in 'what was going forward' during a particular period of history.

Again, one might suggest alternatives to Lonergan's heuristic designation.

Would not the phrase 'what was going on' in the past avoid any mis-

leading notion of 'moral progress' implied by the word 'forward'?56 But

one can see that such a phrase fails to capture an essential feature of the

selective process used by the historian. For the historian selects as signifi-

cant trends and events which had some imPortant causal role. What 'went

on' in the past includes every event that occurred; so that historical work,

with such a goal in view, would just be endless cataloguing of such items

as the way each blade of grass behaved on Bosworth field in 1485 while

the future Henry VII battled against Richard trI.

In an article assessing the various trends in historiography since the

Second World War, the distinguished historian Lawrence Stone identifies

three principle trends that have taken their place alongside Marxist

analysis and the older 'political' history: t}:.e Annals school, the Clio-

metricians, and mentalifd history.sz The Annals school, which arose in

France in the 1950s, championed analysis of large-scale environmental,

economic, and social factors; we have already noted in passing the work

done on the weather in history by Le Roy Ladurie, one of the prime

movers in the group. In North America the Cliometricians became influen-

tial. This group emphasized the importance of statistical analysis, using

computer techniques developed in the social sciences. Stone is not

convinced that the results of such statistical analysis have proved fruitful;

a vast amount of data has been assembled, but whether it is of much use to

56This altemative was suggested to me by Kai Nielsen.
57law.er,ce Stone, "The Revival of Narrative: Reflections on a New Old History,"

Past and Praent 85 0979) 3-24.
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historians is, Stone suggests, a moot point.58 A more recent trend in
historiography has ber-n mentalifl history. This style of investigation is
concerned with social and cultural attitudes manifest in groups in differ-
ent periods. Thus, P. Brown's The World of l^ate Antiquity employs a
pointillist style in showing aspects of the mentality of that world; G. Duby
provides an account of a single battle, Bovines, in order to bring out the
mentality of the nobility of feudal France; and C. Ginsburg explores the
attitudes to religion and reformation of a sixteenth-century Italian miller.
Stone's own work on attitudes to love and marriage in seventeenth- and
eighteenth- century England is another example of this genre.

However, despite the sometimes over confident claims made by
adherents to one or other of these styles of history, Stone suggests that
these different approaches should be seen as complementary in their posi-
tive results, and that one needs to be aware of the danger of pushing any
one of these approaches too far at the expense of the others. From the per-
spective of Lonergan's work one could suggest that each one of these
styles functions as a large-scale ideal type. It is clear that Stone is in
agreement with Lonergan's point that attention to historical data will
ultimately correct over confidence in the explanatory power of any one
ideal type. Stone writes:

The historical record has now obliged many of us to admit that there
is an extraordinarily complex two-way flow of interaction between
facts of population, food supply, climate, bullion supply, prices, on
the one hand, and values, ideas and customs on the other. Along
with social relationships of status and class, they form a single web of
meaning.59

The negative side of the picture as regards recent trends in histori-
ography is, according to Stone, that emphasis placed on analysis of the
mentality of a particular individual or group may fail to provide us with a
representative sample. That is, concentration on, say, one person's journal

58From the viewpoint of Lonergan's position perhaps one could say that, to the
present, the Cliometricians have contributed more to the functional spe:ialty Research,
than to History; not denying that such potential evidence may become formal and actual
evidence in future historical work.

59stone, "Revival of Narrative" 8.
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may end up with the historian writing biography for its own sake, rather

than history, and the danger is that such approaches "may lead to a return

to pure antiquarianism, to story-telling for its own sake."5o

For our purposes it is interesting to see what Stone, as a historian,

sees as dangerous here. It is clear, when one examines examples of

mentalitd history that they are intended for the most Part as representative

samples of important and influential social trends during particular

historical periods. There are difficulties for such an approach which have

to do with the securing of a representative sample. Indeed, critics of

Stone's own work on social mores in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century

England have questioned how representative his samples are. But such

difficulties by no means suggest that such an approach is rnethodologi-

cally unsound; rather, an acknowledgment of such problems sets

standards for the evaluation of work performed by the community of

historians. What Stone identifies as 'antiquarianism,' however, is a differ-

ent matter. He believes historians can recognize that when a piece of work

is the retrieval of past events simply because of one's fascination for the
'old,' without any attempt to contribute to the explanatory goals of

history, then that work will not count as history. There is a recognition

here, then, of the heuristic of historical inquiry as an understanding of
'what was going forward.' Further, Stone's article serves to highlight what

I have termed the 'prescriptive force' of Lonergan's identification of that

heuristic. For Stone there are criteria, tacitly assumed in the work of the

community of historians, which may be invoked to decide what is and

what is not historical inquiry. Thus, the critical force of what both Loner-

gan and Stone have to say in this area becomes eviderrt when one

compares their approach with that of Stephen Bann. Bann takes it, that

with the proliferation of different styles in the writing of history, there is

nothing normative one can say about what constitutes and what does not

constitute historical inquiry.6l

When one asks further what is meant by Lonergan's identification of

the heuristic of historical inquiry as understanding 'what was going

50stor,", "Revival of Narrative" 22-23.
5lStephen Bann, "Towards a Critical Historiography: Recent Work i:r Philosophy of

History," Philosophy 55, (1981) 365-85.
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forward,' one sees that there is an inevitable progression from the question
'What am I doing in historical inquiry?' to the question "What do I know
when I am doing history?' Because Lonergan's work on history faces both
of these questions, and answers them in terms of a study of both critical
history and the philosophy of history, his contributions are invaluable for
contemporary debates over metahistory. For in recent years the work of
Hayden White, Peter Munz, Louis Mink, and Haskell Fain has once more
drawn attention to ontological and metaphysical issues involved in
making sense of history. One of the questions their work has raised
regards the evidence which may be brought forth to support the claim that
the historian does, if he is successful, provide us with knowledge of reality
not had through other cognitive disciplines. The question emerges as to
whether the knowledge claimed by the historian is in some way
'epiphenomenal.' Are the claims made by the historian to be reduced to
science or sociology, or, perhaps, to be understood in terms of the moral,
aesthetic, and cultural preferences of the historian, or do they, potentially
at least, provide us with a particular kind of knowledge of reality?

We have noted how the phrase 'what was going forvrard' is to be
understood in terms of historical process, and the way that this process is
characterized in terms of Lonergan's theory of emergent probability,
adumbrated in lnsight. Since the objectivity of human knowing is
defended by the argument concerning cognitional structure, or process,
the acknowledgment of the fact of objective knowledge is at once an
acknowledgment of the reality of cognitional process - a recognition of
its ontological status. For the attempt to argue that one is not a knower, or
that one is not involved in a process of coming to know on three inter-
related levels, provides evidence for the truth of the propositions denied.
But that argument succeeds precisely by leading one to acknowledge that
there really are a series of interrelated mental activities in which one is
involved. It can be further noted that coming to know that one is a knower
has what we can call a narrati"e aspect to it. For human knovring involves
a process that moves from operations on the level of experience to opera-
tions on the level of intelligence, to operations on the level of reasonable
judgment. One cannot ask what one's interlocuto/s argument means until
one has heard it (not before that); one cannot judge the truth or probable
truth of that argument until at'ter one has understood something of its
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meaning. Cognitional process, then, is a temporal Process and can be

verified as such. There is an instance of an aspect of reality, then, that has a
'sto\ 

i or narrative aspect to it.52

As such, I think part of the Lonerganian response to questions raised

by Hayden White, Louis Mink, and others concerning whether reality has

any 'narrative aspect' would begin by referring to the narrative aspect of

cognitional process itself. This is rather akin to the response David Carr

has made to these positions.53 However, it needs to be pointed out that

from the perspective of Lonergan's philosophy there are problems in the

Husserlian approach which lies behind Carr's argument concerning time-

consciousness. In the confines of the present article it would be impossible

to enter into this matter. Suffice it to say that from the viewpoint of Loner-

gan's philosophy, given deficiencies and ambiguities in Husserl's account

of knowing, it is not clear that Husserl succeeds in showing that we can

achieve knowledge of the facts concerning our own experience of time

consciousness/ or concerning other matters. It can be argued that Husserl's

philosophy does not provide a wholly successful response to sceptical

challenges to the claim to reach objective knowledge.5a

There are further aspects to Lonergan's treatment of the notion of

development, or process, which are relevant to the discussion. While

acknowledging the force of David Carr's move against the epistemological

and ontological atomism of the metahistorians, Dray emphasizes the

further question of the connection of the individual's time-consciousness

to the social domain, a connection which is obviously relevant to under-

62The implications of Lonergan's work for the philosophy of 'narrative' are brought
out in an article by William Mathews, "Wonder as Narrative," Philosophical Studie N. U. I.
36 (1986/87) 258-79. Mathews's article, however, does not concern the recent debates over
narrative in the philosophy of history.

53David Carr, "Narrative and the Real World," Hbtory and Theory 25 o986) 117-132.
64One of the major problems has to do with the fact that Husserl sought certainty in

terms, not of Cartesian indubitability, but as necessary truth. For Lonergan a judgment is
certain when the truth-conditions of a proposition are known, de facto, as given; as in the
case of the propositions on cognitional process. On this see, Michael McCarthy, The Crisis
of Philosophy (Albany: SUNY Press, 1990) 255. See also, Lonergan, lnsight 415 = CWL
3:44041,; Hugo Meynell, "From Crisis to Insight," METHoD: lournal of Innagan Studies 6,
(1988) 93-106; and William Ryan, "The Incompatibility of Intuition and Constitution in
Husserl's ldea of Phenomenology (1907)," METHoD: lournal of Lonugan Studies 70 (7992)
1,47-"t87.
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standing the nature of historical process.5s On Lonergan's view, however,

the account or 'narrative' we give concerning the process of coming to
know should lead us away from the image of that process as something
which occurs in some isolated monad, to recognize evidence within the
process itself that it is conditioned by factors outside it. Thus, my very
attempt to conduct the type of 'thought experiments' involved in the self-
affirmation of the knower will be conditioned by my having come into
contact with Lonergan's books. My following through on such discus-
sions will depend on the time I have at my disposal for such philoso-
phizing. Such factors themselves provide evidence of the frequency with
which conditions occur in my life which allow such opportunities for
study and thought, and those frequencies have to do with the probability
of my having had the education and the economic advantages which
allow these philosophical questions to arise and be pursued. My indi-
vidual biography in these respects provides evidence for, and itself
becomes intelligible within, the accounts historians may provide of the
cultural, economic and educational trends in the Britain of the 1960s and
'70s. Reflection on the 'narrative' of cognitional process, then, leads on to
an investigation of conditions of that process which have to do with the
wider context of the social and cultural process of the community of which
I am a part.

These considerations regarding the nature and situation of the
process of coming to know lead one to consider the application of Loner-
gan's work on emergent probability to the discussion of metahistory. For,
on Lonergan's view, it is through a grasp of the heuristic concept of emer-
gent probability in the human world that one may come to understand the
notion of the 'enormously complex reality' that historians strive to
describe and explain in some partial fashion.

In Insight Lonergan offers an analysis of understanding as it occurs in
contemporary science. In the course of the analysis he identifies a number
of significant shifts in modern science which imply a view of the physical
world rather different from that of Aristotle, Newton, or nineteenth-
century science. One important shift in scientific method has been the
trend towards seeing statistical analysis as necessary in order to grasp

6wiUiu- Dray, On Hbtory anil Philosophus of History 158.
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something of the ineligibility immanent in general evolutionary process.

In light of these developments Lonergan worked out an acccunt of evolu-

tionary process in terms of the statistical probability of the emergence and

survival of recurrent schemes in which the emergence of the prior schemes

conditions the emergence and the survival or destruction of subsequent

schemes. Such a world-view implies that both the 'general' laws of science
and laws which are ideal frequencies, from which actually events diverge
but non-systematically, are to be invoked in an understanding of evolu-
tion. The role of statistical analysis seems firmly established in the area of

quantum mechanics. As Lonergan remarks, however,

quantum mechanics is not some limiting case or isolated instance.
Darwinian thought easily moved from chance variations to proba-
bilities of emergence and from survival of the fittest to probabilities
of survival. A statistical view of emergence, distribution, and
survival of forms of plant and animal life naturally suggests a similar
approach in the investigation of emergence and distribution of the
chemical elements and compounds.56

However, the human world, which historians in their own way investi-

gate, is no less part of emergent world process. Lonergan writes:

the advent of man does not abrogate the rule of emergent proba-
bility. Human actions are recurrent; their recurrence is regular; and
the regularity is the functioning of a scheme, of a patterned set of
relations that yields conclusions of the type, If x occurs, then x will
recur... Inventions outlive their inventors and the memory of their
origins. Capital is capital because its utility lies not in itself but in the
acceleration it imparts to the stream of useful things. The political
machinery of agreement and decision is the permanent yet self-
adapting source of an indefinite series of agreements and decisions.
Clearly, schemes of recurrence exist and function. No less clearly,
their functioning is not inevitable. A population can decline, dwin-
dle, vanish.57

If contemporary scientific methodology does not lend support to the
view that statistically estimated states are, in reality, ordered by classical

65lonergan, "Religious Knowledge," in A Third Collection (London: Geoffery
Chapman, 1985) 13&39.

67 Insight 209-10 = CWL 3:234..
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general laws, then this implies that the actual juxtapositions which
condition states of affairs and evolutionary trends are only partially
understood through these general laws. For there is thought to be real
unpredictability: ideal frequencies are what actual frequencies are
expected to differ from, but differ non-systematically. The view that
evolutionary trends and natural processes are really conditioned by
factors which can, at best, be estimated statistically, and not predicted
precisely in terms of general laws, was one adumbrated by C. S. Pierce in
the nineteenth-century, and has been steadily gaining ground among the
scientific community. What has been given the rather unhelpful title
'chaos theory' is now an increasingly influential paradigm in contem-
porary science. Computer techniques, such as 'fracting' serve to enhance
the idea that however versatile the hardware for calculation becomes in
the future it is simply impossible, in principle, to predict in a completely
determined manner the course of natural trends: the slightest variation in
initial conditions means that radically divergent states and trends will
emerge in the case of two states of affairs whose initial conditions were
almost identical. Contemporary science, then, provides evidence for the
view that natural trends and processes are not predictable in a wholly
determinate way from knowledge of general laws, which are, of course,
nevertheless relevant to understanding them. This implies that complete
knowledge of the genesis and evolution of these developments is to be
had, not through prediction, but through a post factum account: a history.6s

This point is brought out in Philip McShane's work on the logic of
scientific discovery.5e McShane observes that one of the reaso^rs behind the

58Two recent studies of the way 'chaos' paradigms have impurtance for the
philosophy of history are to be found in History and Thury 3O (1991): George A. Reisch,
"Chaos, History and Narrativg" 1-20, and Donald N. McCloskey, "History, Dfferential
Equations, and the Problem of Narration," 21-36. Reisch points out that the tables are now
turned in the debate over science and history. In the covering-law debate of the 1960s
Hempel evaluated historical practice in terms of whether it did or did not employ the
general laws of science. But now 'chaos' paradigms bring out the way that rience itself
may be concerned with sequences to be 'narrated.' An interesting question here is
whether Hempel's own deficient account of stochastic laws in science may not have
affected the way the covering-law debate proceeded. On the deficiencies of Hempel's
account see Philip McShane, Randomness, Statistics anil Emergence (Dublin and London:
Gill and Macmillan, 1971), chapter 4.

69McShane, Ranilomne;s, Statbtics anil Emergence.
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hesitation Popper at one time expressed over calling evolution a 'theory'

has precisely to do with the way the account of the actual course of

evolution cannot be exclusively in terms of general laws or theories.

Unpredictable concatenations and juxtapositions, deviations from some

ideal frequency, may have been the most decisive factors in the actual

genesis of situations, which themselves determined the probabilities of the

emergence of further events and trends. McShane summarizes some

conclusions to this effect arrived at by T. A. Goudge.

Goudge rightly remarks that "no scientific account of organisms can
be sat is factory i f  i t  abstracts them f rom thei r  concrete
history." ... Goudge outlines the state of affairs which would have to
exist if evolution were fully explained: "we may say that at least the
following would have to be known: 1) the detailed historical course
of evolution; 2) historical explanations of all those single, non-
recurrent events which were transitional episodes of major signifi-
cance in 1); 3) systematic explanations involving generalizations or
laws of the various evolutionary patterns or recurrent events in
phylogenesis; and 4) the precise manner in which 2) and 3) are to be
combined in an overall theory, such that it will account for 1)
regarded as a single, complex historical process with large-scale
features of its own.7o

As these remarks by Goudge suggest, then, the task of historical

investigation, be it natural history or human history that is concerned, will

involve the attempt to understand, in Lonergan's phrase, 'what was going

forward' in some period in the past; and that understanding will involve

both the application of combinations of general laws and a genetic, narra-

tive account of emergence. The relationship between the general laws and

the narrative account involving their instantiation will be very different in

science from what it is in history, as we shall observe further below. How-

ever, a loose analogy between the two is still evident. The natural scientist

invokes general laws to help him understand a perhaps unique, 'non-

retrodictable' process. Similarly, the historian can employ the general laws

of social science, or his own stock of 'colligatory concepts,' or ideal types

70T. A. Goudge, The Ascent of Lit'e (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1961 ) 67 , 127 ,
quoted in McShane, Randomness 24445.
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in order to help him understand what was probably a unique process in
the development of the human community.

Also worthy of note is Goudge's point that one needs to highlight
'non-recurrent events which were transitional episodes of major signifi-
cance' in the history of evolution. fust as the scientist concerned with
evolution will not detail the precise way in which every blade of grass
brushed against another in some spot on the earth at some time, so the
historian will not be concerned to relate in minute detail the way in which
example after example of routine behavior occurred in a medieval village.
Of course, both scientist and historian will, from time to time, give details
of events which are regarded as examples typical of processes, or schemes
of recurrence important in the genesis of some part of the historical
process. So an historian may quote examples from letters which provide
evidence on the attitudes of an electorate which toppled an important
regime from power. The community of historians, no less then scientists
involved in giving genetic accounts, develop criteria of selection as to
what are the more or less significant causal factors in some process of
change.71

I have so far been illustrating what is meant by understanding 'what

was going forward,' with reference to the work of the natural scientist. But
one needs to understand the differences which distinguish the investiga-
tion of the historian from that of the scientist. First, it should be realized
that the goal Goudge describes for knowledge of evolutionary processes
is something of an ideal one, and that, besides, not all who are involved in
the physical sciences are concerned with such a detailed account of
natural genesis. Indeed, as mentioned above, Popper saw evolutionary
'theory' as something of an odd man out as far as scientific theory goes. It
remains true, then, that in general the cognitive endeavor of the historian
is different from that of most natural scientists. For as Lonergrn writes:

All discovery is an accumulation of insights. But in the sciences this
accumulation is expressed in some well-defined system, while in
history it is expressed in a description and narrative about particu-

71In the light of the foregoing it is difficult to concur with Hayden White's opinion
that modern science has jettisoned any notion of narrative investigation (White, "The
Question of Narrative in Contemporary Historical Theory," History and Theory 23 (19U)
1-34; see 1).
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lars. The scientific system can be checked in endless different
manners, but the description and narrative, while it can come under
suspicion in various different wayst is really checked only by
repeating the initial investigation. Scientific advance is constructing a
better system, but historical advance is a fuller and more penetrating
understanding of more particulars.T2

Second, while the 'enormously complex reality' the historian seeks to

understand is the emergent probability of world process it is that process

in its human phase. The subject matter of the historian is the human world

of which meaning is constitutive. So, as Lonergan explains,

if human affairs fall under the dominion of emergent probability,
they do so in their own way ... as human intelligence develops, there
is a significant change of roles. Less and less importance attaches to
the probabilities of appropriate constellations of circumstances. More
and more importance attaches to the probabilities of the occurrence
of insight, communication, agreement, decision. Man does not have
to wait for his environment to make him.73

The complex reality historians seek to understand, then, is that of the

development of the human world, and the meaning integral to that

development is a product of the intelligent or unintelligent, reasonable or

unreasonable, and responsible or irresponsible choices, decisions, and

actions of individuals and communities.

The analogy which exists between the scientific understanding of

evolution and the understanding sought by the historian is cf significance

for the debates over different styles of historiography which were

discussed above.

It is sometimes thought that the characterization of histurical writing

as narrative implies the view that history should be committed to a 'kings,

rulers and statesmen' style. However, given the interpretation of history as

narrative suggested above one may argue for a much broader and more

encompassing notion of what historical narrative involves. I think it

evident from what has been said that Lonergan's notion of 'what was

T2Method 279.
T3lnsight 270-211 = CWL 3:253-56. For a comprehensive study of the implications of

Lonergan's work on emergent probability for history see the work of Kenneth Melchin
already referred to.
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going forward' would encourage the positive contributions made by the
various schools or styles of history: that is, the contributions made by the
Annals school, the studies in mentalit|, the statistical calculations of the
cliometricians and the style of political history one associates with G. R.
Elton. If one bears in mind Goudge's description of the complex interplay
of interpretative strategies required to give an explanation of the story of
natural evolution, this openness to the diverse schools of historical method
may not appear exaggerated. For as Goudge points out, in such an under-
standing one must take into account general laws, trends, destruction of
trends, and unrepeatable events that were, perhaps, the agents of such
destruction and initiation. on such a view of narrative, then, the study of
large scale factors, such as the weather and the economy is important to
understanding the genesis and decline of historical trends, and equally
essential is the study of both the relatively improbable and. on the other
hand, routine decisions of powerful individuals, and the effects of chance
occurrences: "for want of a nail ... "

From the viewpoint of Lonergan's philosophy we can, then, give an
affirmative answer to the question as to whether the historian provides us
with a knowledge of reality which is not had through other cognitive
disciplines. For, against the subjectivism of the metahistorians, it can be
shown that there is a paradigm instance in which we give a narrative
account of an aspect of reality. In coming to understand and judge oneself
to be a knower, one comes to know a reality which unfolds over time: the
intentional activities involved in coming to know unfold in such a way
that one can affirm that in giving an account of the process from unknow-
ing to knowing one narrates a development that truly occurs. This cogni-
tional evidence for an aspect, or part, of reality which is to be known
through an account which may be termed ,narrative,, meshes with the
myriad instances in which the narrative accounts of both historians and of
natural scientists (involved in certain types of investigation) have been
convincingly supported by the data. Further, in so far as the narrative
descriptions and explanations are those of historians, they will have
concerned what was going forward in the human world, the world consti-
tuted by meaning.

One can, perhaps, express the matter in terms of explanatory
residues. world process involves particular and individual trends and
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events which, in their specificity, may never be repeated; in fact identical

repetition is statistically highly unlikely. Neither the general laws of

physical science nor the general laws or accounts of social science describe

and explain these individual trends and events in all their particularity. In

the case of the natural world such description and explanation is the

concern of a specific type of scientific inquiry, the kind to which Goudge

and McShane draw attention.T4 In the case of the human world, the world

not only of intelligibility but of intelligence, constituted by meaning, the

investigation of causally significant trends and events is the domain of the

historian. Lonergan's heuristic designation of the goal of historical under-

standing as an understanding of 'what was going forward' can be seen as

free from any implications of "Whiggish' or liberal Progress. For the notion

is an explanatory one in so far as it refers to an understanding of human

history which accounts for a set, or scheme of situations in the human past

in terms of their being conditioned by prior events or sets of situations.

The task proper to the historian does not require the making of value-

judgments.

CONCLUSION

Conn O'Donovan once remarked that what was required to facilitate

understanding of lnsight was not so much a summary of the book but

works of expansion.Ts The apparent length of the work was deceptive, for

its myriad insights were expressed in an extremely comPact fashion. I

have received something of the same impression working on the chapters

on history in Method. The experience of approaching those chapters in the

tight of debates over historical knowing within the analytical tradition has

given me some inkling of their explanatory richness. That wealth has to do

in part, no doubt, with the fact that Lonergan's own work in interpretation

and the history of ideas meant that observing the work of the historian

included a fine-grained scrutiny of his own operations in these fields.

T4Concrete examples of this type of inquiry could be the investigation of precisely
how and why the dinosaurs disappeared, or the investigation of the emergence of a hole
in the ozone layer.

75cont ODonovan, "Masters in Israel: 1 Bemard Lonergan," Clergy Rniatt g (1969)

6/5.
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Given the challenge presented by Lonergan's work, it is understandable
that attention has been primarily focused on the way one is to understand
the implications of Method for the practice of theology. However, my
reading of the chapters on history against the background of the thirty
years of debate on critical history, which one c.rn find in a journal such as
History and Theory, has heightened my appreciation of the importance of
the work beyond iis bearing on theological method. Lonergan's examina-
tion of scientific and mathematical understanding in lnsight had the
ulterior aim of developing a method basic to human cognitive endeavor.
But that examination bore fruit for the philosophy of science, as works in
this field by those inspired by Lonergan's method testify.T6 Analogously,
his work on critical history offers the prospect of illuminating questions
concerning the practice of history that have been a major concern in the
Analytical philosophy of history.

One reason for the lack of attention Lonergan's work on history has
received may be the way that work is necessarily embedded in the larger
philosophical, theological, and hermeneutical discussions of Insight and
Method. Lonergan never published a book with a title such as Philosophy ot'
History which might have served to attract the attention of reviewers in the
appropriate journals. But once one has some understanding of the unique
fashion in which Lonergan tackles problems in both the 'epistemology' of
history and the philosophy of history one can see why such a book might
not have been that helpful. Lonergan's approach to the sclution of the
complex problems which arise in these areas is neither the 'global'

approach of Gadamer and Betti, nor the analytical approach of attempting
to solve small scale problems piecemeal. Rather, the approach is in terms
of the differentiated, but interrelated specializations of hermeneutical
method. Such an approach, I suggest, does justice both to the analytical
attempt to isolate and treat thoroughly individual problems,TT and to the
demands of those who, like the metahistorians, point to the need for a

75One thinks here of the work of McShane, Heelan, Byme, Meynell, Danaher, and
of Gibbons, Price, and Mathews.

TTLotergatr's remarks on the importance of heeding Descartes's advice to begin with
apparently simple problems come to mind in this regard (see Insighl chapter 1).
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coherence which comes only frorn tackling the broader epistemological

and ontological issues at stake.
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A LONERGANIAN CRITIQUE OF THE
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Christopher Gilbert
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EW CAN DENY that America is in a state of moral decay. In the
past two years we have seen riots in Los Angeles, political
scandals in congress, and the rise of domestic violence. Pop stars

are producing works barely distinguishable from the most degrading
forms of pornography. Hate crimes, rapes, and murders continue un-
checked. The values that most people once held as sacred seem to be
disappearing from American consciousness.

While it is tempting to propose 'quick-fix' solutions to these ills,
thoughtful reflection on the problem demands a consideration of the
state of American education. If Americans are losing their values, the
education they are receiving must share part of the blame. Again, if we
are to reverse this trend for the sake of improving things in future
generations, American education must be reformed.

This essay will examine one of the founding philosophies of
American education, that of john Dewey. In the first section, I will sur-
vey Dewey's educational method, the model on which he bases that
method, and the aim of education as he conceives it. In the second
section, I will attempt to offer a Lonerganian response to Dewey's
thoughts on the means and ends of education.

@ 1993 Christopher Gilbe* 1 9 9
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I. DEWEY'S PRAGMATIC PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

The educational method Dewey puts forth focuses on providing the

conditions for experiential learning. Education "is not an affair of
'telling' and being told, but an active and constructive process" involv-

ing "cooperative or joint activity."l Dewey stresses the importance of

creating an 'environment' for learning. By 'environment' he means

"those conditions that promote or hinder, stimulate or inhibit, the

characteristic activities of a living being." By controlling the environ-

ment in which the young learn, adults control both what is learned

and the manner in which it is learned. As schools are the typical

environments framed for the purpose of "influencing the mental and

moral disposition of their members," it is the business of the school

environment to assist "through cooperation the natural capacities of

the individuals guided."2

According to Dewey, learning is achieved only through shared

experience. Taking his lead from the example of language acquisition,

in which the child learns to apply the same words to objects as the

mother uses, Dewey operates on a general principle about all learning:

"things gain meaning by being used in a shared experience or joint

action." So the method of education falls into two main steps:

Setting up conditions which stimulate certain visible and tangible
ways of acting is the first step. Making the individual a sharer or
partner in the associated activity so that he feels its success as his
success, its failure as his failure, is the completing step. As soon as
he is possessed by the emotional attitude of the group, he will be
able to recognize the special ends at which it aims and the means
employed to secure success.

All learning, then, is had by a cooperative experience in which things

are used for shared purposes with shared results. Even advanced lin-

guistic learning must involve such activity: if "words do not enter as

factors into a shared situation, either overtly or imaginatively, they

rJohn Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York: Free Press, 1915) 38.
2Dewev 11-23.
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operate as pure physical stimuli, not as having a meaning or intellec-
tual value."3

The practical aim of educating by means of shared experience is to
prepare students for an ongoing learning process that is continuous
and cumulativei "[a]ctivity must be centered at a given time in such a
way as to prepare for what comes next." The environment which edu-
cators create can only provide the stimuli for desired responses; as the
responses ultimately come from the students' innate tendencies,
nothing can be 'forced' into them. Dewey suggests that the best mode of
'control,' the best way of achieving desired responses, regards "the ways
in which persons, with whom the immature being is associated, use
things; the instrumentalities with which they accomplish their own
ends." As meaning is what is to be learned, and a thing has meaning
because of the uses to which it is put, so educators modify students'
mental and moral dispositions by the use they make of physical con-
ditions, for shared conscious purposes and with shared consequences.
Thus, the "fundamental means of control" appeals to

the habits of understanding, which are set up in using objects in
correspondence with others, whether by way of cooperation and
assistance or rivalry and competition. Mind as a concrete thing is
precisely the power to understand things in terms of the use made
of them; a socialized mind is the power to understand them in
terms of the use to which they are turned in joint or shared
activities.a

As teaching is a matter of controlling shared experience for the
sake of opening students to a cumulative process of learning, Dewey
defines education as "that reconstruction or reorganization of experi-
ence which adds to the meaning of experience, and which increases
ability to direct the course of subsequent experience."S The school, in
turn, as the environment framed for the purpose of fo;tering such
shared experience, must be a community, a "genuine socia.l medium -

3Dewey 14-16.
aDewey 25-33.
sDewey 76.
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one where there is give and take in the building up of a common

experience."6

The model on which Dewey bases his educational method is

natural science. As experience has both an active and a passive ele-

ment, to learn from experience "is to make a backward and forward

connection between what we do to things and what we enjoy or suffer

from things in consequence." By trying we "experiment with the world

to find out what it is like," and our undergoing of the consequences is

"instruction- discovery of the connection of things." The discern-

ment of relationships between things is the "genuinely intellectual

matter" of learning, but is perceived only by means of experience as

"conjoint trying and undergoing."T Science, for Dewey, is the making

methodical of this experiential learning; "the introduction of the

experimental method signified precisely that such operations, carried

on under conditions of control, are just the ways in which fruitful

ideas about nature are obtained and tested." Thus, experience is
'reasonable' or 'rational' when it is "a deliberate control of what is done

with reference to making what happens to us and what we do to things

as ferti le as possible of suggestions (of suggested meanings) and a

means for trying out the validity of the suggestions."8

Two consequences follow from the experimental method. First,

we cannot call knowledge anything except what we have effected by

experimental activity in confirmation of a hypothetical conception.

Secondly, thinking is shown to be "of avail in just the degree in which

the anticipation of future consequences is made on the basis of

thorough observation of present conditions." Dewey states that,

eventually, "the theory of knowledge must be derived from the prac-

tice which is most successful in making knowledge; and then that

theory wil l be employed to improve the methods which are less

successful." Because Dewey sees natural science as the most successful

means to attaining knowledge, he derives his educational theory from

its method. The method of learning as experience, formulation of

5Dewey 358.
TDewey 139-744.
8De*ey 272-273.
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hypothesis, and testing, he calls "pragmatic." The essential feature of

such a method "is to maintain the continuity of knowing with an
activity which purposely modifies the environment." Finally, as what
is known by the experimental method of the natural sciences is
limited, so on Dewey's pragmatic method of education "[o]nly that
which has been organized into our disposition so as to enable us to
adapt the environment to our needs and to adapt our aims and desires
to the situation in which we live is really knowledge."e

Dewey stresses that the educational process must be an end in
itself. Still, Dewey himself has a social aim in mind in his efforts at
making education methodical. In speaking of the dangers of interpret-
ing vocational education as trade education, Dewey states that educa-
tion "would then become an instrument of perpetuating unchanged
the existing social order of society, instead of operating as a means of its
transformation." Clearly, Dewey sees social progress as an aim of educa-
tion. The existing social order is not acceptable to him; indeed, he
warns that

[a]ny scheme for vocational education which takes its point of
departure from the industrial regime that now exists, is likely to
assume and to perpetuate its divisions and weaknesses, and thus
to become an instrument in accomplishing the feudal dogma of
social predestination.lo

For Dewey, as we shall see, the ills of the industrial society are to be
overcome by a movement toward egalitarianism.

The mental disposition which Dewey hopes to effect ihrough edu-
cation as shared activity is that of 'like-mindedness.' To "be really
members of a social group" is "to attach the same meanings to things
and to acts which others attach." Shared knowledge of and feelings
about the consequences of actions form a "common understanding

[which] controls the actions" of the members of the social group.11
Eventually, education may be expected to achieve peace by "the recon-

gDewey 338-344.
loDewey 31G318.
llDewev 30.
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ciling of national loyalty, of patriotism, with the superior devotion to

the things which unite all men in common ends, irrespective of

national political boundaries."l2 On a more local scale, "[a]n education

which should unify the disposition of the members of society would do

much to unify society itself."l3

The central evil of industrial society which like-mindedness

would combat is that of class distinction. Rather than giving human

beings new ends, the scientific revolution "put at the disposal of a class

the means to secure their old ends of aggrandizement at the expense of

another class." The industrial revolution did away with feudalism, but

"capitalism rather than a social humanism took its place."l4 The capi-

talist society organizes itself on the basis of a division between the

educated class and the laboring class. In such an organization lies the

evil of exploitation:

Our economic conditions still relegate many men to a servile
status. As a consequence, the intelligence of those in control of the
practical situation is not liberal. Instead of playing freely upon the
subjugation of the world for human ends, it is devoted to the
manipulation of other men for ends that are non-human in so far
as they are exclusive.l5

To engender a like-mindedness which will counter the effects of

capitalism, education must focus on those things "which are socially

most fundamental, that is, which have to do with the experiences in

which the widest groups share." Education "must be first human and

only after that professional," and it "is humanized in the degree in

which it connects with the common interests of men as men."16 To

have a truly human viewpoint, a fellow-feeling with all other human

beings, one "must try to find a standpoint which includes the experi-

ence of others as well as his own." But this is just the value of science,

both as a model for educational theory and as a subject :iratter in the

l2Dewey 98.
l3Dewey 260.
l4Dewey 283.
lsDewey 136.
l6Dewey 191.
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schools. For scientific "abstraction and generalization are equivalent to
taking the point of view of any man, whatever his location in time and
space." As such, the scientific method is "essentially a social device;"
indeed, it is "an indispensable factor in social progress."l7

Dewey is so enchanted with the scientific method that he practi-
cally equates scientific progress with social progress:

Every step forward in the social sciences - the studies termed
history, economics, politics, sociology - shows that social ques-
tions are capable of being intelligently coped with only in the
degree in which we employ the method of collected data, forming
hypotheses, and testing them in action which is characteristic of
natural science, and in the degree in which we utilize in behalf of
the promotion of social welfare the technical knowledge ascer-
tained by physics and chemistry.

Ultimately, Dewey identifies social interest, "in its deepest meaning,"
with moral interest, and asserts that it is "necessarily supreme with
man."18 So Dewey holds the scientific method to be that which
promises social progress and, in the end, moral transcendence of the
existing capitalist regime.

Such social and moral progress is necessary to democrary as Dewey
conceives it. Democracy is "a mode of associated living" in which the
extension in space of individuals whose activities are controlled by
shared interests and feelings "is equivalent to the breaking down of
those barriers of class, race, and national territory which kept men from
perceiving the full import of their activity."le To such a society, educa-
tion is essential; f.or "if democracy has a moral and ideal meaning, it is
that a social return be demanded from all and that opportunity for
development of distinctive capacities be afforded all."20 Social progress,
which is achieved through education, is not merely an aim of educa-
tion; it is necessary to the very idea of democracy.

lTDewey 22G227 .
l8Dewey 285-288.
l9Dewey 87.
nDewey 722.
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Thus, for Dewey, democratic societies have a "conscious need of

securing in individuals a consciously socialized interest, instead of

trusting mainly to the force of customs operating under the control of a

superior class."21 Rather than falling prey to the ancient division of

society into working dass and leisure class, a "truly democratic societ;/'

will be one "in which all share in useful service and all enjoy a worthy

leisure."22 Such a democratic society does not yet exist, for capitalism

still reigns in America. But the tide can be turned by means of educa-

tion. Education must help reverse the disproportions of class distinc-

tion: "It is the aim of progressive education to take part in correcting

unfair privilege and unfair deprivation, not to perpetuate them."23 By

offering equal educational opportunities to all, Dewey would emanci-

pate all persons from the limitations of their class:

it is the office of the school environment to balance the various
elements in the social environment, and to see to it that each
individual gets an opportunity to escape from the limitations of
the social group in which he was born, and to come into living
contact with the broader environment.24

So we see that, although Dewey never explicitly condones egalitarian-

ism as the abolition of classes in society, he seems to believe that all

persons can be equal in terms of education, and that such equality, at

the least, liberates individuals from the predestined fates inherent in

the dictated class distinctions of aristocratic society.

II. A LONERGANIAN RESPONSE

Bernard Lonergan's contributions to educational theory stem primarily
from his cognitional theory, a phenomenological account of the
immanent structures of human consciousness as empiricai, intelligent,
and rational. Based on his distinction between conscious acts (as veri-
fiable facts) and the contents of those acts (for example, formulated

2TDewey 322.
zDewey 256.
23Dewey 1'lg-120.
24Dewey 20.
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theories), Lonergan further distinguishes 'positions' from 'counter-

positions.' An implicit or explicit conception of knowledge and being
may be consistent with cognitional fact, with what knowing subjects
actually do, or it may not. So Lonergan names 'basic positions' those
(perhaps implicit) cognitional theories which are consistent with the
facts of cognition, and 'basic counter-positions' those (perhaps implicit)
cognitional theories which contradict cognitional fact. While epistemo-
logical or metaphysical 'positions' coherent with 'basic positions' lead
to development, 'counter-positions' (expansions derived from 'basic

counter-positions') invite reversal:

One can grasp and accept, propose and defend a counter-position;
but that activity commits one to grasping and accepting one,s
grasping and accepting; and that commitment involves a grasp
and acceptance of the basic positions. The only coherent way to
maintain a counter-position is that of an animal; for animals not
only do not speak but also do not offer excuses for their silence."2s

Part of the method suggested by Lonergan's thought, then, involves
reversing counter-positions and developing positions. I will now
attempt to evaluate Dewey's pragmatic philosophy of education in light
of Lonergan's notion of positions and counter-positions.

Dewey's philosophy of education contains a counter-position, for
the implicit cognitional theory which is its basis contradicts cognitional
fact. Dewey calls thinking "an explicit rendering of the intelligent
element in our experience." As thinking begins with experience, this is
true as far as it goes. But for Dewey, the learner's interest always has to
do with action, with some instrumental end: "Mind appears in experi-
ence as ability to respond to present stimuli on the basis of anticipation
of future possible consequences, and with a view to controlling the
kind of consequences that are to take place."25 Thus, the intelligent
element of our experience has only to do with the external activities
which may or may not follow from thinking: "Thinking ... is the inten-

2sBernard f. F. Lonergan , lnsight: A Study of Human lJnilastaniling (New york:
Ptilosophical Library, 1957) 388-389; Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 3
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992) 413.

26Dewev 13G131.
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tional endeavor to discover specific connections between something

which we do and the consequences which result, so that the two

become continuous."2T In a consistent cognitional theory (a 'basic

position'), however, thinking is a process of experiencing, understand-

ing, and judging. The meaning found in experience is not reducible to

"the characteristic use to which a thing is put."28 While 'characteristic

use' is part of the intelligibility immanent in the data ot experience,

intelligence is capable of grasping and affirming more than the merely

potential instrumentality of things. The activit ies in which one

engages in coming to knowledge, while they may begin with or seek

verification in external action, are ultimately the conscious acts of the

subject who experiences, understands, and judges.

The most obvious symptom of Dewey's implicit counter-position

is the self-referential problem which emerges from his educational

theory: if knowing is not experiencing, understanding, and judging, but

is indeed experience in shared activity, formulation of hypothesis, and

verification in action, how can Dewey account for his own theory of

knowledge? By subtly eliminating from education (ani, implicit ly,

from thought) the types of non-instrumental questions and insights

required for an understanding of understanding, Dewey ci.eprives him-

self of the possibility of grounding his own work. Because he fails to

recognize the exigencies of conscious intentionality operative in his

own quest to understand thinking, he has no criteria to which to

appeal in justification of his conclusions. Thus, his efforts to reduce

meaning to use, and knowledge to action, are inconsistent with this

simultaneous effort to establish educational (and epistemic) norms -

norms which are certainly not derived from 'consequent action' based

on an understanding of the 'characteristic use' of things.

But if Dewey's conception of thinking is skewed, so must be his

account of learning. He stresses that in each instance of experiential

learning "methods are developed good for use in other situations. Still

more important is the fact that the human being acquirss a habit of

learning. He learns how to learn." This, again, is true in one sense; if

2TDewey 145-'146.
2SDewey 29.
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we could not learn how to learn, there would be no cumulative learn-
ing process. Ffowever, when Dewey speaks of the ability to learn from
experience as "the power to retain from one experience something
which is of avail in coping with the difficulties of a later situation," he
fails to recognize that the ability gained has less to do with instru-
mental action than with the internal, conscious operations of question-
ing, insight, formulation, and judgment.29

Again, the problem here involves Dewey's notion of meaning.
For him, "[t]he increment of meaning corresponds to the increased
perception of the connections and continuities of the activities in
which we are engaged."30 This means that learning is a matter of
experimental trial and error, and that the success one has in one's trial
is (at first, at least) largely a matter of luck. For Lonergan, however,
activities are conscious; in learning, it is the conscious activities of
experiencing, understanding, and judging which are of paramount
importance, and it is these activities which must be the focus of
education.

What is lacking in Dewey's thought on knowing and learning will
be made clear by a closer consideration of the notion of interest. It has
already been asserted that Dewey linked interest with instrumental
action. While such action may be an important concern in our every-
day common sense thinking, there are other ways of thinking; the
objective of the pure desire to know is not control of the subsequent
situation so much as it is knowledge of being.

Lonergan notes that "[t]here are all sorts of impressions made
upon our ... sense organs, but not all of them get into consciousness. It
is what we are interested in that gets into consciousness." Conscious-
ness, then, is "a directed organization of selected data," and what
governs the selection is "our concern."3l The experiences with which
the knowing process begins never occur in a vacuum; rather, they
always occur in a "dynamic context that somehow unifies a manifold

29Dewey rl4-45.
SoDewey 76-v .
3lBernard f. F. Lonergan, unpublished lectures on education, Xavier College,

Cincinnati, 1959, ch. 4 $1.3.
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of sensed contents and acts of sensing." While we talk about a 'stream

of consciousness,' that stream "involves not only the temporal succes-

sion of different contents but also direction, striving, effort" according

to an interest or concern. So Lonergan defines a 'pattern of experience'

as "a set of intelligible relations that link together sequences of sensa-

tion, memories, images, conations, emotions, and bodily move-

ments."32

Now, as there are different selections and organizations of data

according to our various concerns, so there are different patterns of

experience. The biological pattern focuses all awareness on finding

food, mating, and fleeing enemies. The aesthetic pattern frees one from

biological purposiveness to allow an enjoyment of experience for

experience's sake. But the pattern of experience most relevant to educa-

tion is the intellectual, for it is that pattern which selects and addresses

only those data which help bring about a sought-after insight.ea

If thinking has to do with conscious operations, and learning has

to do with gaining the ability to perform those operations correctly,

then teaching must involve familiarizing students with that pattern of

experience which focuses awareness on understanding. It is only in the

intellectual pattern of experience that one's interest, one's driving

concern, is the attainment of knowledge for its own sake. While

Dewey's 'environment' of shared activity might be a good start, it is

only that. "Since the real basis of the active method is the subject con-

structing his own world [according to his interest], active method does

not necessarily entail external activity." Rather, it must involve pro-

viding those conditions which wil l increase the probabil ity that

insights will occur. For the insight by which the student grasps the

intelligible element in sensible data "is a conscious process that people

can be helped in. The teacher can help people form the correct phan-

tasm ... [and] can stimulate them by making things puzzling in one way

or another." Rather than simply setting up shared experiences and

fostering trial and error, then, an instructor must direct the develop-

ment of the pupil 's intellectual pattern of experience by helping the

32lote.ga.r, Insight (7957) 181-183 = CWL 3:204-205.
33lonergan, Insight Og57) 182-185 = CWL 3:205-210.
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pupil "pick out correctly and accurately all the elements necessary for
the understanding, and not more than the elements necessary for the
understanding."3e

If Dewey overemphasized the experiential and instrumental
aspects of thinking and learnin& some reason for this may be found in
his distorted view of the significance of science. As we have seen,
Dewey hails the methods of empirical science as the surest means of
achieving knowledge. Because of his faith in the experimental method,
he is led to ascribe this same method to human knowing in general.
But this is doing things somewhat backward. For a "method is a
normative pattern of recurrent and related operations yielding cumu-
lative and progressive results."35 But such a normative pattern is
merely an objectification of the recurrent and related operations that
human beings spontaneously conduct in any endeavor at coming to
knowledge; the scientific method is just one objectification and applica-
tion of the normativity immanent in our own conscious activities. So
the "account of scientific method stands to cognitional theory as the
less to the more general."35 While it is worthwhile to study the
methods of science, this is so because "science provides us with an
opportunity to study intelligence as developing;" like the human
learning process itself, science "is not finished, it is on the way."37
Dewey's faith in science seems to have led him to hold its method to be
more fundamental than the human knowing process itself, and so
caused him to reduce the latter to the former.

Dewey's faith in the scientific method grounded his belief in
automatic scientific, social, and moral progress. His failure to take cog-
nitional fact into account hindered him from achieving a proper
understanding of development, and so hindered him from adequately
grasping what the human good is and how it is achieved. For Dewey, as
we have seen, the human good is the ideal of egalitarianism by means

34lonergan, lectures on education, ch. 4 g3.1, ch. 5 $1.
3sBernard f. F. Lonergan , Method in Theology (Toronto: University of Toronto

Press, 1973) 4.
36lonergan, Method 248.
37l.or,ergatr, lectures on education, ch. 5 $1.1.
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of education, an ideal achievable in the present without much atten-

tion given to the past. But Dewey fails to realize that any achievement

which may be called 'good' results from human beings operating con-

sciously, intelligently. Any concrete human good must be the product

of historical human beings and their concrete acts. So Lonergan states:

The good is human insofar as it is realized through human
apprehension and choice ... Human apprehension develops. One
age understands things better and knows more than the preceding
age. Human choice is good or evil, and hence the human good is a
history, a cumulative process where there is both advance of
apprehension and distortion, aberration due to evil.38

As all human beings come to knowledge by experience, understanding,

and judgment, so there are certain invariants in humans' knowing and
acting. However, the knowing process is not infallible. |ust as one can
come to knowledge by performing certain acts correctly, one can come
to have a distorted view by failing to perform those acts correctly.

Either way/ one's actions will affect the community at large. So history
is "the drama of life," that is, "what results through the characters,

their decisions, their actions, and not only because of them but also

because of their defects, their oversights, their failures to act."39
The human good, then, cannot be reduced to an ideal of egalitari-

anism. Rather, it is the human community as dynamically oriented; it
is the history that results from concrete persons making choices in
response to what is apprehended (that is, the conditions established by
previous choices). As there are invariants in all human thinking, so
there are invariants in the human good. As human thinking can be
flawed, so the actions constitutive of the human good can be for better

or for worse. So Lonergan implores to recognize that

man stands outside the rest of nature, that he is a historical being,
that each man shapes his own life but does so only in interaction
with the traditions of the communities in which he happens to

38lonergar,, lectures on education, ch. 2 $2.
39lone.gun, Method 179.
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have been born and, in turn, these traditions themselves are but
the deposit left him by the lives of his predecessors.40

Once one recognizes that the human good is human history as

dynamic, Dewey's faith in automatic progress proves naive. While
there is intelligent progress, the human good that is history also

involves the fact of dedine. While intelligence yields insights that pro-

duce policies and courses of action that improve things, "the flight

from understanding blocks the insights that concrete situations
demand. There follow unintelligent policies and inept courses of
action." What is worse, decline tends to be cumulative; for the
"situation deteriorates to demand still further insights and, as they are

blocked, policies become more unintelligent and more inept."4l Thus,
just as historical human progress ultimately results of individuals'

choices, so too does the evil of decline. So belief in the automatic
progress of any aspect of human reality is naive; while the human
good is an oriented dynamism, that orientation itself is a historical

compound including both progress and decline.

CONCLUSION

Dewey's philosophy contains a counter-position, for his pragmatic
method fails to take cognitional fact into account and so does not
attend to that which is most crucial in the learning process. As a result,
he offers a theory of knowledge and Iearning which cannot account for
itself. Dewey's enchantment with empirical science, coupled with his
disdain for the social inequities of capitalism, led him to Lelieve in the
automatic progress of educated America toward the ideal of egalitarian-
ism. Such a belief is ultimately naive. If we stand with Lonergan in
taking a consistently asserted cognitional theory as the starting point
for epistemological and metaphysical positions, the human good
reveals itself to be, not the ideal of egalitarianism, but the history of
which human beings are the authors. Human freedom, then, is not
reducible to liberation from class structure or from aristocratic tradi-

4olonergan, Method 81.
4llonergan, Insight (1957) xv = CWL 3:5.
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tions (although these possibilities are certainly not ruled out). Rather,

human freedom is the self-transcendence achieved in authentic

knowing and being. If educational method is to aid the young in

becoming authentic knowers, it must focus on developing that pattern

of experience in which human consciousness strives after knowledge

for its own sake.
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MORAL DECISION-MAKING AND THE ROLE OF THE

MORAL QUESTION

Kenneth R. Melchin
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OMETIMES A PERSON has to go a very long distance out of his way
to come back a short distance correctly."l Edward Albee's
character in The Zoo Story expresses a maxim that we often lose

sight of in our attempts to understand and live out our lives as
responsible persons. In our technological world we have come to favor
'the direct route' in our approach to life's problems and complexities.
We expect ourselves to be capable of assessing problems, sizing them
up, diagnosing flaws and difficulties, proposing cures, implementing
courses of action, and, generally, tackling problems head on with the
courage and vigor of competent managers and technicians.

But in our intimate worlds of human relations and in our com-
plex worlds of society, politics and economics, such approaches
frequently leave us frustrated and disappointed. Our problems elude
diagnoses, our cures prove to be misguided, and we find ourselves
incapable either of knowing what to do or of doing what we know to be
good. The 'direct route' is closed to us. And so we are forced to take the
long detour into the world of reflection, study, moral self-analysis, and
disciplined self-transformation. We need to forge for ourselves the
proper tools before we can come back to our moral problems equipped

lEdward Albee, "The Zoo Story," in The Plays, vol. I (New York: Coward,
McCann & Geoghegan, 1981; orig. 1959) 28.
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to understand and to act responsibly. This detour is the voyage into the

world of ethics.

The fact of the matter is that for the most part we are a mystery to

ourselves. Rosemary Haughton's brilliant account of the interior life of

the child and the adult in The Transt'ormation of Man il lustrates

graphically the massive iceberg which lies beneath the visible surface of

our human relationships.2 How many times can we remember situa-

tions in which the actions of another person had the effect of triggering

in us a sudden, unexpected outpouring of anger, of passion, of joy, of

fear? Our reactions are often far and away disproportionate as

responses to the actions of another. It is as if the other person had

unwittingly opened a gate in our psychological depths and oceans of

pent-up feelings were poured out upon them. Our response is not to

their gesture but to some distant and forgotten injury or peak-experi-

ence. It is at times like these that we stand back and ask ourselves

whether such hidden feelings and passions play a much stronger role

in our normal, everyday decision-making than we might regularly

think. This realization can mark the beginning of the long and difficult

road of self-discovery whose distant goal is truly effective moral free-

dom.3

There are two types of approaches which one can take in the

analysis of ethical decision-making. The first focuses upon the issue at

hand, the issue which we are trying to decide on. It might be a social
justice issue, a moral issue related to our business dealings, a family

dispute, a career decision, a problem in our marriage, a neighborhood

issue, a legal issue, a medical issue. In this approach, the questions

focus upon the data at hand, the people involved in the decision-

making, the possible courses of action, the consequences (xpected as a

result of the various alternatives, the sacrifices, the core human values,

2Rosemary Haughton, The Transf ormation of Man (Springfield, IL: Templegate,
1980); orig. 1967).

3For a discussion of the distinction between essential and effective freedom see
Bernard Lonergan, Insight: A Study of Human Understanding (Nev' York: Philo-
sophical Library; London: Darton, Longman and Todd, '1958) 619433; Collected Works
of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 3 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992) &3-656.
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the social impact, the long term effects on ourselves, our families, our

children, and our neighbors in distant lands and in future societies.

But while this issue-centered approach to ethical decision-making

is essential, there remains another approach which focuses on the less

obvious, the hidden aspects of moral decisions. In this approach the

focus is upon the person who is deciding. Actually moral decision-

making is a skill which we learn very early in life.a But like all skills,

we learn how to use the skill before we understand what the skill is. In

addition, moral skill is a peculiar kind of skill. In moral living our

skills have the effect of changing who we are.S In developing and using

our moral skills each of us becomes a Person with certain loves, hates,

fears, and desires. It is these cares which shape our everyday moral

living. These cares and these skills are the tools which we use in

solving our countless daily problems and in working out our personal

and social relationshiPs.
As long as moral tools are adequate to the tasks at hand, the hit-

and-miss process of moral development takes care of itself. However,

when we find ourselves inadequate to the moral challenge before us, as

is so often the case, then we begin to ask whether the skill and the skill-

formation process itself can come under our responsible care. Can we

begin to understand the 'hows' and 'whys' of our moral decision-

4I am aware that the term 'skill' often refers to a tyPe of technical or instrumental

activity in which rationality is constrained to function towards narrow short-term, or
'pt"g-^ti"' objectives. Thii is not the way in which I am using the- term .here' 

I am

ffttol*i"g Bernard Lonergan in using the term to the full range of_cognitional and

cognitioially-mediated oferations, many of which we develop early in childhood.

Th"ese are the sensorimotor skills, the operations of language and meaning, the delib-

erative, social, and reflective skills which we utilize in the normal interpersonal dis-

course of any working day and which mature in breadth and depth as we proceed

through the arduous-pro."tt"t of adult growth. See Bernard Lonergan, Method in

Theology (New York: Herder & Herder, 1972) ch. 2.

sActually, all skill-development changes us in our capatities for .action, 
in our

openness to new ranges of experience, and in the way I^/e feel about things in specific

fietas of human living. However, moral skills introduce a more profound type of

change in our fundarriental attitudes towards all experience. As we develop in moral

skill "we progressively apprehend ourselves as living within a wider Tglogy 
of social

relations, wi cultivaie more and more complex and differentiated feelings about the
,health' of these relations, we experience a stronger exigency towards careful delibera-

tion in our relational living, and we come to exPect ourselves to live out our convic-

tions in daily life.
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making skills? Can this self-understanding help us in promoting our
own personal character development? The following pages will be
devoted to some of these questions.

MORAL KNOWLEDGE AND MORAL QUESTIONS

Have you ever had an experience in which you discoveied that you

had the right answers but the wrong questions? In A Canticle for
Leibowitz, Walter Miller paints a portrait of a civilization in a far dis-

tant future, a future in which all memory and all understanding of
modern science has been lost.5 Only a few dusty, old books in physics

have been preserved. The leaders of this civilization pore over the
mass, energy, and acceleration equations in these books as religious

secrets, as special revelations of the gods. They are sung and chanted.

Sacrifices are offered in their name. They are interpreted as magic

spells, perhaps as the keys to healing terrible diseases, as fertility incan-

tations, as the call to the gods to ward off evil. Are the equations still
true? Do they remain correct expressions of physical phenomena?

The fact is that the equations are answers to questions. The future

civilization never lost the answers. They lost the questions. The effect
is that the answers, when they were dissociated from their proper ques-

tions, Iost their meaning. We experience something similar to this the
first time that we try to use a computer. How many of us remember

sitting in front of a machine for which we paid a big price, staring

stupidly at the screen, wondering at the mysterious meaning of 'C>' or
an instruction like 'bad command or file name'? We do not know the
precise questions to ask. We do not know how to understand the

data - data which we know to be meaningful and true - because we
don't know the right questions.

To be sure we can ask very general questions: What am I doing?
What does this mean? Why am I getting nowhere? However, getting
answers requires asking more refined, more precise questions. If we do

6walte. M. Miller, lr., A Canticle t'or Leibowitz (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott,
1959; New York: Bantam Books, 1951). This image is taken up again by Alasdair Mac-
Intyre in Af tu Virtue (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press; I-ondon: Gerald
Duckworth, 1981) 1-2.
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begin to master the computer, it is because early on in our fumblings,
we are told (or we accidentally stumble over) answers which begin to
generate whole new sets of more precise questions. Through trial and
error or through reading the manual we find answers to this next
round of questions. And with each answer that 'works,' new sets of
more and more precise questions emerge, questions which begin to
reflect a more and more comprehensive understanding of how the
various pieces of the puzzle fit together. As we accumulate insights, we
refine our questions and come to grasp the context of meaning out of
which the right questions must flow.

Moral knowledge, like all knowledge, is always an answer to a
question. We not only have to get our answers right, but more signifi-
cantly, as with the computer, we have to get our questions right. We
have to get the answers properly matched with the questions they were
meant to answer, within the experiential context of meaning which
originally give them birth.

Let us consider an example. Through much of Christian history,
charging interest on loans was called 'usury' and was judged morally
wrong. Flowever, we now take it for granted that we will be charged
interest on our mortgages. In fact, we hold financial institutions
responsible for paying a fair rate of interest on our deposits and
investments. Has the moral norm changed? No. Rather, the moral
question has changed.

The traditional condemnation of usury was formulated in a social
context in which loans did not regularly perform the function of
expanding the productive capacity of an economy. Rather, loans
involved little more than redistributing income and were often
required by the poor to help them and their families survive. The
moral question here was: Is it morally right to take advantage of a poor
person's needs and vulnerability for personal gain? The answer was,
and still is: No, it is morally wrong. Flowever, in our age, loans often
function completely differently. Borrowed funds are frequently
invested to launch initiatives which yield a service, expand the
economy, and generate income for the investors. The moral questions
here are linked to this new function of loans: Does the lender have a
right to some measure of participation in the yields generated by the

21,9
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investment? Is it fair to Pay compensation for the lender's risk? Is it

morally right to comPensate the lender for the loss of his or her own

potential investment income? Clearly, the answer to these questions is:

Yes, interest of these tyPes can be morally right.T

To understand moral norms requires discovering the question to

which the norm was an answer. Are there moral absolutes? If by moral

absolutes we mean norms that can be transposed wholesale to entirely

different questions, the answer is No. If by moral absolutes we mean

norms which always remain true to the questions they were meant to

answer, in the context of questions, insights, and experiences from

which they originally derived their meaning, the answer is Yes. The

key to understanding our heritage of values, virtues, and norms lies in

asking ourselves, What is the question to which the moral norm is an

answer?8

OUR QUESTIONS DYNAMZE OUR MORAL LIVING

The significance of questions in moral l i fe cannot be understated.

Different kinds of questions have profoundly different effects uPon our

attitudes towards human experience. In fact, our questions are inex-

tricably bound up with our ways of feeling and caring about life. If our

feelings about something change, we will often come to regard the

experience in a new light, to wonder about it differently, to ask differ-

ent questions about it. Conversely, if we can initiate a sustained disci-

pline of asking new kinds of questions about our experiences, perhaps

questions which probe beyond the surface of things, we can sometimes

notice the beginnings of a subtle but profound change in the way we

feel about things.

TFor a thorough discussion of the morality of usury throughout Christian history

see fohn T. Noonan, lr., The Scholastic Analysis of Usury (Cambridge, MA: Harvard

University Press, 1957).
SFor a., analysis of how this understanding of moral absolutes can advance some

recent methodological discussions in Roman Catholic moral theology see Kenneth R.
Melchin, "Revisionists, Deontologists, and the Structure of Moral Understanding,"
Theological Studies 5l (1990) 403-407.
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What are our own personal questions? It is important to identify
what questions shape our human interrelations. Do we want to please
people? Do we want to be proven right? Do we want to start things? Do
we want to finish things? Do we want to clean things up? Do we want
to mess things up? Do we seek to surprise people? Do we seek to make
them angry? Do we look for projects to take on, for fires to put out? Do
we look to make things beautiful? Do we look to sustain and nurture
old things? Do we seek to reinstate and refurbish old things? Do we
look to rip old things apart to make way for the new? Do we seek out
authorities? Or do we seek to liberate ourselves from authoritarian
figures?

What are the questions which dynamize our living? What are the
questions which we refuse to care about? Which questions are we
afraid to raise? Our questions are linked to our habitual patterns of
caring. When we begin to answer some of these questions about our
own questions, we begin to understand what we truly do care about.
We also begin to understand others as, in fact, quite different from our-
selves. For the other person is usually dynamized by a different set of
questions. To come to know and to love another person requires
coming to understand and to care about the questions which dynamize
their lives. Often this process is extremely painful, for it may require
coming to care about questions which we have spent a lifetime
ignoring, rejecting, or hiding from.

One of the most important differences between kinds of questions
that direct our lives concerns the difference between the pursuit of
moral knowledge and the commitment to liae out our aalues- Some of
us tend to see moral living as a kind of problem-solving. Our conflicts
with others, our relationships with family and friends, our political
lives are seen as challenges for our moral understanding. For this
group, the goal is to figure out the right thing, to understand it, and to
know how to act in this or that situation. Others see moral living in
quite different terms. For people in this second group, the moral ques-
tion is not one of knowing what to do; it is a question of doing it. It is a
question of moral action, of conviction, determination, courage, duty,
or moral will. Morality here is a matter of having the inner strength to
act out values which are taken for granted as known and as true.
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In the final analysis full moral responsibility requires that each

one of us must deal with both of these kinds of questions in our daily

lives. We cannot act responsibly if we do not have right answers to

moral problems. But right answers have no moral significance if we do

not act on them. When the two sets of questions are fully operative in

our lives we are set on the road towards moral maturity. However all

of us will tend to favor one of these two kinds of concerns over the

other. And whether we favor the first or the second will determine an

overall style to our moral living. The differences in the two styles

frequently causes problems in our ability to relate to others of another

style. For a person of one style feels that someone of a different style is

trivializing his or her own urgent concerns. If we recognize these dif-

ferences between moral styles as complementary concerns then we

realize that actually we need one another. For it is through the other

that we learn to appreciate the importance of both kinds of moral

questions.

,,ECSTASIS" AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF QUESTIONS

Have you ever had the following experience? You are Jooking up a

word in a dictionary or an encyclopedia, perhaps in the context of doing

a crossword puzzle, or because of an argument with a family member

over some trivial matter. You rapidly locate the word in the volume,

eager to prove yourself correct, anxious to leap back to your game or

your argument. But you discover in the reference work a dimension to

the word of which you were previously unaware. You are puzzled by

this new find. What is its significance? You read on. The volume

makes reference to another entry. You flip to the other entry. You

discover something in this new entry which fuels your fascination.

You grab another reference work off the shelf in a hungry search for

knowledge to quench this newly aroused wonder. You discover that

you had been mistaken about something in a conversatiorr with some-

one three weeks ago. You begin to understand the significance of some-

thing that he or she had said. By now, twenty minutes have passed.

You have forgotten the crossword puzzle, or the person with whom
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you were arguing has given up calling you and left the house. You sit
reading, enthralled, for another two hours.

What has happened to you? In a nutshell, we might say that you
have experienced 'the transformation of the question.' Bernard Loner-
gan uses the word 'ecstasis' to describe this process wherein a set of
initial questions- the questions which originally inspired an
inquiry - gives way to a new set of questions that arise within the
inquiry process itself.g As an inquiry proceeds you being to 'stand out
of your original set of questions and begin to operate within a new set
of questions and concerns, questions which are proper to the context of
meaning of the thing which you are studying.

Moral knowledge, like all knowledge is only truly meaningful as
an answer to its proper questions, and different kinds of questions
dynamize our moral living in different directions. However, it also
remains true that an appropriate engagement in a particular field of
human experiences can give rise to the distinctive questions that point
us towards the particular sets of relations proper to that field. The
dramatic upshot of this fact is that if we are appropriately attentive to a
field of experience, engagement in that field can have the effect of
transforming our state of questioning and caring. The drama of this
transformation in one's questions is linked to the fact that the new-
found questions have the effect of opening a door into an entirely new
field of human understanding.

Quite often we encounter blockages in our efforts to make sense of
our experiences. We find that we cannot properly understand a particu-
lar field of experience unless we hit on the right questions. Sometimes
a clue, an image, a new piece of data, a fresh perspective from a friend,
an obscure impression gained from a work of art can result in our
stumbling upon the questions which unlock a new field of insights.
This phenomenon is most dramatic when what is revealed to us is a
dimension of human experience which we never knew existed or
whose significance we could never previously appreciate. It is this
'disclosure' effect which renders the 'ecstasis' event so spectacular.

glotre.gan, Methoil in Theology 185-196.
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Let us illustrate with another example. You are in an argument

with a friend or a loved one. It is an argument which you have had

many times before. You are convinced that he or she fails to appreciate

your point of view or consistently disregards your opinions. The con-

versation invariably shifts away from your central concerns to focus on

irrelevant side issues. In fact, as often as you've had this argument the

other person has obstinately refused to really 'listen' to you. You state

your point again, this time more forcefully. And, as always, the conver-

sation degenerates to an argument. Tempers flair. You become exasPer-

ated, not simply at this instance, but at your own inability, time and

again, to avoid this degenerating state of affairs.

Flowever, suddenly this time, the other person breaks down

instead of stomping off in a huff. You become indignant. Why is he or

she crying? I 'm the one who should be crying! I 'm the one who is

always being misunderstood! You feel annoyed. But then the crying

begins to touch something in you. The other person is genuinely suf-

fering. Your anger and frustration begin to give way to compassion.

This, clearly, is a revelation of a new dimension to this conversation.

What is the source of this sorrow? Is there something about the issue

which you have been overlooking? Is there something about your

approach to this conversation which you have regularly misunder-

stood? You discover in your new and touchingly intimate exchange -

an exchange now made possible by your compassion towards the

other's newly discovered pain - that you are asking different ques-

tions about your relationship. You begin to wonder if the problem

which regularly fueled the degeneration of the conversation had little

to do with the content of the discussion. You begin asking if the real

issue had to do with his or her - and your - sense of self-worth. You

start to realize it had everything to do with justifying yourself con-

vincingly before the other. It had everything to do with being bullied,

with being beaten up in a fight, with always being in the wrong, with

being made to feel a fool, with being made to feel worthless as a person.

What has happened here? I suggest you have experienced an

instance of that 'ecstasis' which we have been speaking about. A new

cluster of feelings have arisen in response to significant values opera-

tive in the conversation and these feelings have elicited n':w questions
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about the role of these new-found values in your relationship. If your

old questions' focused on getting the other Person to recognize your

point of view, your new questions focused on your contributions
towards eroding his or her sense of self-worth. What you discovered in
your 'ecstasis' was a whole new dimension to your arguments which
you had never before recognized. It is a dimension which might be
characterized as a dimension of mutual affirmation as persons.lo It is a

dimension which is present in every human conversation, but which

comes to the forefront dramatically in some conversations more than

others. Often the desire to be affirmed as a person, to be affirmed as
loved and as worthy of love, is the driving concern in a conversation
or an argument. In such cases we will never resolve the dispute until
we experience the transformation of the question away from the topic
of the argument to this dynamic of mutual self-affirmation.

The fascinating thing which often accompanies such an 'ecstasis' is
that this new-found question has the effect of revealing a whole new

dimension of human experience which previously was not known to
exist or to be significant. In the case of the argument, what was dis-
covered was the interpersonal dimension of mutual self-affirmation
which is present in every human interchange. This new-found body of
experience has the effect of revealing a new 'horizon' of human experi-
ence. Relationships with others are seen in a new light. It is as if some-

thing invisible had suddenly become visible, a something which had
always been present and operative in our living but which remained
beyond our horizon of concern. This new something sheds a new light
upon all our interpersonal relationships. We suddenly begin to under-
stand why some event in the past happened the way it did. More
importantly, we begin to treat others in a whole new light.

10For a discussion of this dimension of mutual affirmation to human discourse
see Kenneth R. Melchin, "Moral Knowledge and the Structure of Cooperative
Living," Theological Studies 52 (1991) 509-513; History, Ethics anil Emergent Proba-
bility l8l-187LThis analysis draws upon Gibson Winter's reconstruction of George
Herbert Mead. See Gibson Winter, Elements for a Social Ethic (New York: Macmillan,
1966); George Herbert Mead, On Social Psychology, ed. Anselm Strauss (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1964).
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When such an 'ecstasis' occurs we often begin to appreciate the

deeper significance of human interrelating and this appreciation is the

foundation for our getting the questions to which so many of the tradi-

tional moral norms and prescriptions are an answer.

CoNclustoN

What do we make of all of this? I suggest that we can draw out five

implications for moral action and reflection.

1. The first implication concerns the fact that all moral norms, all

moral values, all moral 'laws' are answers to questions. If we want to

understand what the moral norms of our parents, our cultural

heritage, and our religious traditions require of us, we have to know

the questions which the norms were intended to answer. If we want to

know when and how to apply these norms in our lives, we have to

know the context of meaning and experience in which the norm was

originally judged to be true. To be sure, a brilliant and valuable answer

to one question is neither bri l l iant nor valuable when it is used to

answer a completely irrelevant question. However, a discovery of the

original questions and contexts behind older norms often yields

insights and clues which prove helpful or even essential in wrestling

with new types of moral problems.

2. The second implication concerns the fact that different kinds of

questions dynamize our personal moral living. If we truly want to

understand ourselves and to bring more of our l ives within our

responsible control, then it becomes important to find out what we

truly do care about. To do so we need to identify the questions which

dynamize our living. Even if we seek to leave behind our vices and

seek some measure of moral excellence we can only get there from

here. So we must know where 'here' is.

3. The third implication concerns the fact that certain moral prob-

lems can only be solved if we discover the right question to ask. Truly

open and authentic moral inquiry can often bring upon us a conver-
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sion in our questions, an 'ecstasis.' The key to moral discovery is
finding the right question to ask. And the key to hitting on the right
question is our immersion in the right experience in search of an
'ecstasis.'

4. The fourth implication concerns the role of 'ecstasis' in our
relations with others. When we seriously try to listen and understand
the point of view of others with whom we disagree, we can discover a
new dimension of human experience of which we were previously
unaware. This 'ecstasis' experience enhances our appreciation of new
and different kinds of moral questions. And this appreciation of differ-
ent rnoral questions makes it possible to deal in a loving way with
other persons.

5. The fifth implication concerns 'foundations' in ethics. What is
foundational for ethics is the transformation of the ethicist which
releases the patterns of caring and questioning that permit central
experiences and insights to emerge in the inquiry process. Moral
knowledge is not a commodity 'out there' to be acquired, negotiated,
contracted, or passed on to others. It is not a bag or 'deposit' of norms,
virtues, or values handed on by a culture or tradition. Nor is it a sys-
tem of first principles from which can be deduced the variety of
requirements for daily living. Moral knowledge is the term or goal of a
human activity of inquiry into experience. This activity is driven by
questions and it yields insights which are meaningful and truthful in
relation to these questions. For ethics to proceed requires careful atten-
tion to the dynamic structure of this activity and, most particularly, to
the role played by the questioning and the transformation of the ques-
tioning in the ethicist engaged in this activity.

Many of us continue to think of morality as a set of r.rles, as a set
of dos and don'ts, as a set of norms which other people have formu-
lated to direct our action. But the truth is that throughout much of our
lives we engage in moral decision-making in which we play a key part
in forging and implementing the tools. The questions which dynamize
our moral living and the moments of 'ecstasis' which transform us are
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calls issued from ourselves to ourselves. As long as we continue to

think of morality in terms of rules imposed by others, the full truth of

our moral living will remain hidden from us. The ideas sketched here

are oriented towards helping us to understand and to appreciate the

role played by one of the most important of these tools, the question, in

living out the mystery of our humanity.
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N HIS ARTICLE "Deconstructing Lonergan,"l Ronald McKinney, S.f.
sets about the task of 'deconstructing' Bernard Lonergan's thought
by 'undermining' the set of hierarchical oppositions that he finds

contained therein. For McKinney, one of these hierarchical oppositions
is a preference for 'presence' (the known) over 'absence' (the un-
known). In contradistinction, ferome Miller attempts to interpret
Lonergan as a deconstructionist in his recent book /n the Throe ot'
Wonder.2 Interestingly, the hierarchical preference that Miller
discovers in Lonergan is dialectically opposed to the one discovered by
McKinney; namely, a preference for the unknown in its deconstruction
of the known. Based upon this interpretation, Miller concludes that
Lonergan identifies being with absence and, therefore, all textual
evidence to the contrary, Lonergan does not equate being with every-
thing about everything.3

Of concern to me is how two philosophers who have spent a great
deal of time struggling to understand Lonergan can come to such
fundamentally opposed interpretations of him. It is my judgment that

llnternational Phitosophical Quarterly 31 (March 1991): 81.
2In the Throe of Wonder: lntimations of the Sacred in a Post-Moilern World

(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1992).
3Miller, Throe of Wonder 207, n. 25.

@ 1993 Michael P. Maxwell, Jr 2 2 9
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the reason for this is that both attempt to interPret Lonergan in terms

of a hierarchical opposition that Lonergan himself has transcended.

This attempt is itself a result of their failure to appropriate what Loner-

gan means by a 'virtually unconditioned' judgment.

The purpose of this essay is to iustify this claim with respect to

Miller's presentation of Lonergan. In the first part of the essay, I will

develop three aspects of Miller's position. The first is his distinction

between, on the one hand, the 'inauthentic' unquestioning stance of a

metaphysics of presence that gives hierarchical priority to the known

over the unknown and, on the other hand, the 'authentiC questioning

stance of 'postmodern wisdom' that gives hierarchical priority to the

unknown in its deconstruction of the known. The second aspect is his

justification for the claim that Lonergan exhibits a preference for the

second option of postmodern wisdom. The third is his claim that

Lonergan identifies being with the unknown and, therefore, does not

equate being with everything about everything.

In the second part of the essay, I will set forth what seems to me to

be a presupposed, dialectical opPosition governing Miller's interpreta-

tion of Lonergan. It is this presupposition that forces Miller to interPret

Lonergan as preferring the unknown to the exclusion of the known

and to conclude that Lonergan does not equate being with everything

about everything.

In the third part of the essay, I will delineate those aspects of

Lonergan relevant to overcoming the dialectical opposition presup-

posed in Miller's interpretation. First, I wil l set forth Lonergan's

notion of the reflective grasp of the virtually unconditioned in both

the context of 'concrete judgments of fact' and the context of

Judgments on the correctness of insights.' Second, I will show that the

dialectical development of a higher viewpoint does not necessitate the

wholesale negation or deconstruction of a lower viewpoint. Third, I

wil l explore how Lonergan's notion of a virtually unconditioned

judgment allows one both to transcend the dialectical opposition

presupposed in Miller's interpretation and to understand Lonergan's

claim that being is the concrete totality of everything about everything.
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I

Metaphysics of presence or postmodern wisdom

Of central concern to Miller is whether there is any relevance to the
notion of 'wisdom' with the advent of postmodern philosophy.a For

Miller, the classical or Aristotelian notion of the wise person is one
who knows in an infallible way the first principles that govern the

universe of meaning that is taken for granted by persons of common

sense. In grasping these first principles, the wise person is able to
master the whole as whole (being as such) and thereby make fully

available and accessible (present) to him or herself the whole of 'what-

is-to-be-known.' Moreover, these principles are accorded a privileged

or unconditioned status as against all other principles in the construc-
tion of a metaphysical system. Accordingly, they ground a 'metaphysics

of presence' in which the meaning of being is that which is accessible in

its 'presence-at-hand' through these unconditioned first principles.s

On Miller's reading, postmodern philosophy has discovered that

this notion of wisdom is no longer tenable, for it has shown that these
privileged first principles really only serve to protect, disguise and

totalize a particular prejudice. As such, they are really presuppositions
that are unquestioned and, therefore, taken for granted. However, with
this discovery comes the possibility of a more profound notion of
wisdom that does not ground a metaphysics of presence through a
totalization of a prejudiced perspective in a set of unquestioned first
principles. This more profound wisdom realizes that there are no infal-
lible, unconditioned positions and, therefore, it does not pretend to
reach any transcendent point of view. Rather, it sets about the task of
deconstructing (unmasking) the prejudices that hide behind every
claim to a set of infallible, unconditioned first principles governing the
meaning of the whole as whole.5

4Miuer, Throe of Woniler l'1,-12.
SMitler, Throe of Wonder 1,3-14, 16-77, 732.
5Miller, Throe of Wonder 71-12, 15, 133.

231.
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Lonergan and the postmodern notion ot' wisdom

There are two aspects to Miller's interpretation of Lonergan that allow

him to discover this notion of 'deconstructive' wisdom in Lonergan's

cognitional theory. First, he interprets Lonergan as holding that infalli-

ble judgments are not possible for human beings. This is because the

movement toward knowledge is always mediated through a question

for reflection which shows that there are many possible answers to any

given question; that any one of them might be the correct answer; and

that the distance between the question and the correct answer can

never be completely traversed or closed. Accordingly, every judgment

is subject to revision through further inquiry and, therefore, true wis-

dom consists in always remaining open to the possibil i ty of being

wrong by trusting oneself to the 'eros of questioning' without the hope

or desire of reaching an unconditioned, infallible judgment.T

Second, because there is an ' irreconcilable difference,' 'radical

otherness,' 'heterogeneity 
, '  or ' incommensurabil ity' between the

unknown intended in further inquiry and the known reached in tenta-

tive judgments, to trust oneself to the eros of questioning is a matter

not only of remaining open to being wrong but also remaining open to

the 'deconstruction,' 'disruption,' 'di s integration,' 'sh a ttering,'
'complete undoing,' or 'undermining' of one's world 'as a uthole' and
'in a primordial taay.'8 Accordingly, the attitude of true wisdom gives

priority to the unknown intended in questions over the known

reached in judgments because the known is always subject to decon-

struction in the pursuit of the unknown. In short, the wi.se person is

called to 'question everything about everything.'e

ldentit ' ication ot' being with the unknown

From this perspective that gives priority to the unknown intended in

questions over the known reached in judgments, Mil ler interprets
Lonergan's notion of being. For Miller, Lonergan identifies being solely

TMiller, Throe of Wonder 78-21, 23-27.
8Miller, Throe of Wonder 38, 65-67, 123-124, 727, 747-149, 156.
9Miller, Throe of Wonder 77.
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with the unknown or the absent.lo Being is the 'radical other' that is
'irreconcilable' to the known. As such, being 'shatters' our dream of,
and possibility for, unquestionable knowledge.ll

Of course, this interpretation forces Miller to claim that Lonergan
really does not mean it when he says that being is everything about
everything. Rather, he only means that it is "no class or genus of
entitiesi yet it pertains to every entity ... Being is the transcendens pure
and simple."72 It seems to me that Miller is forced to this conclusion
because some things included in the notion of everything about every-
thing are putatively known and, therefore, because being is equated
with the unknown, everything about everything cannot be equated
with being.

I I

Throughout his argument that Lonergan gives priority to the
unknown intended in questions over the known reached in judg-

ments, it appears that Miller presupposes that one must choose
between two dialectically opposed attitudes toward the known. On the
one hand, one can unquestioningly accept the known, totalizing it into
something that comprehends everything about everything. For Miller,
this is the attitude of a metaphysics of presence that prefers what it
knows because it believes that its judgments are unconditioned
(unlimited) and, therefore, absolute without regard to context.l3 On the
other hand, one can question the known, deconstructing it as
something that in some sense comprehends nothing about anything.
This is the attitude of postmodern wisdom that prefers the unknown
because it realizes that all judgments are conditioned (fallible) and,
therefore, subject to deconstruction.la

loMiller, Throe of Woniler 18, 47, 51, 71.
llMiUer, Throe of Wonder 155-157.
l2Milter, Throe of Woniler 207 n. 25.
l3Miller, Throe of Wonder 93.
l4Mi[er, Throe of Wonder 29-30, 147.
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That this dialectical opposition animates Miller's interpretation of
Lonergan is exhibited most clearly when he attempts to resolve the

self-referential inconsistency of affirming that all affirmations are

subject to revision.ls Miller begins by stating that we must
'unconditionally' affirm at least one truth, namely, that there is truth.

This is because without this truth arrived at in an unconditioned

affirmation, the claim that all our judgments are conditioned (fallible)

would become meaningless. However, the performance of uncon-

ditionally affirming this truth about truth seems to contradict the

content of the affirmation that all judgments are conditioned. Miller

attempts to resolve this problem by saying that the unconditioned

affirmation of this truth does not allow one to claim that one 'possess'

this truth. Rather, it is simply a 'recognition' or 'acknowledgment' of
the fact that one is subject to the truth and cannot escape a relationship

to it. The fact that we do not 'possess' this truth but only 'recognize' it

means that we do not hold it in an ' immediate intuit ion' that is

unconditioned.

However,  by th is  d is t inct ion between 'possession '  and
'recognition,' it does not appear that Miller extricates himself from self-
referential inconsistency. Rather, it seems that he places himself right

in the middle of it. In essence, he ends up saying that the uncon-

ditioned (unlimited) affirmation of the truth that all judgments are

condi t ioned ( fa l l ib le)  is  i tse l f  a  condi t ioned ( fa l l ib le)  af f i rmat ion

because we do not 'possess' this truth in an ' immediate intuit ion.'

Mil ler seems to explicit ly recognize and embrace this inconsistency

when he states that "a personal act of insight and judgment can be both
non-reaisable and fa l l ib ls . " to

Throughout Miller's argument one can see how he gravitates back
and forth between the two aforementioned attitudes toward the
known. On the one hand, he could unquestioningly accept the judg-

ment that there is truth as an unconditioned (unlimited) affirmation.

On the other hand, he could question it as a conditioned (fall ible)

affirmation. Miller sees problems with both attitudes, but he is unable

lsMiller, Throe of Wonder 28-30.
15Miller, Throe of Wonder 207-202 n. 19.
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to discover and articulate the third attitude that would transcend the
limitations of the other two. This third attitude is that the grasp of this
truth is not constituted by an unconditioned (unlimited) judgment or
by a conditioned (fallible) judgment but by a airtually unconditioned
(infallible within limits) judgment. Only by appropriating the notion of
a virtually unconditioned judgment is one able to navigate the
Charybdis of asserting too much and the Scylla of asserting too little.

I I I

For Lonergan, a virtually unconditioned judgment is grounded in, and
an expression of, an act of reflective understbnding that emerges in
response to a question for reflection. This act of reflective under-
standing consists of a grasp of the sufficiency of the evidence for a
prospective judgment. As such, it involves a grasp of both the condi-
tions for the truth of the prospective judgment and the fulfillment of
those conditions.lT The best way to elucidate what this means is to
discuss it in terms of what for Lonergan are the two main types of
judgments; namely, concrete judgments of fact and judgments on the
correctness of insights.

Concrete judgments of fact

Concrete judgments of fact presuppose that one has already achieved
familiarity with a particular domain through the accumulation of a

complementary context of direct and reflective insights.t8 For the most
part, this context consists of beliefs, which are consequences of
reflective insights that have their origin in a responsible decision to

lTBernard Lonergan, lnsight: A Study of Human lJnderstanding, Collected Works
of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 3 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992) 297, 305, 339-
340; Unilerstanding and Being, Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, vol. 5 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1990) 111.

l8lonergatr, lJnderstanding and Being, CWL 5: 120-721. Lonergan notes that as a
logical matter iudgments on the correctness of insights precede concrete judgments of
fact because the former do not presuppose an achieved context of insights. However,
pedagogically, it is easier to 'back into' judgments on the correctness of insights from
concrete iudgments of fact,
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collaborate in the search for truth by accepting the immanently

generated judgments of others.19 The conditions for the truth of a

concrete judgment of fact are specified by this complementary context

of insights and their fulfillment lies in present or remembered data.20

Accordingly, the virtually unconditioned status of a concrete judgment

of fact consists in a reflective grasp of these conditions and their

fulf i l lment.

This can be illustrated by the concrete judgment of fact that each of

the jurors is called upon to make in a criminal trial. The question for

reflection is whether the defendant committed the crime charged. It is a

duty of the judge to instruct the jurors so that they each accumulate a

context of insights sufficient to specify all the conditions that must be
fulfilled in order to judge that the defendant cornmitted the crime. The

fulfillment of the conditions lies on the level of present or remem-

bered evidence that is offered to the jury during the trial. In making

their concrete judgments of fact, each of the jurors is expected to grasp

through an act of reflective understanding the conditions for the truth

of guilt supplied by the instructions and whether those conditions are

fulfilled by the evidence presented.

Because the conditions for the truth of a concrete judgment of fact

are specified by a presupposed, complementary context of direct and

reflective insights, the meaning of the judgment can be determined

only from this context. In other words, the context that specifies the

conditions for the truth of the judgment qualif ies and limits the
meaning of the judgment.2l Returning to our example of a criminal

trial, the meaning of a juror's judgment that the defendant is guilty of

the crime charged can be determined only by an examination of the
instructions provided to the jury. Through this examination, one
discovers the complementary context of insights that elucidates, quali-
fies, and limits the meaning of the judgment. Such an examination in,

lglonergan, lnsight, CWL 3: 725-774. The existential conditions ior intellectual
collaboration and development are explored more fully in some of Lonergan's later
writings. Bernard Lonergan, Method in Theology (New York: Herder and Herder,
7972) 4747 .

2olone.gan, lnsight, CWL 3: 340.
2llonergan, Insight, CWL 3: 302.
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for example, a murder trial would show that a juror's judgment that
the defendant is guilty means, among other things, that the victim was
a human being; that the defendant knew that the victim was a human
being; that when the defendant acted, he either knew that his act would
kill the victim or intended that it would; and that there was no justifi-

cation for the killing of the victim.

Judgments on the correctness of insights

Unlike concrete judgments of fact, judgments on the correctness of
insights do not presuppose familiarity with a given domain through
the previous accumulation of insights. Instead, they occur at the term
of a process of learning that starts from a recognition that one lacks
adequate familiarity with a given domain, proceeds through a self-
correcting accumulation of a complementary context of insights, and
ends with the judgment that one has sufficient familiarity with the
given domain to pass reasonable, concrete judgments that certain
limited insights are indeed correct.22 Accordingly, what is essential to
the transformation of a prospective judgment on the correctness of
insights from a conditioned to a virtually unconditioned through a
grasp of sufficient evidence is the self-correcting process of learning.
The condition for the truth of a judgment on the correctness of insights
is that all questions relevant to a given domain can be asked and
indeed have been asked and answered. The fulfillment of this condi-
tion lies in the normative exigencies of the self-correcting process of
learning that are satisfied only upon the realization of this require-
ment.23

The example of a criminal trial is again helpful in illustrating this
point. Recall that it is the judge's duty to make sure that each juror has
accumulated a context of insights adequate for making a concrete
judgment of fact about guilt. In fulfilling this duty, the judge, with rhe
help of the attorneys, engages in a self-correcting process of learning

zlonergan, Insight, CWL 3: 371-372.
23lonergan, Insight, CWL 3: 340. Like concrete judgments of fact, a judgment on

the correctness of insights involves a responsible decision to collaborate with others
in the self-correcting process of learning.
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that terminates in a judgment that the instructions express the com-
plementary context of insights sufficient for each juror to make this
judgment. This self-correcting process involves the judge and the
attorneys in a collaborative effort to discern both the legal issues
(questions) relevant to the case before them and, based on this, the set

of instructions adequate to meet these issues.

Because the condition for the truth of a judgment on the correct-

ness of insights is that all questions relevant to a given domain have

been asked and answered, the meaning of the judgment can only be

determined with respect to the scope of the questions asked and

answered in reaching the judgment. In other words, the scope of the
questions relevant to reaching the judgment qualifies and limits the
meaning of the judgment.2a In our example of a criminal trial, the

meaning of the judge's determination that the instructions adequately

express the complementary context of insights sufficient for each of the
jurors to make a judgment of guilt or innocence is circumscribed and

limited by the scope of questions relevant to this determination.

Usually questions regarding the defendant's past criminal record, his
character and personality, and his socio-economic status in the com-
munity are irrelevant to such a determination and, therefore, its
meaning is qualified and limited accordingly.

The dialectical emergence of higher aiewpoints

In most situations, one does not come to a given domain as a tabula

rasa. Rather, one comes already constituted in a context of insights that
one anticipates sufficiently specifies all the conditions necessary to
ground virtually unconditioned, concrete judgments of fact. However,

questions often emerge with regard to experiences withirr the domain
that cannot be answered by remaining within the limits circumscribed

by the context. These further relevant questions may set in motion a
far-reaching, collaborative, dialectical development of one's context
such that one progresses to a higher viewpoint that transcends the

24lonergan, Method 162-165.
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limitations of the lower viewpoint.2s This dialectical development to a
higher viewpoint terminates in a judgment on the correctness of
insights that has for its condition of truth the correct answering of
these further relevant questions.

The progression to a higher viewpoint does not necessarily imply
a wholesale acceptance of the higher viewpoint or the wholesale rejec-
tion or deconstruction of the lower viewpoint. Rather, each viewpoint
is differentiated, delineated and related to the other viewpoint in terms
of the scope of questions relevant to reaching the virtually uncondi-
tioned judgment on the correctness of insights that grounds it. Accord-
ingly, each viewpoint is accepted within its proper limits, which are
known in an act of reflective understanding.26

The same is true for all the differentiations of intellectual devel-
opment, for each differentiation is delineated and related to the others
in terms of the scope of questions relevant to its emergence. Lonergan
himself delineates and relates common sense description to scientific
explanation by means of this standard. From this he concludes that the
meaning of common sense and scientific judgments should not in
principle conflict, for "all affirmations of empirical science contain the
qualifying reservation 'from the viewpoint of explanation,"' and "all
the affirmations of common sense contain the qualifying reservation
'from the viewpoint of ordinary description."'27

Transcending the dialectical opposition in Miller

By now it should be clear that for Lonergan one does not have to
choose between two dialectically opposed attitudes toward the known.
One does not have to accept unquestioningly the known as though it
resulted from a grasp of an unconditioned (unlimited) truth that is
absolute without regard to context and, therefore, in some fashion
comprehends everything about everything. Likewise, one does not
always have to question the known as though it resulted from a grasp

Slonergan, lnsight, CWL 3: 301-303, 331, 430433.
25lonergan, Method 162-165.
2Tlonetgatr, Insight, CWL 3: 320.
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of a conditioned (fallible) truth that is subject to deconstruction and,

therefore, in some fashion comprehends nothing about anything.

Rather, one can reasonably accept the known as resulting from a grasp

of a virtually unconditioned truth that is absolute within its own

proper limits and, therefore, in some fashion comprehends something

about something. Bias or prejudice results from the failure to maintain

this delicate balance of good judgment.

In the case of a concrete judgment of fact, this attitude is possible

because that which determines the meaning of the judgment is the
complementary context of direct and reflective insights that specifies

the conditions for its truth. Thus, these judgments are known to be

absolutely true within the limits circumscribed by this context. In the
case of judgments on the correctness of insights, this attitude is possible

because that which determines the meaning of the judgment is the
scope of questions relevant to reaching the judgment. Thus, these
judgments are absolutely true within the limits circumscribed by this
scoPe.

Because Lonergan does not have to choose between these two atti-
tudes toward the known, he is not forced into the position of having to
prefer the unknown over the known. Furthermore, then, for Lonergan

being is not an unknown 'other' that is radically incommensurate with

the known. Rather, it is the objective of a notion that intends both all

that is known and all that remains to be known through virtually

unconditioned judgments.2s When one asks a question for reflection,

one desires to know some aspect of being. When that question is satis-
fied by an act of reflective understanding issuing in a virtually un-

conditioned judgment, one actually does know some aspect of being. In
a concrete judgment of fact, the context that specifies the conditions for
the truth of the judgment qualifies and limits this aspect. In a judg-

ment on the correctness of insights, the scope of questions relevant to
reaching the judgment qualif ies and limits the aspect. Thus, the
notion, of being is the supreme heuristic that is the principle of
commensurabil ity between the known reached in virtually uncondi-

tioned judgments and the unknown intended in further questions.

28lotre.gan, lnsight, CWL 3: 374.
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The difference between the known and the unknown is a difference

within a single, all pervasive notion that anticipates being as every-

thing about everything.2e
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29lotre.gat, lnsight, CWL 3: 375, 380.
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REDERICK CROWE, THE author of this short book, was a
devoted friend of Bernard Lonergan. He has spent forty-four
years in the study of Lonergan's thought. He has a well-deserved

reputation for thorough research, intelligently sympathetic interpre-

tation, and carefully weighed judgments. Since Lonergan's death in
1984 he has had access to the sheaves of unpublished material now
housed in the archives of the Lonergan Research Institute in Toronto
(including especially a few long letters that may never be made public).
In Lonergan Crowe has brought these considerable personal and

circumstantial resources to bear to produce a lucid overview, from a
developmental perspective, of Lonergan's lifework. Advanced students
of Lonergan's thought no less than newcomers will derive great bene-
fits from a careful reading of Lonergan, although in different ways.

The scholar unfamiliar with Lonergan, for whom this book is
primarily intended, will be sufficiently informed about rvhat Bernard
Lonergan was up to- the grand project, the major steps in its
unfolding, the aims and emphases of major writings, the character and
temperament of the man - to make the reading of primary sources
much easier and gross misinterpretation of them and of Lonergan's
developing positions on major issues much less likely. Budding and
mature scholars already engaged in Lonergan studies will receive these

@ 193 Mark D. Morelli 243
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benefits and more. If Crowe's resources have enabled him to sketch

clearly a big picture of Lonergan's lifework for the uninitiated, they

have also enabled him to speak with authority about specific details of

that picture that are of special interest to Lonergan scholars. Crowe's

position on issues currently of concern in Lonergan studies, including

the challenges he poses to some commonplaces of Lonergan scholar-

ship, should at minimum stimulate scholarly debate and may even

alter significantly the trajectory of much Lonergan scholarship.

Crowe's aim in Lonergan is to provide 'a chronological presenta-

tion of a developing mind.' No attempt is made to give a systematic

presentation of Lonergan's final position. The systematic approach

would run counter to Lonergan's own procedure, which remained

ever true to the principle that closed systems of ideas may be expected

to be transcended by the same cognitive operations that generated

them. Crowe's interest l ies in understanding Lonergan's ideas within

the dynamic intellectual and psychic contexts of their emergence. But

the account Crowe gives of the series of dynamic intellectual and

psychic contexts is, by his own admission, only a sketch of the back-

ground a biography would describe in much greater detail. That sketch,

however, is sufficient for Crowe's purposes, even if it makes Lonergan

so tantalizing at times that this reader now awaits the bicgraphy with

some impatience.l

Crowe adheres to the principle that circumstan'Jes play an

especially determinative role early in life and become less determina-

tive as one matures; the child is father to the man. Accordingly, the

first chapter, entitled "The remote context: home, studies, formation,"

deals with the thirty-four years preceding the commencement of

Lonergan's doctoral studies. It is the longest chapter, and it is heavily

biographical. In subsequent chapters biographical detail amounts to

little more than places and dates as Crowe's emphasis shifts to the ques-

tions, ideas, further questions, and new ideas that seem to take on a life

of their own in virtual independence of extrinsic changes in Loner-

gan's situation.

1A biography is currently being prepared by William Mathew:, upon whose
research Crowe has drawn. See Lonergan 29 n. 3.
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It is Crowe's contention that Lonergan's experiences in those early
years constitute a context we must not ignore if we wish to understand
properly Lonergan's later writings. There emerged in the young Loner-
gan of those pre.doctoral years a prayerful asceticism, a somewhat fatal-
istic obedience to his superiors, a related love.hate relationship to the

fesuits, a highly critical attitude towards fesuit education in particular
and Catholic education in general, a self-taught style, a respect for and
appreciation of intelligence when he (apparently only rarely) encoun-
tered it, a deep appreciation for the Latin and Greek classics, and a
preference for the synthetic rather than the analytic mode of intel-
lectual activity. Crowe argues that (1) without an understanding of
Lonergan's early ascetic training and his conflicts with his ]esuit
superiors, we cannot grasp adequately the mature notion of 'self-

transcendence' that plays so central a role in his later works; (2) without
an understanding of Lonergan's early disappointments with his
teachers, we cannot appreciate fully the "extremely negative view of
the state of Catholic education [that] would characterize Lonergan
throughout his life and orient all his efforts ... " [5-61; and (3) without
an understanding of the young Lonergan's interest in the theoretical
analysis of history (the history that is written about), we cannot under-
stand adequately his lifelong passion "to join history to systematics"
[55]. This passion drove him in his youth, developed witl.. his study of
Thomas Aquinas, and culminated in the placement and function of
the specialty Systematics in his last major work, Method in Theology.
The penultimate section of Crowe's first chapter, entitled "File 773 -

History," provides especially strong evidence in support of this third
claim. In it he describes three essays, apparently produced in the
middle-tolate 1930s, found in a manila folder marked History among
Lonergan's papers after his death. One of the most finished of these was
recently published in this journal2 and bears the lengthy title "Pant6n
Anakephalai6sis [The Restoration of All Things], A Theory of Human
Solidarity. A Metaphysic for the Interpretation of St Paul. A Theology

2Mzrnoo' lournal of Lonergan Studies 9/2 (October 1991): 734-172. The text has
been edited by Crowe and R. M. Doran, who supply an editors' preface endnotes, and
editorial notes.
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for the Social Order, Catholic Action, and the Kingship of Christ, in

incipient outline."

In the second chapter of. Lonergan, "Apprentice to Thomas

Aquinas: 'eleven years of my life,' " Crowe puts in context Lonergan's

two major studies of Aquinas, Grace and Freedom and Verbum.3

Especially noteworthy here is Crowe's explicit rejection of the

widespread assumption that Lonergan began as a disciple of Thomas

Aquinas and may fairly be described as a Thomist.' That view, which

Crowe admits he helped propagate thirty-five years ago, is exploded by

his account of the 'remote context.' The prominent figures in Loner-

gan's early philosophical life were Newman, Augustine, Plato, Marx,

and Hegel. Lonergan's own recollection of his init ial f irst-hand

encounter with Thomas's writings, as late as 1933 when he was nearly

thirty, suggests a pre-existing bias, not in favor of Thomas but against

him: his first-hand reading led him "to suspect that St Thomas was not

nearly as bad as he is painted" [40]. This encounter began to blossom

into something Iike discipleship only when Lonergan began his

doctoral studies in 1938. The nature of that discipleship, moreover, is

unique, and Crowe's use of 'apprentice' in the chapter title, rather than
'disciple,' is deliberate and on the mark. The real value to Lonergan of

his doctoral study of Thomas was subjective and methodological, and it

was twofold: it lay in Lonergan's appropriation of the way Thomas

worked and thought, on the one hand, and in his appropriation of

Thomas's sense of God as mystery, on the other. Similarly, the Verbum

studies of Thomas on the procession of the inner word reveal an

already complex Lonerganian Begrift ' l ichkeit at work, which at once

exposes and transposes Thomas's theory of intellect: Thomas's explicit-

ly metaphysical beginning is found 'unmanageable,' and metaphysics

becomes a corollary of cognitional theory.

The last section of this chapter, entitled "Is the Later Lonergan

Thomist?", should make interesting reading for specialists and non-

specialists alike. Crowe's position on this question is thai Lonergan's

3Grace and Freedom: Opoatioe Grace in the Thought of St. Thomas, ed. J. P.
Burns (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, and New York: Herder and Herder, 1971);
VERBUM: Word anil klea in Aquinas, d. D. Burrell (Notre Dame, IN: University of
Notre Dame Press, 1967; London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1968).
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early studies of Thomas posed for him "a personal problem" [53]: "on
the one hand, his admiration for Thomas was almost boundless; on
the other, he could not deny that seven centuries had passed, and that a
mere repetition of Thomist ideas would fall on deaf ears. He had to
labour to retain his Thomism and yet live at the level of his time ... "

[54]. As Lonergan continued his slow ascent to the level of the times,
through his confrontation with human historicity and historical
consciousness, he came to view Thomas more and more as, in his own
words of 1968, "a man of his time meeting the challenge of his time"

[54]. Crowe is insistent that Lonergan "never lost his enthusiasm for
what Thomas had done in his time" [52], and that he received from
Thomas enormous help in developing a new notion of systematics
based in intentionality analysis; but it seems clear that, to his mind, the
later Lonergan was not a Thomist' in any traditional sense.

In the third chapter, "The level of the times (I): lnsight," Crowe
turns his attention to Lonergan's most famous work.a On Crowe's
account the controlling context of that work was the same passion to
"mount to the level of one's time" [57), "to join history to systematics"
in such a way as to come to terms with historicity without subordi-
nating it to systematics [55], that had driven Lonergan since the early
1930s. But Crowe distinguishes two stages in Lonergan's effort to raise
Catholic thought, which he viewed as seven centuries behind the
times, into the twentieth century. lnsight, completed in 1953, consti-
tutes only the first stage, and in it Lonergan addresses two specific
cultural events with which Catholic thought had failed to come to
terms: the overwhelming advances of the scientific revolution and the
critical philosophy of Kant. The second stage, treated by Crowe in the
chapter that follows, is constituted by a variety of 'experiments in theo-
logical method' through which Lonergan comes to grips, not with
natural-scientific advances and their cognitional implications as in
Insight, but with the new human sciences and the specific problems for
Catholic truth posed by the rise of hiStorical consciousness. Crowe

4lnsight: A Study ot' Human lJnilerctanding, ed. F. E. Crowe and R. M. Doran,
Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, volume 3 (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1992).
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points to the putative fact of this two-stage effort to update Catholic

thought as "an important corrective ... to the view that Lonergan was

an intellectual recluse; on the contrary, he was ... not a pure intellect

but a reformer concerned with social decline" [58] This is certainly a

point worth making, given the disdainful attitude of praxis-oriented

academe towards Catholic thought. However, precisely because that

attitude is so widespread and so entrenched, it seems to me that Crowe

might have said a little more about Lonergan's understanding of the

relation between outmoded Catholic thought and social decline.

Crowe provides a concise overview of the contents of Insight and

emphasizes the point, which can be made neither too forcefully nor too

frequently, that the internal aim of the book is the reader's cognitional

self-appropriation. He challenges the "superficial but curiously

widespread" 162-631 objection, put forward by a good many reviewers of

lnsight and given undue credence by no less a figure than Karl

Rahner,s that Lonergan's cognitional theory is based on, and applies to,

natural science alone. Crowe also provides the reader with a schematic

account of the emergence of Insight through a series of exploratory

Iectures beginning in 1945. Most interesting to this reader from a

research standpoint, though, is Crowe's account of the actual order of

composition of the chapters of lnsight; f irst, chapters 9-13; second,

chapters 1-8; third, chapters 14-20 and the epilogue. Finally, he points

out that lnsight is in large part the result of 'rounding off ' a much

larger project on the method of theology, forced by a call for Lonergan

to begin teaching at the Gregorian University in Rome in 1953.

Crowe's fourth chapter, "Experiments in method: a quarter-

century of exploration," deals with the second stage of Lonergan's effort

to realize the 'bright dream' of the 1930s of a renovation of Catholic

thought. He recounts Lonergan's long struggle to discover "a pass to

take us through what he once called the ' impenetrable wall '  that

scholarship (read: the German Historical School) had set up between

theology and its sources" [99]. The dominant theme in Crowe's account

5See "Some Crit ical Thought on 'Functional Specialt ies in Theology,"' in P.
McShane, ed., Foundations of Theology (Dublin: Gill and Macmillan Ltd, 1971; Notrc
Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 797D '194-196.
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of this struggle is Lonergan's conception of theological science on an

Aristotelian model and his resulting problematic relationship to the

two possible orders in theology, the analytic and the synthetic. Crowe's

focus, accordingly, is on Lonergan's gradual overcoming of a concep-

tion of theological sciences weighted towards the speculative. On

Crowe's telling, Lonergan had a somewhat stubborn predilection for

the synthetic side of the analytic/synthetic pair. Analysis and history,

Crowe observes, gave Lonergan trouble for years; his problem was to

get the analytic order into perspective. Lonergan's eventual solution,

which emerged in outline with the breakthrough to the eight func-

tional specialties in February of 1.965, involved a twofold enlargement

of the very notion of theology. First, the deductive model is replaced by

an empirical one according to which scripture and tradition supply data

rather than premisses; the theological character of the discipline of

theology is not longer to be attributed to its reliance upon revealed

truths. Second, the specifically theological component now resides in

the intellectual, moral, and religious conversion of the theological

subject who mediates the data supplied by scripture and tradition [121].
Two issues, in particular, raised by Crowe's story of this struggle

invite further exploration. Lonergan's enlarged notion of theology

required, on the one hand, a 'turn to the subject,' the completion of

which Crowe locates in 7961,-62, and, on the other hand, the over-

coming of the classicist, Aristotelian notion of science, which Crowe

sees accomplished in 1,964. Both achievements occur, according to

Crowe, a good while after the completion of lnsight, yet lnsight is often

discussed and interpreted by Lonergan scholars as though it already

bears the marks of these achievements. This phenomenon evokes a

number of questions: fust how thorough was the 'turn to the subject' in

lnsight? And just how complete was Lonergan's appropriation in

lnsight of modern empirical science?
Crowe provides ample evidence that the post-InsiSht years were

considerably more than an unfolding of ideas already contained in

lnsight. His distinction of two stages in Lonergan's effort to update

Catholic thought appears well-founded. Lonergan's confrontation with

the problems posed by the German Historical School came later, occa-

sioned bv the accident of his move to Rome in 1953. But we may still be
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perplexed by the slowness with which Lonergan came to terms after

lnsight with historicity and the history that is written, and by the

tenacity with which he seems to have clung to an ideal of theology as

fundamentally deductive and speculative. Further, Crowe's insistence

upon the distinction of stages would appear to force a qualification of

his own description of Insight's internal aim. How thorough a self-

appropriation is promoted by Insight if the subject's historicity is not

addressed? It would also seem to weaken somewhat l'.is argument

against those who claim that Lonergan relies too heavily in lnsight

upon the model of empirical natural science, if it is only after lnsight

that Lonergan comes to grips with the human sciences. Crowe's polite

accusation of inadvertent anachronism, Ieveled against those who

believe they find in germ in Insight the major developments in Loner-

gan's position, is, of course, not sufficient to resolve these issues.

Perhaps an interpretative study of lnsight guided by Lonergan's own

account of the key transpositions in the movement from classicism to
modernity would throw some light on the issue of just how much of a
'turn to the subject' has already occurred in Insight, and just how

thorough a transcendence of the Aristotelian notion of science has

been achieved by Insighf 's analysis of empirical natural science.

The theme of the penultimate chapter of Lonergan, "The level of

the times (II): Instauratio Magna," is the culmination of Lonergan's

lifework in the unique vision of a methodologically integrated

theology articulated in his last major work, Method in Theolocy.6 The

chapter opens with a briefer rendering of a thesis Crowe elaborated at

greater length but before becoming familiar with File 713, over a decade
ago in The Lonergan Enterprise:7 Lonergan's achievement "in realized

theology fell short of his dreams" of the 1930s. "He did not write the
new theology that the level of the times seemed to call for"; but "in

potential" his actual achievement "far exceeded" those dreams, for he
constructed a

6Method in Theology (New York: Herder and Herder, 1972).
7F. E. Cro*e, The Lonergan Enterprise (Cambridge, MA: Cowley Publications,

1980), esp. 29-41.
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new organon that would be applicable in deduction or induction,
in philosophy or theology, in the pursuit of any project in the
field of human studies and human sciences, be it theoretical or
practical, present or future, peculiar to one culture or to
another ... [105-106]

This characterization of Lonergan's accomplishment has gained wide
currency and is especially helpful, as Crowe noted in The Lonergan
Enterprise, as a way not only to emphasize the difference between
Lonergan's notion of method and more common conceptions of
method as technique, but also to communicate the depth and breadth
of its potential applications.

Crowe offers his own reflections on the widely noted differences
between Insight and Method, and he admits the "Method does suffer in
comparison" with the monumental earlier work. The treatment of
basic categories is less extensive, its style is more schematic, "almost to
the point of being laconic," it does not have the same "leisurely sweep"
[107-108]. By way of explanation Crowe points to Lonergan's weakened
condition subsequent to two bouts of cancer-related surgery between
1965 and the completion of Method in 1971.. Flowever, Crowe rejects
the suggestion that these differences from Insight entitle us to conclude
that the thinking in Method is less rigorous than that in lnsight.
Method has "its own proper standard of rigor," one more appropriate
to treatments of "matters of the spirit," "reasons of the heart,,, and
ethics than to mathematics and the natural sciences [107]. This argu-
ment may not convince readers of such highly technical treatises as, for
example, A. Schutz's The Phenomenology of the Social World and S.
Strasse/s Phenomenology ot' Feeling, and a better defense might be had
by appealing to the emergence of a different manner of controlling and
expressing rneaning subsequent to the 'turn to the subject, that, as
Crowe has already claimed, was not complete in Insight.

In Method in Theology history is finally joined to systematics in
an enlarged notion of theology as constituted by eight functional
specialties, four in a mediating phase and four in a mediated phase.
The organization of the specialties in each phase is grounded in the
four-level structure of conscious intentionality, and the specialties are
distinguished from one another by their emphases on the different sets
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of operations, with their proper objects, constitutive of the different

levels of conscious intentionality. Crowe is careful to point out that

although the various specialties are correlated with specific levels of

conscious intentionality all four levels are nevertheless operative in

each of the specialt ies. Those who come to Method without having

first studied lnsight are especially prone to overlook this complexity in

Lonergan's method.  Exper ient ia l  operat ions are emphasized in

Research; intellectual operations, in Interpretation; rational operations,

in History; responsible operations, in the pivotal specialties of Dialectic

and Foundations; rational operations, once again, in Doctrines; intel-

lectual again in Systematics; and experiential again in Communica-

tions.

Crowe concludes the chapter with a review of the ways in which

this vision of theology differs from the standard conception of theology

as f ides quaerens in te l lectum, fa i th  seeking understanding.  The

contrast is fourfold. On the standard conception, theology "consists

merely of doctrines and systematics," while the remaining specialties

are viewed as ancillary [120]. On Lonergan's notion, all eight specialties

are intrinsic to theology. More fundamentally, on the standard conceP-

tion theology is a deductive science whose premisses are supplied by

scripture and tradition. On Lonergan's notion theology is an empirical

science for which scripture and tradition supply only data. Still more

fundamentally, on the standard conception revealed truths supply the

specifically theological component, and the holiness of the theologian

is extrinsic to theology. On Lonergan's notion the authentically theo-

logical component lies in the intellectual, moral, and religious conver-

sions of the theologian h211. Finally, Crowe alludes to an enlargement

of the roles of both the intrinsic and ancil lary areas of standard

theology entailed by Lonergan's new notion. More generally, the

standard theology seeks to establish a fixed and unchanging content,

and it would take its stand beyond-time and history, in independence

from cultural variation and generational changei whereas Lonergan's

notion is of a theology for which "there is no definitive content" 17051,

which "will vary from culture to culture" [105] and, in a given culture,

from generation to generation, which "speaks with authority to its

time and on the Ievel of its time" [121].
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In his final chapter, "From the level of the times to the future,"
Crowe reflects on two questions to which definitive answers cannot
now be given": What is Lonergan's significance? What is the future of
the Lonergan movement? Crowe treats Lonergan's contribution under
the three headings of 'Conceptudity,' 'Integration,' and 'The Generalist
Principle.' A first contribution is the 'set of organized concepts' which
Lonergan developed and with which he approached problems- his
Begrifflichkeif. A second, more important contribution Crowe finds in
the 'integral character' of Lonergan's thinking; that is, in hrs strategy of
appealing always to the immanent dynamism of human consciousness
for fundamental orientation and critical grounding. By means of this
strategy, Crowe believes, Lonergan was able (1) to provide critical foun-
dations for his metaphysics, (2) to bind the intellectual principle
(represented by Plato), the judgmental principle (Aquinas), and the
principle of responsibility (Kierkegaard) together in intrinsic relation to
one another, and (3) to unite the transcendental and the historical [126-
7271. The third contribution Crowe names 'the generalist principle,' by
which he seems to mean an attitude and intellectual procedure consis-
tent with Lonergan's transcendence, by virtue of his analysis of the
mediating role of insight or understanding, of the universal / particular
division [127].

It is Crowe's position that Lonergan's "achievement on the level
of the times lies primarily in the instrument he created for doing
philosophy and theology, and only secondarily in the phrlosophy and
theology that he himself produced" [129]. Lonergan, then, was funda-
mentally a methodologfsf, and Crowe grants "first place in his contri-
bution ... to the organon he constructed ... " [129]. He also maintains,
however, that Lonergan did rethink profoundly some basic theological
topics - for example, the Law of the Cross, the consciousness of ]esus,
the Trinity, the Mystical Body- not to mention the relations of
theology to the human sciences and economics. Crowe neglects to
mention the philosophical topics Lonergan tackled and transposed, but
this may be due to the fact that Crowe's training is theological, on the
one hand, and that Lonergan's most basic methodological achieve-
ments tended to be philosophical ones, on the other.

253
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For Crowe, who has devoted so many years to the study of Loner-

gan, the question about the future of the Lonergan movement is a

highly personal one. His own view is that Lonergan will turn out to be

very much more than his critics allow, and that his thought will give

"a radical turn to theology, philosophy, the human sciences and

human studies in general" [133-134]. But only time wil l tell. In the

meantime Crowe offers some words of consolation to Lonerganians

marginalized by academe. While our isolation from the academic

mainstream may be to some extent our own creation, it is not entirely

our doing. Lonergan's lnsight, for example, is conspicuously absent

from the bibliographies of books and conferences on understanding.

Theologians dismiss Lonergan on the ground that he's a philosopher.

Philosophers dismiss him on the ground that he's a theologian. For

Crowe, our isolation is largely the result of this uninformed tendency

to write Lonergan off. My own experience confirms this. I have sought

Lonergan's name without success so often in the indexes of new philo-

sophical books that I feel myself on the brink of deconstructive revela-

tions whenever I think ' logic' and ' love' in sequence. I have also

observed dismissals of Lonergan's work by top-ranking Thomists, post-

Kantian idealists, l inguistic analysts, and Reformed epistemologists.

The core of the problem, Crowe believes, is not so much 'group bias' as

it is the difference, difficulty, and revolutionary nature of the Lonergan

idea. The profundity and breadth of that idea explain, partially at least,

not only Lonerganians' isolation from mainstream scholarship but also

their isolation from one another -

we are all of us reaching up to the mind of Lonergan; each has
reached a plateau but at different levels and on different sides of
the mountain of his thought; we talk from our several plateaus
and relate what we have discovered, but mostly we are too far
apart for the talk to issue in conversation [135].

Crrwe recommends to those who study Lonergan the sa;ne relentless

perseverence, patience, humility, and charity [136] that made Loner-

gan's life - and these are Crowe's final words on the subject- /no

mean act of self- trans cendence" [138].
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Lonergan also contains a bibliography of selected orimary and

secondary readings and a seven-page computer-generated index. The

index will be very useful to anyone who wishes to discover quickly

Crowe's estimation of the developmental significance of specific

lectures and writings by Lonergan, for page references are given to both

the text and the endnotes for every mention of these. On the other
hand, it is primarily an index of proper names and titles and contains

only six terms: 'analysis/ synthesis,' 'conversion,' 'economics,' 'func-

tions of theology,' 'history,' and 'method.' Any disappointment
students of Lonergan may feel with the index in this regard, though,

will be dispelled when they discover that 'London, IJniversity ofis

separated from 'Longman, T. M.' by four columns of references to
'I-onergan.'

In conclusion, the story Crowe tells of Bernard Lonergan's intellectual
journal does serve to reinforce the impression of Lonergan, widely
held among those who have studied him the longest, as an extraordi-
narily exigent inquirer. He was committed to thinking at the level of
the times and from the level of the times to the future. Consequently
he was something of an intellectual 'loner' [ix], relatively unimpressed

by 'weekend celebrities' [136], to use Lonergan's own phrase, whose
absorption in the effort to understand thoroughly is less than constant
and whose theories amount to little more than old wine in new
bottles. On the other hand, Crowe's story will serve to inhibit the
tendency adherents of great thinkers often have to view their mentor's
intellectual journey as a series of reflective and deliberative steps
towards a fairly clearly envisioned goal. Lonergan's life at least, on
Crowe's telling, was not 'planned' in this way: "He had an early dream
of the pantin anakephalai1sis, and he pursued it for many years, but
he allowed circumstances (and his superiors) to direct him: One step
enough for me" [137].

Crowe's faithfulness to this realistic view is reflected throughout
Lonergan in his attention to the complexity, the structural fluidity, the
concrete particularity, and the variable direction of Lonergan's actual
intellectual life. Accordingly, for a small book, Lonergan is very rich,
and one should not conclude otherwise from the unavoidably
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schematic nature of this review. while Crowe's familiarity with the
relevant data scattered across eight decades and his facility at drawing
connections between earlier and later developments may at t imes
leave the reader a bit disoriented and wishing for a chronological table,
they also serve to open up numerous avenues of further fruitful
inquiry, only a few of which have been indicated here. And besides the
further questions to be evoked for the interested reade:. by the text
proper, there are those to be occasioned by the endnotes to which
twenty-five of Lonergan's 746 pages are devoted. For the Lonergan
scholar this l i tt le book wil l be a feast. For scholars unfamiliar with
Lonergan it wil l provide more than enough nourishment to fuel a
first-hand investigation of Lonergan,s thought.
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